

























delivery,! has! a! particular! salience! for! cancer! symptom!management! in! acute! care!
contexts.!The!perceptions!and!enactment!of!patient!participation!within!Chinese!acute!
cancer!care!settings!however,!are!poorly!understood.!Emerging!research! in!western!
countries! indicates! discrepancies! between! patients! and! clinicians! in! how! patient!
participation!is!perceived.!A!comprehensive!understanding!of!patient!participation!in!
symptom! management! in! China! requires! the! exploration! of! both! patients’! and!
clinicians’!perceptions!and!enactment!of!participation!in!care!processes.!
This! research! program! explored! the! synergies! between! patients’! and! clinicians’!
perceptions! and! experience! of! patient! participation! in! symptom!management! in! a!
Chinese! acute! cancer! care! setting,! in! order! to! advance! our! understanding! of! the!
enablers!and!barriers!to!patient!participation!in!symptom!management.!The!specific!
aims!were!to!explore:!1)!patients’!and!clinicians’!perceptions!of!patient!participation!
in! symptom! management;! and,! 2)! patients’! and! clinicians’! behaviours! during!
interactions!related!to!symptom!management.!
The!design!was!a!case!study!(single!institution)!using!mixedTmethods!and!conducted!













more! likely! than! patients! to! perceive! patient! involvement! as! a! hindrance! to! care!
delivery! because! of! the! time! required! of! clinicians! and! implications! for! increased!
workload! (P<0.001).! Both! doctors! and! nurses! perceived! that! they! provided! more!
symptom! information! than! patients! perceived! having! experienced! (PatientTdoctor:!
P=0.016,! PatientTnurse:! P<0.001)! and! clinicians! perceived! they! motivated! their!















of! participation! agreed! with! their! preference! perceived! higher! quality! of! care!
(P=0.007).!!
There! was! a! shared! understanding! that! patients! and! clinicians! had! multiple!
participatory!roles! in!symptom!management.! Information!exchange!was!considered!
key! to! patient! involvement;! patients! could! also! be! involved! in! negotiated!decisionT
making! and! selfTmanagement! activities! such! as! adjusting! psychological! status! and!
mood,! and! controlling! their! diet! or! life! style.! Both! clinicians! and! patients! raised!
concerns! about! patients’! capacity! to! make! decisions! about! their! care.! Patient!
participatory!roles!were!thought!to!be!influenced!by!factors!related!to!communication,!










nurses! for! patients! to! express! their! preferences! or! opinions! and! some,! but! not! all!






or! block! patients’! participation! in! interactions! related! to! symptom! management.!
Family! members! and! other! patients! were! also! found! to! influence! patients’!
participation.!
Post!observation!surveys!indicated!patients!had!a!higher!preference!for!participation!
in! nursing! activities! than! in! medical! treatment! (P<0.001)! and! they! achieved! this!
preference! (P<0.001).! Both! doctors! and! nurses! tended! to! overestimate! patients’!








patients! to! participate! in! symptom! management.! Barriers! to! patient! participation!
included!patients’!and!clinicians’!concerns!related!to!patients’!capacity!to!participate!
in! decisionTmaking! and! clinicians’! strategies! for! involving! patients.! Patient!
participation!in!symptom!management!in!the!case!study!setting!was!predominately!in!
relation! to! aspects! of! exchanging! information! and! selfTmanagement! of! care! while!
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and!safety! in!health!care,!has!been!growing! in!momentum! internationally!
since!the!1980s!(Cahill,!1996,!1998).!This!momentum!has!been!driven!by!a!
recognition! that! patients! and! clinicians! share! power! and! responsibility! in!
therapeutic! relationships! (Entwistle,! &! Watt,! 2006;! Longtin! et! al.,! 2010;!
Sahlsten!et!al.,!2008),!especially!in!the!context!of!acute!care!delivery!where!
there!has!been!a! shift! from! the! traditional! paternalistic!model! to! a!more!
collaborative!model!of!care!delivery!(Walrath,!&!Rose,!2008;!Weingart!et!al.,!
2011).!Patient!participation!has!particular!salience!in!the!processes!of!care!
related! to! symptom! management! (Heyn! et! al.,! 2013;! Lee! et! al.,! 2011)!





are! influenced! by! the! wider! social! and! cultural! environment! and/or!
background!of!the!patient!(Miller,!2002;!Strohschein!et!al.,!2011).!Nations!






It! is! necessary! therefore,! to! explore! patient! participation! in! symptom!
management!within!a!national!context.!The!focus!of!the!research!reported!
in!this!thesis! is!the!phenomenon!of!patient!participation! in!cancerTrelated!
and/or! treatmentTrelated! symptom!management! within! the! context! of! a!
rapidly!evolving!health!care!system!in!mainland!China.!
Support! for! patient! participation! is! based! on! the! belief! that! patients! are!
important!members!of!the!health!care!team!with!the!right!and!responsibility!




relationships! that! are! often! inherent! between! clinicians! and! patients! are!
barriers!to!patient!involvement!(Kvangarsnes!et!al.,!2013;!Schoeb,!&!Bürge,!
2012).! Participation! does! not! only! depend! on! patients’! willingness! and!
capacity! but! also! on! clinicians! providing! opportunities! for! patients! to!
participate!in!their!own!care.!To!date,!research!into!patient!participation!has!
focused!on!either!patient!or!clinician!perceptions!or!actions.!Expansion!of!
the! investigation! of! patient! participation! to! include! both! patients! and!
clinicians,!provides!a!multidimensional!view!of! this!complex!phenomenon!
(Salsman! et! al.,! 2012;! Schoeb,!&!Bürge,! 2012;! Storm,!&!Davidson,! 2010).!
Understanding!the!synergies!between!patients’!and!clinicians’!perceptions!
of!participation!will!identify!important!enablers!and!barriers!to!participation!






Despite! widespread! discussion! of! patient! participation! in! the! research!
literature!and!health!policy!documents,! there! is! limited!conceptual! clarity!
(Entwistle,!&!Watt,!2006;!Sahlsten!et!al.,!2008)!and!emerging!evidence!of!a!
lack! of! congruence! between! patients’! and! clinicians’! understanding! of!
participation!(Eldh,Ekman,!&!Ehnfors,!2010;!Pieterse!et!al.,!2008).!Calls!for!
greater! patient! participation! in! symptom!management! are! based! on! the!
assumption! that! the! subjectivity! of! symptoms! requires! patients! to!
participate!(Yarbro,Frogge,!&!Goodman,!2004).!In!the!Chinese!acute!cancer!
care!setting,!there!is!limited!understanding!of!patients’!preference!for,!and!
actual! experience! of! participation! in! symptom! management,! or! of! the!
congruence!between!patients’!and!clinicians’!perceptions.!How!patients!and!
clinicians! interact!and!how!opportunities!for!patient!participation!occur! in!






















they! experienced! more! than! five! symptoms! simultaneously,! indicating!
patients!rarely!present!with!a!single!symptom.!
Patients’!symptom!experience!can!have!significant!adverse!effects!on!their!
functional! performance! and! quality! of! life! (Deimling,Bowman,!&!Wagner,!
2007;!Dodd!et!al.,!2010;!Dodd,Miaskowski,!&!Paul,!2001;!Oh!et!al.,!2012).!
Symptom! distress,! as! a! dimension! of! symptom! experience,! can! be!
burdensome!throughout!the!trajectory!of!the!cancer!illness!and!treatment!







in! inpatient! oncology! settings,! where! Clark! (2011)! found! that! patients!
suffered! more! psychological! and! physical! symptom! distress! than! their!
outpatient! counterparts.! Designing! processes! and! delivering! effective!
interventions! to! reduce! the! suffering! of! patients! in! acute! cancer! care! is!
fundamental!to!the!delivery!of!quality!care.!
1.1.2'Symptom'management'in'cancer'care'
Helping! patients! manage! cancer! symptoms! effectively! is! a! significant!
element! of! caring! for! people! with! cancer! (Lee! et! al.,! 2011).! The! aim! of!
symptom! management! is! to! prevent! or! treat! the! symptoms! of! disease,!
treatment!side!effects,!and!psychological,!social,!and!spiritual!problems!that!
may! or!may! not! be! related! to! the! disease! and/or! its! treatment! (National!
Cancer!Institute,!2012a).!!
Increasingly,! recommendations! to!guide! the!effective! treatment!of! cancer!
and/or! treatment! related! symptoms! based! on! the! aggregated! findings! of!
empirical! studies! have! become! available! (Basch! et! al.,! 2011;! Dy,! 2010;!
Kuchinski,Reading,!&!Lash,!2009;!Lee!et!al.,!2011;!Ling,Lui,!&!So,!2012;!Zhang!
et! al.,! 2012),! however! patients! continue! to! experience! a! high! number! of!
symptoms!suggesting!that!these!guidelines!are!not!always!incorporated!into!
practice.!For!example,!in!a!survey!of!1,938!cancer!patients!from!17!centres!








in! the! proportion! of! patients! who! did! not! receive! adequate! prescription!
and/or!administration!of!analgesics!i.e.!were!underTmedicated!in!the!period!
from!1999!to!2006!(KirouTMauro!et!al.,!2009).!
According! to! the! University! of! California,! San! Francisco! (UCSF)! Symptom!
Management! Conceptual! Model,! the! key! dimensions! of! symptom!
management! theory! involve! a! complex! interplay! of! symptom! experience,!
management!strategies,!and!patient!outcomes!(Dodd!et!al.,!2001),!requiring!
that! clinicians! understand! patients’! symptom! experiences! and! implement!
appropriate! management! strategies.! Understanding! patients’! symptom!
experiences! through! symptom! assessment! is! the! first! step! of! symptom!
management.! Although! there! are! various! symptom! assessment! tools!
available,! there! is!evidence!that! incomplete!assessments!continue!to!be!a!
practice!reality!(Laugsand!et!al.,!2011;!Liu!et!al.,!2012).! In!clinical!settings,!
symptoms!are!usually!assessed!via!structured!or!unstructured!questioning!
during! clinician! interactions! with! patients! (Jakobsson,Ekman,! &! Ahlberg,!







is! often! an! untreated! symptom.! In! addition! to! the! issues! related! to!
identifying! patient! symptoms! during! an! interaction,! the! reliability! of!
symptom!assessment! is!also! influenced!by!clinicians’!experience!and!how!
systematic! and! thorough! assessments! are! (Jakobsson,Ekman,! &! Ahlberg,!
2008).!!
When! symptom! inventories! are! employed,! symptom! prevalence! and!












Symptom!management! strategies! are! not! always! optimal! in! practice.! For!
example,!although!the!threeTstep!analgesic!ladder!approach!for!prescribing!
medications!for!the!management!of!cancer!pain!has!been!promoted!by!WHO!











to! individual! clinicians.!Variability! in! the!way!nurses!administer!analgesics!
can! be! influenced! by! nurses’! interpretation! of! the! intent! of! an! order,!
insufficient!knowledge!of!analgesic!titration!or!exaggerated!concerns!about!
opioid! safety! (Gordon! et! al.,! 2008).! Despite! availability! of! the! WHO!
guidelines,!the!balance!between!opioid!utilisation!and!control!of!side!effects,!









be! tolerated! (Sun!et!al.,!2012),!and!beliefs! that!medication!should!not!be!
used!until!pain!intensity!is!severe!(Naveh!et!al.,!2011).!These!misconceptions!






Evidence! that! poor! communication! between! patients! and! clinicians! is! a!
frequent! occurrence! in! clinical! settings!may! contribute! to!misconceptions!
about! symptom!management.! For! instance,! in! an! investigation! about! the!
barriers! to! management! of! chemotherapyTinduced! nausea! and! vomiting!
conducted!in!the!USA,!patients!were!more!reluctant!to!use!medications!to!
control! nausea! and! vomiting! than! clinicians.! The! majority! of! clinicians!




few! complaints)! may! prevent! patients! from! communicating! issues! with!
healthcare! professionals! (Salsman! et! al.,! 2012;! Tzeng,Chou,! &! Lin,! 2006).!
Patients!undergoing!active!treatments!have!been!found!to!be!more!reluctant!
to! report!pain! symptoms! to! their!doctors! as! they!believe! that! complaints!
regarding! pain! may! distract! doctors! from! treatment! of! the! underlying!
disease!(Sun!et!al.,!2007;!Tzeng,Chou,!&!Lin,!2006).!
Patients’! understanding! of,! and! adherence! to! medication! regimes! may!
influence! satisfaction! with! symptom! management.! Reported! rates! of!
adherence!vary!between!studies.!In!terms!of!taking!the!correct!dose!at!the!












prescribed.! According! to! Valeberg! (2008)! adherence! scores! are! positively!
associated!with!pain!relief!scores.!Addressing!patients’!understanding!of!the!




The! subjective! characteristics! of! symptoms! and! multiple! barriers! (both!
patient! and! clinician)! to! achieving! effective! symptom! control!means! that!
symptom! management! requires! collaboration! between! healthcare!
professionals! and! patients.! Reducing! the! barriers! associated!with! optimal!
symptom!management!requires!more!than!guidelines,!recommendations!or!
staff! education.! Efforts! to! advance! patients’! knowledge! and! skills! are!
essential,!and!patients’!role!in!contributing!to!symptom!management!should!








individualized! intervention!designed! in! three!pilot! studies! (Heidrich!et!al.,!
2009),!in!which!older!patients!with!breast!cancer!decided!the!symptoms!for!
intervention,!set!their!goals!and!chose!the!strategies!they!would!use!through!









availability! of! specialist! services! for! this! specific! symptom.! Despite! the!
significance!and,!often!patients’!preference!for!a!collaborative!role!in!some!
aspects!of!symptom!management,!little!is!known!about!how!patients!with!a!







The! term! ‘patient’! is! defined! as! “a! person!who! is! under!medical! care! or!






or! cooperation! (participation,! n.d.).! The! medical! literature! refers! to!
participation! both! in! relation! to! health! practice! as!well! as! behaviour.! For!
example,!the!National!Cancer!Institute!(NCI)!deﬁnes!participation!as!“the!act!








In! academic! studies,! the! definition! proposed! by! Brownlea! is! the! most!
frequently!cited,!and!it!posits!four!dimensions!of!participation:!!






one# of# a# number# of# people# consulted# on# an# issue# or# a#
matter”(Brownlea,#1987,#p.#605).#
In! this! definition,! patient! participation! can! be! highly! variable! and! is! not!
restricted!to!decision!making.!The!myriad!definitions!of!patient!participation!
highlight! the! variety! of! perspectives! and! interpretations! (Eldh,Ekman,! &!
Ehnfors,!2010;!Longtin!et!al.,!2010;!Sahlsten!et!al.,!2008)!and!this!is!likely!to!




the! Consumer! Interest”! in! the! USA! in! the! 1960s,! which! advocated! the!
consumer’s! right! to! safety,! be! informed,! choose! and! be! heard! (Kennedy,!
2001).!Since!then,!this!concept!has!been!widely!accepted!in!health!care!as!a!
means!of!maintaining!human!dignity,!enhancing!quality!of!life!and!ensuring!






2012),! and! Norway! (Aasen,Kvangarsnes,! &! Heggen,! 2012).! In! China,! the!








of! improving!safety!and!patient!outcomes! is!multifactorial.! First,! involving!





supported! both! in! health! and! other! industries! since! the! consumer!
movement.!Both!autonomy!and!consumer!demand!have!contributed! to!a!
redefinition!of!the!patient!role!in!health!care!(Longtin!et!al.,!2010).!Second,!
patient! participation! is! considered! one! of! the! most! effective! ways! to!
maintain!patient!safety!in!health!care.!There!is!evidence!that!patients!with!a!
high!rate!of!participation!experience!less!adverse!events!during!admission!
(Weingart! et! al.,! 2011).! Third,! patient! participation! is! vital! to! enhancing!
quality!of! care.!Research! findings!have! shown! that!participation! in!health!
consultations!enhances!patient!perceptions!of!quality!of!care!(Jangland!et!al.,!
2012),! contributes! to! patient! satisfaction! (Gascoigne,! &! Watson,! 2009),!
improves! patientTclinician! relationships! (Stacey! et! al.,! 2011)! and! reduces!






controversial! (Stacey! et! al.,! 2011;! Stiggelbout! et! al.,! 2012),! there! is! an!
increasing!body!of!literature!indicating!that!high!levels!of!participation!are!
associated! with! more! recall! of! treatment! information! discussed! during!






into! the! management! of! chronic! conditions,! especially! in! terms! of!selfT
management!(Tol!et!al.,!2012)!which!entails!longTterm!relationships!between!
patients! and! health! care! providers! and! onTgoing! selfTcare! by! patients.!
Increasingly! in! chronic! illness! management,! value! is! placed! on! patients’!





failure! (Eldh,Ehnfors,! &! Ekman,! 2006).! Less! is! known! however,! of! the!







In! contrast! to! the! context! of! chronic! disease! management,! the! role! of!
patients!as!participants! in! the!acute!care!setting! is!an!area! that!has!been!
under! researched.! Acute! care! is! characterised! by! the! transfer! of!
responsibility!for!managing!24Thour!care!from!patients!to!clinicians.!Acute!
care! settings! are! associated! with! a! high! intensity! of! labour! (health! care!
professionals),! sophistication! of! technology,! and! are! characterized! by!





care! outcomes! through! information! and! knowledge! transfer! during!
therapeutic!communication!(Walrath,!&!Rose,!2008;!Weingart!et!al.,!2011).!
Furthermore,! health! professionals! are! increasingly! recognizing! the!
significance!of!participation!and!collaboration! in!relation!to!patient!safety!





clinicians! of! each! other’s! roles,! patient! preference! for! participation! and!





care! environments! and! if! present,! make! it! possible! for! patients! to!
collaborate!with!their!clinicians!(Sahlsten!et!al.,!2008).!
In! acute! care! settings,! there! has! been!much! discussion! regarding! patient!
participation! in! decision!making! specifically! related! to!medical! treatment!
decisions,!the!hospital!where!they!would!like!to!receive!care!and!end!of!life!
decisions!(Ernst!et!al.,!2011a;!Hamann!et!al.,!2010;!Wilkinson!et!al.,!2008).!
Among! the! three! main! models! of! decision! making! (paternalistic! model,!
informed! or! consumer! model! and! shared! model),! the! shared! model! is!
currently! receiving! the! most! widespread! attention! internationally! as! the!
‘ideal’! model! (Emanuel! Ej,! 1992).! In! the! shared! model,! patients! are!
encouraged! to! ask! questions,! and! make! decisions! by! collaborating! with!
health!professionals!according!to!their!preferences!and!values!(Hirsch!et!al.,!







Patient! participation! is! a! multidimensional! concept! and! its! meaning! and!





al.,! 2007;! Young,! &! Klingle,! 1996).! Socially! sanctioned! roles! and! race! or!




models! of! healthcare,! especially! in! developing! countries! like! China,! are!
limited.!The!potential!to!translate!research!findings!of!patient!participation!
in! cancer! care! is! limited! if! the! context! in! which! it! is! investigated,! and!
similarities/differences! in! the! context! in!which! it! will! be! applied,! are! not!
considered.!
China,!with! a! population! of! 1.39billion! (WHO,! 2015b),! has! experienced! a!




advocacy! for! patient! participation! in! western! countries,! a! trend! towards!
improving! patients’! involvement! in! their! own! health! care! in! China! is!
inevitable.! The! social! and! cultural! environment! is! likely! to! affect! Chinese!















a! transition! from!a!governmentTsubsidized!welfare! system! to!a!consumerT
paid,!feeTforTservice!system!(Hui,!2010).!The!Chinese!government!delegated!
its! power! to! the! local! authorities! of! different! provinces! and! reduced!
healthcare!expenditure!by!approximately!5%!of!the!gross!domestic!product!
(GDP),!lower!than!the!average!percentage!(8.5%)!of!the!GDP!in!developed!
countries.! Approximately! 40%! of! the! overall! healthcare! expenditure! is!
provided!by!government!while!average!expenditure!worldwide!is!over!60%!
(Zhang,! 2009).! The! shift! of! the! healthcare! system! from! a! stateTrun! to! a!





basic!healthcare.! It! is!a! longTterm!policy!and!aims!to!be!achieved!over!10!




coverage! of! health! insurance! to! both! urban! and! rural! residents;! 2)!
Pharmaceutical!supply!system!reform:!to!establish!an!essential!drug!supply!
















The! healthcare! system! in! China,! headed! by! the!Ministry! of! Public! Health!
(MOH),! is! a! multiTtiered! structure.! In! May! 2015,! there! were! 987,000!
healthcare! institutions,! of! which! the! number! of! hospital! and! grassTroots!
health! care! institutions! was! 26,000! and! 922,000,! respectively.! In! China’s!




hospitals! (Ministry! of!Health,! 2015).! In! the! public! system! there! are! three!
main!hospital!tiers:!thirdTlevel!(>500!beds),!secondTlevel!(100T500!beds)!and!
firstTlevel!(<100!beds)!accounting!for!7%,!27.9%!and!25.6%!of!the!distribution!










The!national!healthcare! funding!system! in!China! is! through!social!medical!
insurance! involving! three! key! types:! 1)! Urban! Employees! Basic! Medical!
Insurance!(UEBMI),!employerTbased!to!cover!urban!workers!and!is!funded!by!
payroll! taxes! paid! by! both! employers! and! employees;! 2)!Urban!Residents!
Basic!Medical! Insurance!(URBMI),!financed!by!voluntary!contributions!and!















of! the!population!have!private!health! insurance! in!Australia!and!20.0%! in!
Japan!(Ministry!of!Health,!2014c).!The!demand!for!private!health!insurance!
is! increasing! especially! in! developed! cities! like! Beijing,! Guangdong! and!






reports.! The! grassTroots! medical! and! health! care! infrastructure! has! also!













The! disparity! between! medical! care! demands! and! resources! has! been!
debated! over! the! years.! With! an! ageing! population,! increasing! living!
standards! and! education,! the! demand! for! medical! care! has! increased!





also! be! linked! to! the! increased!number! of! hospitals! and! clinics! that! have!
made!medical!care!more!accessible.!
On! the!other!hand,! insufficient!medical! resources,!particularly! the! limited!
number!of!healthcare!staff!per!capita!has!long!been!regarded!as!a!significant!
problem! in! China.! The! number! of! nurses! per! 10,000! population! is!
approximately!oneTsixth!of! that! in!developed!countries,! such!as!Australia,!
and! the! USA! (Ministry! of! Health,! 2014c).! Another! significant! figure!
contributing!to!the!crisis!is!the!ratio!of!nurses!to!doctors!in!China!which!is!








With! establishment! of! the! market! economy! model,! the! gap! in! medical!
resource! distribution! has! widened.! First,! regional! disparities! in! medical!
resources! are! particularly! large! between! rural! and! urban! areas.! The!
population! in!rural!areas!accounts! for!over!70%!of! the!total!population! in!
China,!while!only!receiving!24%!of!the!total!health!expenditure!(Ministry!of!
Health,!2014c).!HighTquality!medical!resources!are!mostly!located!in!urban!
areas.!For!example,! in! terms!of! the!number!of!beds! in!hospitals!per!1000!
population,!the!three!highest!concentrated!areas!are!Shanghai!(7.01),!Beijing!
(6.99)! and! Tianjin! (4.72),! while! the! three! lowest! concentrated! areas! are!
Guizhou!(2.05),!Jiangxi!(2.08)!and!Guangxi!(2.08)!(An,!2011).!Consequently,!
many!people!travel!to!cities!such!as!Shanghai!and!Beijing!in!order!to!access!















Healthcare! affordability! is! another! significant! issue! for! the! general!
population! in!China.!The!most!critical! factor! is!government!administration!
and!regulation!of!the!price!of!healthcare!services!and!medicines.!Total!health!
expenditure!accounted! for!5.51%!of! the!GDP! in!2011!commensurate!with!
the!5%!recommended!by!the!WHO!(Ministry!of!Health,!2014b).!Healthcare!
costs! accounted! for! 7.2%! of! the! national! per! capita! spending! in! 2014!
according!to!the!latest!national!statistical!data!(National!Bureau!of!Statistics!
of!China,!2014).!Despite!comprehensive!coverage!offered!by!the!three!basic!
medical! insurance! types,! the!proportion!of! reimbursements! is! insufficient!
and!varies!between!each!type!of!health!insurance.!Basic!medical!insurance!
only!covers!part!of!basic!medicine,!examination,!therapy!and!services!while!





The! marketTrun! funding! in! China! means! that! the! survival! of! hospitals!
depends!on!profit!earnings!through!pricing!and!marketing!mechanisms!(Hui,!
2010).!Where!medical!services!in!hospitals!are!driven!by!profit!there!is!the!










participatory! preference,! with! higher! payments! linked! to! more! active!
participation!(Li,!2009).!It!is!therefore!important!that!the!economic!context!
of! health! care! is! taken! into! account!when! investigating! patients’! decision!
making!behaviours!and!participation.!
Relationships#between#patients#and#health#professionals#





technological! developments! together! with! the! drive! for! specialization,!
doctors!have!gradually!changed!their!focus!to!illness!instead!of!patients!as!
individuals.! According! to! Hou! (2012),! some! argue! that! efficiency,!profitT
maximization! and! rationality! might! be! the! pursuit! of! some! health!
professionals,!particularly!after!the!initial!Chinese!economic!and!healthcare!






have! widened! the! gap! between! patients’! expectations! and! their! actual!
experience!(21!Century,!2012;!Hou,!&!Xiao,!2012).!When!patients’!demands!
are! not! met,! patients’! trust! in! doctors! is! reduced! and! healthcare! staff!
working! in! clinical! settings! often! become! the! target! of! frustration! from!
patients! (Hou,! &! Xiao,! 2012;!Wang,! 2010).! These! factors! can! impact! on!
relationships!between!patients!and!healthcare!professionals! (He,Zhang,!&!
Lan,! 2011)! which! can! also! impact! patients! preference! for,! and! ability! to!
participate!in!healthcare!interactions.!
The! Chinese! Hospital! Association! conducted! an! investigation! on! hospital!
violence! from! 2008! to! 2012,! involving! 316! hospitals,! 8,388! healthcare!




63.7%.! The! investigation! showed! there! were! three! main! incentives! for!
behaviours! of! concern:! the! large! gap! between! treatment! outcomes! and!
patients’!expectations,!poor!communication!between!clinicians!and!patients;!
and!treatment!expense!beyond!patients’!affordability!(Jia!et!al.,!2014).!!
Effective! communication! is! an! important! element! in! clinician–patient!
relationships.!Patient!participation!has!been!found!in!western!countries!to!






suggest! that! if! patients! are! provided! with! increased! opportunities! to!
participate! in! their! care! including! but! not! limited! to! providing! informed!
consent! in! treatment! decisions,! their! perception! and! experience! of!








health! care! services,! decisionTmaking,! information,! informed! consent,!
respect! for! his/her! intimacy! and! dignity,! and! access! medical! record!
documentation!is!recommended!albeit!not!yet!sanctioned!through!Federal!
legislation! (Yu,! 2007).! These! recommendations! are! a! good! step! towards!
enhancing! patients’! awareness! of! their! rights! and! facilitating! clinicians! to!
recognise!and!respect!patients’!rights!in!China.!!
Apart! from! their! role! as! consumers,! patients! are! increasingly! being!
recognised!as!having!a!responsibility!as!coTproducers!in!health!interactions!
and!contributors!to!their!own!care(Buetow,!1998).!In!China,!despite!patients’!






the! National# Patient# Safety# Goals.! Patients! are,! for! example,! invited! to!
confirm! the! location! of! surgery! and! to! check! the! medicines! they! take.!
Patients! are! also! advised! to! report! their! medical! history! and! condition!
accurately!and!take!a!role!in!their!care!(Chinese!Hospital!Association,!2009).!
Despite! the! lack! of! legally! defined! patients’! rights! and! responsibilities,!
existing! documents! in! China! acknowledge! the! necessity! and! demand! for!
patients! to! be! involved! in! health! care! activities.! The! notion! of! patient!
participation!is!expanding!as!is!the!research!into!this!concept!(Li,!2009;!Ma,!
&!He,!2005).!
In! summary,! the! healthcare! system! in! China! has! experienced! significant!





during!medical! consultations! and! clinician! availability! during! an! inpatient!
admission,!may!impact!on!patients’!ability!to!participate!(Alexander!et!al.,!
2012;! Höglund! et! al.,! 2010).! Tensions! between! patients! and! health!
professionals! are! sometimes! unavoidable! but! the! study! of! patient!













barriers! to!patient!participation! in!symptom!management! in!acute!cancer!
care!environments.!This!study!focused!on!exploring!the!synergies!between!
patients’! and! clinicians’! perceptions! of! patient! participation! in! a! Chinese!
acute! cancer! care! setting.! A! mixed! methods,! single! case! study! (one!
institution)! design!was!used.!Data!were! collected! from!both!patients! and!
clinicians! in!a! level! three!(>500!beds)!Chinese!health!care!setting.!Specific!
aims!were!identified!to!achieve!this!overall!purpose!as!follows:!
Aim! 1:! To! explore! patients’! and! clinicians’! perceptions! of! patient!
participation!in!symptom!management.!
Aim! 2:! To! explore! patients’! and! clinicians’! behaviours! during! interactions!
related!to!symptom!management.!
1.3'Thesis'structure'
This! research! program! exploring! patient! participation! in! symptom!
management!in!a!Chinese!acute!care!setting!is!presented!in!eight!chapters.!





collaborative! roles! in! health! care!was! presented! in! order! to! highlight! the!
need! for! and! importance! of! exploring! patient! participation! in! symptom!
management.! The! Chinese! healthcare! system! was! introduced! with! a!
discussion! of! recent! reforms! and! current! issues! in! Chinese! healthcare!
settings!to!provide!an!overview!of!the!social!and!cultural!environment!for!
patient!participation!in!practice.!!
The! focus! of! Chapter! 2! is! a! review! of! the! literature! relating! to! patient!
participation! from! a! worldwide! perspective.! The! definition! of! patient!
participation! and! the! related! understandings! in! acute! care! settings! are!
discussed! to! explore! some! of! the! implications! of! differing! definitions! for!
implementation.!Patients’!roles!in!participation!and!factors!associated!with!
preferred! and! actual! roles! are! reviewed! to! identify! gaps! in! current!
understandings! of! patient! participation! within! acute! care! settings.! The!
research! associated! with! patient! participation! in! the! Chinese! context! is!











The! findings! and! related! discussion! are! presented! in! the! following! four!
chapters! (Chapters!4! to!7! inclusive).!The!case!study!attributes! in! terms!of!
participants’!characteristics,!patients’!symptom!profiles!and!the!distribution!
of!patients’!participatory!roles!are!described!in!Chapter!4.!In!Chapters!5!and!
6,! perceptions! of! patient! participation! in! symptom!management! of! both!
patients!and!clinicians!are!described.!Behaviours!of!patients!and!clinicians!












Interest! in!patient!participation! in!acute!care!contexts! in!Western!society,!
particularly!in!the!past!decade,!has!generated!a!substantial!body!of!research!
whereas! relatively! few! studies! have! been! conducted! in! mainland! China.!
Systematic!narrative!reviews!of!Western!and!Chinese!literature!were!used!to!





narrative! review! of! patient! participation! in! acute! care! environments!
worldwide! and! in! China,! are! detailed! in! Section! 2.1.! The! substantive!
literature! review! in! Section! 2.2! includes! a! discussion! of! perceptions! of!




















related! databases! were! searched! through! EBSCOhost,! such! as! CINAHL,#
MEDLINE,# PsycINFO,# Psychology# and# Behavioral# Sciences# Collection# and#
Health# Source:# Nursing/Academic# Edition# and! through! PubMed! using! the!
following!search!strategy:!!
(("patient! participation")! OR! ("consumer! participation")! OR! (“client!











The! literature! search! procedures! and! results! are! presented! in! Figure! 2.1.!
During!manual! searching! of! titles! and! abstracts,! articles!were! excluded! if!
they!were!study!protocols,!not!original!studies,!not!focusing!on!acute!care,!
about!patient!participation!in!transition,!discharge!planning,!rehabilitation,!




Twenty! studies! (13%)! that! were! designed! to! examine! the! effect! of! an!
intervention!related!to!patient!participation!were!identified.!The!remaining!
studies!(n=135,!87%),!used!methods!of!survey,!interview!or!observation!and!
aimed! to! explore! patients’! and/or! clinicians’! perceptions! of! patient!
participation,! patients’! preference! for! and/or! actual! experience! of!












!management! (Latimer,Chaboyer,! &! Gillespie,! 2014;! Manias,! &! Williams,!
2008;! McTier,Botti,! &! Duke,! 2014;! Zoëga! et! al.,! 2015),! reporting! acute!
deteriorating!conditions!or!care!(Kocks!et!al.,!2013;!See!et!al.,!2014),!pressure!
injury! prevention! (Chaboyer,! &! Gillespie,! 2014;! Gillespie! et! al.,! 2014;!
Latimer,Chaboyer,! &! Gillespie,! 2014;! McInnes! et! al.,! 2014),! continence!
management! (Engkasan,Ng,! &! Low,! 2014),! and! general! cancer! symptom!



















































settings.! Both! academic! journal! articles! and! dissertations! were! searched!
separately! across! three! databases:! China! Knowledge! Resource! Integrated!












were! excluded.! After! reviewing! the! titles! and! abstracts! individually,! 47!
articles!were!included.!













































which! involved! a! review! of! articles! about! patient! participation! published!












TwentyTfour! studies! identified! in! western! databases! and! four! studies! in!
Chinese! databases! exploring! the! perception! of! the! meaning! of! patient!
participation! were! grouped! and! summarized! depending! on! the! study!
participants!in!Appendices!1T3:!Appendix!1!summarises!studies!of!patients’!




Opportunity! for! patients! to! participate! often! occurs! during! interactions!
between!clinicians!and!patients;!thus!their!relationship!is!both!an!essential!




PatientTclinician! relationships! are! based! on! mutual! respect.! In! the!
paternalistic!model!of!care,!clinicians!expect!respect!and!trust!from!patients,!
while!in!the!collaborative!care!model,!the!expectation!is!of!mutual!respect.!
For! example,! Eldh! (2010)! interviewed! 362! Swedish! inpatients! and!




















process,! patients! spoke! about! interactions!with! nurses! in! handover! as! an!
inclusive!approach!and!were!grateful!to!be!recognized!as!partners! in!their!
care!(McMurray!et!al.,!2011).!“Working!together”!appeared!to!be!a!common!
expression! used! by! patients! when! they! were! asked! about! their!
understanding! of! patient! participation! in! studies! conducted! in! Australia!
(McInnes! et! al.,! 2014)! and! Iran! (Soleimani,Rafii,! &! Seyedfatemi,! 2010).!
Clinicians’! perception! that! patients! need! to! be! viewed! as! coTworkers! or!








Chinese! patients! also! identified! the! importance! of! patientTclinician!
relationships! in! facilitating! patients’! communication! and! decisionTmaking!
(Li,Zhang,!&!Yang,! 2014)! and! the! salience!of!mutual! respect!or! trust! (Liu,!
2012;!Zeng,!&!Yan,!2014).!Emotional!reciprocity!was!identified!as!one!of!the!
significant! elements! in! patients’! response! to! a! patient! participation!





Patients’! increased! involvement! in! health! care! has! altered! the! power!
relationships! between! clinicians! and! patients.! Soleimani! (2010)! reported!
that! expressing! views! and! making! decisions! was! at! the! highest! level! of!















over! healthcare! contact! and! their! own! disease! and! being! included! in!
planning!their!care!(Eldh,Ekman,!&!Ehnfors,!2010).!Surrendering!of!“clinician!
power”! in! healthcare! was! achieved! using! varying! approaches,! such! as!
encouraging!patients! to! express!opinions! (Frank,Asp,!&!Dahlberg,! 2009a),!





divergence! in! opinions! about! control! and!power! reported! in! some!of! the!
studies!that!compared!patients’!and!clinicians’!perceptions!of!participation!
regarding! the! role! of! the! patient.! Clinicians! highlighted! concerns! with!
patients’! capability! to! participate! (Macdonald! et! al.,! 2014)! and! reported!
difficulty!with!empowering!or!supporting!patients’!participation!(Heggland,!
&!Hausken,!2013).!Höglund’s!(2010)!study!found!that!active!involvement!in!










participation! competence! comprising:! autonomous! decisionTmaking,!
information! seeking,! communication! and! emotion! management.! Other!
Chinese! studies! emphasised! the! collaborative! role! of! patients! in! decision!
making.!For!example,!Ye!(2011),!using!grounded!theory!research,!explored!
the!concepts,!content!and!strategies!of!patient!participation!in!patient!safety!
to! develop! a! threeTstep! patient! safety! framework:! condition/illness!
acknowledgement,! doctor/hospital! seeking! decisions! and!
diagnosis/treatment!involvement,!in!which!patients’!actual!participation!was!
defined! as! completely! dominant,! completely! compliant! or! interactive.!
Decision! involvement! was! identified! as! one! of! the! key! strategies! of!
interactive! participation.! Zeng! (Zeng,! &! Yan,! 2014)! developed! a! patient!
participation! in! intravenous! chemotherapy! safety! model! based! on! Ye’s!
theory! and! other! related! literature.! This! model! explained! decisive!
involvement!as! involving! indicators! such!as:! reporting! current!or!previous!
side!effects,! knowing!options!and! collaborating! in!decision!making.! In! Li’s!
(2014)!findings!based!on!a!factor!analysis!of!the!data!from!a!selfTdeveloped!
patients’!participation!behaviours!questionnaire,!interactive!communication!
was!one!of! the! identified! factors.!One!measurement! indicator!within! this!










Flow! of! information! from! health! professionals! to! patients! has! been!
suggested!to!be!fundamental!for!participation.!Soleimani!described!patients’!





in! both! patients’! and! clinicians’! interviews! (Bolster,! &! Manias,! 2010;!
Frank,Asp,! &! Dahlberg,! 2009b;! Frank,! 2009;! Heggland,! &! Hausken,! 2013;!
Kolovos!et!al.,!2014b;!Larsson!et!al.,!2007;!Thyssen,!&!Beck,!2014;!Tobiano!et!
al.,! 2015b).! Furthermore,! some! patients! and! health! professionals! viewed!




Eldh!et! al! (2010)! reported! from! their! survey! that! around!80%!of!patients!
asked! for!explanations!about! their! symptoms!or!problems!and!wanted! to!








their! care! and! treatment! rather! than! just! being! informed.! This! view! of!




also! been! reported! as! a! method! of! patient! participation.! Most! patients!
talked!about! their!desire! to!have!more!contact!or!dialogue!with!clinicians!
during! interactions! (Frank,Asp,! &! Dahlberg,! 2009b;! Larsson! et! al.,! 2007).!


















Similar! to! the! International! literature,! Chinese! patients! also! reported!
collecting!or!seeking!information!as!patient!participation!(Li,Zhang,!&!Yang,!
2014;! Liu,! 2012;! Ye,! 2011).! There! was! agreement! with! this! concept! of!
information! seeking! by! patients! as! a! form! of! participation! by! healthcare!
experts!in!a!Delphi!investigation!(Zeng,!&!Yan,!2014).!There!was!less!evidence!
about! the!notion!of!patients!providing! information!about! their! conditions!
and!responses!as!a!form!of!participation,!however,!two!Chinese!studies!did!



















2013;! Löfman,HäggmanTLaitila,! &! Pietilä,! 2008;! Latimer,Chaboyer,! &!
Gillespie,!2014;!McInnes!et!al.,!2014;!Sahlsten!et!al.,!2009;!Thyssen,!&!Beck,!
2014;! Tobiano! et! al.,! 2015a).! These! activities! suggest! that! participation!
involves! general! engagement! between! patients! and! clinicians! in! the!
everyday! aspects! of! care.! The! notion! of! compliance! with! clinician!
instructions! was! described! as! a! patient! role! by! Iranian! patients!






been! increasing! interest! from! Chinese! researchers! into! examining!














complete;! patients! obtain! information,! receive! information! or! contribute!
their! selfTknowledge;! and! can!be! involved! in! various!healthcare!activities.!
Although! the! evidence! is! limited,! both! agreement! and! disagreement!








care! settings!has!been!explored! in!very! few!studies!and! this! research!has!
been!in!the!context!of!either!patient!safety!or!general!participation!rather!
than!symptom!management!or!nursing!care.!Further,!research!in!China!has!
been! focused! on! participation! in! decision!making,! obtaining! information.!
There!appears! to!be!substantial! commonality! in! the! findings!of! these! few!
studies! with! those! in! the! western! literature! however! Chinese! patients!
identified! the! importance! of! emotional! exchange! in! addition! to! being!
respected.! It! is! of! significant! interest! to! note! that! Chinese! patients! saw!


















role,! activeTshared,! collaborative,! passiveTshared,! and! passive.! When!
reporting! results! the! majority! of! authors! who! have! used! the! CPS! have!
followed! the! original! developers! of! the! tool! by! combining! the! active! and!















decisional! situations! of! high! uncertainty! in! which! the! pros! and! cons! of!
different!options!needed!to!be!weighed!and!the!preferred!option!chosen.!It!
is!also!significant!in!situations!of!low!uncertainty!where!there!were!strong!
recommendations! for! treatment! yet! treatment! outcomes! are! reliant! on!
patient! willingness! and! compliance! (Weijden! et! al.,! 2012).! Even! though!
participation!in!health!care!is!widely!advocated,!not!all!patients!want!to!be!










































































































































dose! 2! 11! 45! 26! 16! ! ! ! ! !
Stopping! a!



































































































































































































































34! 24! 41! ! ! ! ! !
Psychosocial!
needs!














































































to( 24%,( for( collaborative( role( from( 21%( to( 71%,( and( for( the( passive( role(
(including(the(roles(of(PassiveCshared(and(Passive)(from(24%(to(75%((Ekdahl(
et(al.,(2011;(Ernst(et(al.,(2011a;(Hou(et(al.,(2014;(McTier,Botti,(&(Duke,(2014;(





&( Ehnfors,( 2008;( McTier,( 2012;( Vestala,( &( Frisman,( 2013).( Despite( the(




studies( assessed(preference(using(questionnaires( designed( specifically( for(
the(study,(finding(that(patients(had(a(‘strong(desire’(to(participate(in(activities(
such( as( patient( safety( (Li( et( al.,( 2012b;( Yu,( 2014;( Yue,( 2014),( treatment(






However,( it( is( unclear( what( is( meant( by( ‘strong( desire’( because( a( clear(
definition(was(not(provided.((
Only( two( studies( focusing( on( Chinese( patients( used( the( CPS( to( explore(




preferred( an( active( role.( In( the( other( study,( 113( Chinese( patients( with(
colorectal( cancer( in( general( surgery( departments(were( asked( about( their(
preference(for(treatment(decisionCmaking((Hou(et(al.,(2014).(42%(preferred(
doctors(to(make(the(final(decisions(The(role(of(the(family(in(healthcare(and(
more( specifically( in( decisionCmaking,( sometimes( to( the( exclusion( of( the(
patient,(is(a(cultural(norm(in(China((Li(et(al.,(2014a).(In(order(to(capture(this,(
Hou(et(al((2014)(modified(the(CPS(by(adding(one(participatory(role(statement(
that( specifically( asked( about( preference( for( family( members( making(
decisions(and(found(27%(preferred(their(family(members(to(make(decisions(
for(them.(The(distribution(of(Chinese(patients’(preferences(for(participation(
in( treatment( decisions( were( comparable( to( the( findings( reported( in( the(












Investigation( of( patients’( achievement( of( their( preferred( level( of(
participation( has( been( limited.( One( study( of( actual( participation( was(




Congruent( with( the( variability( in( patients’( preferences( for( participation(
reported( in( the( literature,( the( proportion( of( patients( whose( experience(
matched( their( preferred( level( of( participation( ranged( from( 20%( to( 69%.(
Patients(who(achieved(a(more(passive(role(than(what(they(preferred(ranged(
from(28%(to(54%(or(a(more(active(role,(ranged(from(3%(to(39%((Ekdahl(et(al.,(
2011;( Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a;( Ramfelt,Lützen,( &( Nordström,(








Different( statistical(methods(were(used( to( compare(preferences( to( actual(
experience(in(these(studies.(McTier((2012),(used(a(descriptive(analysis,(and(
reported(a(difference(between(preference(and(actual(experience(in(decisions(









and( actual( role( achieved.(Despite( the( different( analyses( used,( all( authors(
concluded( that( there( was( a( mismatch( between( patient’s( preference( for(
participation(and(actual(experience(of(participation.(
In( addition( to( Zhang’s( study( that( surveyed( Chinese( patients(with( chronic(
hepatitis,(Hou((2014),(using(the(CPS,(found(63%(of(patients(with(colorectal(










mostly( with( study( specificCdesigned( questionnaires( rather( than( the( CPS,(
found( patients’( behaviour( scores( were( lower( than( their( knowledge( and(
attitudes( scores,( which( indicated( that( while( patients( were( accepting( and(













The( significance( of( understanding( clinicians’( perceptions( of( patient(
participation( has( been( gaining( momentum.( Clinicians’( perceptions( of(
patients’(preference(may(influence(how(they(interact(with(patients,(present(


















of( observations,( that( patients( preferred( a(more( passive( role( than( nurses(
perceived( in( decision( making( about( nursing( needs,( physical( needs( and(
psychosocial( needs( (Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a).( MohsinCShaikn(
using(Wilcoxon(tests(also(found(an(overestimation(of(patients’(preference(by(
104(clinicians(in(the(UK((doctors,(pharmacists(and(nurses)(and(100(patients(
(MohsinCShaikh,Garfield,( &( Franklin,( 2014).( These( findings( suggest( that(
healthcare(professionals(expected(that(patients(preferred(a(more(active(role(








Studies( that( have( investigated( patients’( preference( for( participation( have(
consistently(reported(high(variability(in(the(extent(to(which(patients(want(to(
participate(in(their(care(decisions.(Further,(the(majority(of(patients(did(not(
achieve( their( preferred( participation.( Less( research( has( explored( the(
accuracy(of(clinicians’(perceptions(of(patients’(preferred(level(of(involvement,(
however,( what( is( known( suggests( that( clinicians( overestimate( patients’(
preferences( for( active( participation.( Even( less( is( currently( known( about(
Chinese(patients’( preferred(and(actual( level( of( participation(and( the( little(
research( that( has( been( done( has( focused( on( treatment( decision(making.(
Clinicians’(perceptions(of(patients’(preference(have(not(yet(been(investigated(
in( China.( A( further( limitation( of( the( research( to( date,( is( the( variability( in(
assessment(tools(used(making(comparisons(across(studies(difficult.((
2.2.3#Predictors#of#patients’#preference#for#participation##
As( reported( above,( patients( vary( in( their( preference( for( participation( in(
health( care( decisionCmaking( and( clinician( accuracy( in( predicting( patient(
preferences( is( poor.( Research( into( patient( participation( has( also( explored(
patient( characteristics( associated( with( an( active( or( passive( preference( in(
order( to( inform( judgements(about(patients’(preferred(participation.(FortyC
four(studies(reported(in(the(international(literature(and(four(studies(in(China(






discussed( in( the( sections( to( follow( in( terms( of( patients’( demographic(
characteristics(and(illnessCrelated(factors.(
2.2.3.1#Demographic#predictors##
Age( is( a( commonly( explored( predictor( of( participation.( Willingness( to(
participate(in(health(care(appears(to(be(associated(with(younger(age((Chung(
et( al.,( 2012;( Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a;( Frank( et( al.,( 2011;(
Hansson,Fridlund,( &( Hallström,( 2006;( Uldry( et( al.,( 2013).( Two( Chinese(
studies(reported(that(patients(aged(20C59(years(had(the(strongest(desire(to(
be(involved(in(managing(care(associated(with(enhancing(patient(safety((Li(et(




making,( found( the( effect( of( younger( age( was( only( significant( for( male(
patients((Henderson,Shum,(&(Chien,(2006)(suggesting(that(gender(may(be(
an( interacting( factor.( No( correlation( between( age( and( preferred( role( of(
participation( was( found( in( EKdahl’s( (2011)( and( Wilkinson’s( study( (2008)(





















have( failed( to( confirm( gender( as( a( factor( predicting( preference( for(
participation((Alexander(et(al.,(2012;(Ekdahl(et(al.,(2011;(Florin,Ehrenberg,(&(
Ehnfors,( 2006a;( Wilkinson( et( al.,( 2008).( The( inconsistency( in( reported(
findings(require( further(studies( to(explore(the(effect(of(gender(on(patient(











al.,( 2011;( Hamann( et( al.,( 2011;( Hansson,Fridlund,( &( Hallström,( 2006;(
Henderson,Shum,(&(Chien,(2006;(Loeffert(et(al.,(2010;(Tak,Ruhnke,(&(Meltzer,(
2013;(Uldry(et(al.,(2013).(For(example,(compared(with(patients(with(no(high(
school( diploma,( those( with( a( university( or( postgraduate( degree( were(
reported(to(be(less(likely(to(leave(their(decisions(to(clinicians(in(a(USA(study(
(Chung(et(al.,(2012),(which(was(consistent(with(the(findings(from(a(Chinese(
study( (Li( et( al.,( 2012b;( Zhang( et( al.,( 2011).( Again( however,( the( effect( of(
education(was(not(a(consistent(finding.(Similar(to(the(findings(related(to(age(
and(sex,(Ekdahl(failed(to(find(a(significant(effect(of(education(level(on(patient(
preference( for( participation( (Ekdahl( et( al.,( 2011).( Kolovos( (2014a)( found(
through(inferential(comparative(analyses(that(patients(with(a(higher(level(of(
education(only(reported(greater(participation(in(daily(activities(while(those(
with( lower( levels( of( education( reported( greater( participation( in( decisions(





Others( factors( included( in( prediction( modelling( such( as( marital( status,(
employment(status(and(religion(have(all(been(found(to(have(varying(success(







Ehnfors,( 2008)( as( is( patients’( employment( status,( with( patients( who( are(
employed( more( likely( to( want( to( participate( (Davis,Koutantji,( &( Vincent,(
2008).(However,(one(Chinese(study(found(patients(with(higher(economic(or(
social(burden(reported(a(desire(to(participate(more(actively((Zhao,Chui,(&(Fei,(
2007).( Patients( who( were( religious,( especially( those( who( frequently(
attended( religious( services,( reported( wanting( their( doctors( to( make(
decisions(for(them((Chung(et(al.,(2012).((
2.2.3.2.IllnessArelated#predictors#
A( large( number( of( illnessCrelated( factors( have( been( investigated( to(
determine( their( impact( on( patient( behaviours( and( preferences( for(





patients’(desire( to(participate( in(acute(care( (Chung(et(al.,(2012;(Cohen,(&(
Botti,( 2015;( Kvangarsnes( et( al.,( 2013;( Löfman,HäggmanCLaitila,( &( Pietilä,(












acutely( ill(patients(with(poorer(health(were(more( likely( to(prefer( to( leave(
decisions( to( their(doctors.(Other(studies(did(not( find(severity(of( illness(or(










The( impact(of(psychological( status(has(been( investigated(by(exploring( the(
effect( of( anxiety( and( depression( on( participation.( Anxiety( level( was(
perceived(by(doctors( to(be(a(key(barrier( to( involving(patients( in(decisions(
because(anxiety(could(prevent(logical(thought,(recall,(ability(to(prioritise(and(
objectivity( (Shepherd,Butow,( &( Tattersall,( 2011).( This( finding( does( not,(














patients( might( not( change( their( preferred( roles( within( a( short( period,(
particularly( if( their( illness/symptoms( are( stable( during( the( same( period.(
There(is,(however,(evidence(that(the(longer(patients(have(an(illness(or(the(
greater(exposure(they(have(with(health(care(may(influence(their(preference(
for(a(more(active( role.(Vestala( reported( that(patients(were(more( likely( to(
participate(in(nursing(documentation(if(they(had(been(diagnosed(for(more(
than(five(years((Vestala,(&(Frisman,(2013).(Similarly,(Li((2012b)(found(Chinese(
patients(who( had( been( hospitalized( three( times( or(more( preferred(more(











not( consistent.( Patients( with( poor( physical( status,( or( with( anxiety( and(






















In( interviews( or( surveys( of( patients’( perceived( barriers( to( participation,(





al.( 2011)(Cohen,( &( Botti,( 2015).( Patients’( ability( to( communicate( with(
clinicians( has( also( been( reported( as( an( important( factor( associated( with(
patients’( involvement( in( care( (Löfman,HäggmanCLaitila,( &( Pietilä,( 2008;(
Penney,( &( Wellard,( 2007;( Swenne,( &( Skytt,( 2014).( In( the( eight( Chinese(
studies,( one( (Li,Li,(&( Yang,( 2015)( identified( through( interviews(with( eight(
cardiac(surgical(patients(that(they(lacked(knowledge(of(their(role(in(patient(
safety( management;( three( studies( reported( this( same( barrier( but( from(
clinicians’(perspective((Li,Ye,(&(Jiang,(2012;(Yue,(2014;(Zhang(et(al.,(2006).((
Patients’(beliefs(of(their(role(in(their(treatment(or(care(also(influence(their(
behaviours(when( they( interact(with( clinicians.( Some(patients( did( not( feel(
ready( to( participate( (Lever,O'Reilly,( &( Pryor,( 2008)( or( perceived( a( power(
imbalance(between(them(and(clinicians((Tobiano(et(al.,(2015b).(Patients(also(
reported( trust( in( their( healthcare( staff( and( felt( they( should( follow(expert(






needed( (Malmgren,To¨rnvall,(&( Jansson,( 2014).( Patients(who(hesitated( to(
ask(questions(or(make(requests(of(clinicians(indicated(they(did(not(want(to(
trouble(the(staff((Malmgren,To¨rnvall,(&(Jansson,(2014;(Seale(et(al.,(2015).(
Other( patients( also( reported( choosing( not( to( collaborate( with( clinicians(
because(they(held(their(own(views(and(participated(in(care(in(their(own(way(
(Lever,O'Reilly,(&( Pryor,( 2008).( Chinese( patients,( similar( to( findings( in( the(
international( research( into( patient( safety( have( been( found( to( lack( of(




widely( considered( precondition( for( patient( participation,( therefore( any(
relationship( that( lacks( encouragement,( respect,( trust,( openness( and(
empathy,( has( been( reported( by( patients( as( a( barrier( to( being( involved(
(Eldh,Ekman,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006,( 2008;( Larsson( et( al.,( 2011a,( 2011b).( This(










the( patient( and( clinician( perspective( limits( patient( involvement( because(
healthcare(staff,(who(are(often(accustomed(to(a(paternalistic(model(of(care,(
fail(to(consult(patients(thereby(preventing(them(from(being(involved(in(their(








2015;( Ommen( et( al.,( 2011).( A( Chinese( study( found( that( some( patients(
perceived( clinicians’( dominance( as( blocking( them( from(making( decisions(
when( they( attempted( to( participate( in( intravenous( infusion( safety( (Yue,(
2014).(Although(decision(assistance(from(doctors(and(caring(assistance(from(
nurses(were(reported(in(Zeng’s(study(of(patient(participation(in(intravenous(
chemotherapy( safety( (Zeng,( &( Yan,( 2014),( detailed( description( from(firstC









inﬂuence( patient( participation.( Time( constraints( have( been( identified( by(












or( sit( out( of( bed,( ( reported( being( constrained( by( routine( practice(
(Malmgren,To¨rnvall,( &( Jansson,( 2014;( Sahlsten( et( al.,( 2005a;( Willard,( &(
Luker,(2006).((
Other(potential(contextCrelated(factors(relate(to(the(processes(of(care(and(







often(multiple( doctors( involved( in( their( care( throughout( their( admission,(
means( that(patients( interact(with(many(clinicians( reducing( their(ability( to(
establish(rapport(and(opportunities(for(involvement((Bolster,(&(Manias,(2010;(
Cohen,( &( Botti,( 2015;( Doherty,( &( Doherty,( 2005;( Ekdahl,Andersson,( &(
Friedrichsen,( 2010;( Larsson( et( al.,( 2011a;( Sahlsten( et( al.,( 2005a).( Sharing(
rooms( with( other( patients( can( have( both( positive( and( negative(
consequences( on( patient( participation.( On( one( hand,( it( limits( patients’(
opportunity( to( have( a( private( conversation( with( clinicians( so( they( may(
withhold( important( information,(particularly( if( it( is(considered( intimate(or(
embarrassing.(On(the(other(hand,(sharing(rooms(offers(the(opportunity(for(
patients( to( exchange( information( and( gain( support( from( peers(
(Larsen,Larsen,(&(Birkelund,(2014).((






Patients’( opportunities( to( participate( in( acute( health( care( settings( are(













of( this( aspect( of( health( care( in( mainland( China.( There( are,( however,(




Although( 47( Chinese( studies( reported( different( aspects( of( patient(
participation,(knowledge(of(perceptions(of,(preferences(for(and(experience(
of( participation( of( patients( and( clinicians( in( China( is( limited.( Only( three(
qualitative(studies(have(explored(patients’((Ye,Liu,(&(Liu,(2013)(and(clinicians’(
(Li,Ye,(&( Jiang,(2012)(perceptions(of(patient(participation( in(patient(safety(
and( patients’( experience( and( needs( in( regards( to( informed( consent( for(
surgery( (Yu,(2014).(The(complexity(of( the(concept(of(patient(participation(







experiences( of( patient( participation( in( care( are( needed( in( order( to( plan(
effective(interventions.(
2.3.2#Limited#strategies#for#promotion#of#patient#participation##
The( outcomes( of( interventions( designed( to( improve( patient( participation(
were( reported( in( 16( studies.( These( studies( aimed( to( increase( patient(
participation( in( nursing( care.( Patients( in( the( intervention( group( were(
provided(with(additional(care(information,(encouraged(to(perform(selfCcare(


















communication( between( clinicians( and( patients( were,( and( how( patients(
were(involved(when(nursing(care(was(provided(to(them.(Without(illustration(
of( the( processes( for( including( patients( these( interventions( cannot( be(
replicated(nor(findings(generalized.((
Additionally,( in( studies( examining( the( effects( of( these( interventions( on(
patients’( actual( participation,( the( level( of( perceived( participation( was(
seldom(measured(as(the(dependent(variable((Guo,(2013;(Jiang,Liu,(&(Wang,(
2007;(Li(et(al.,(2014b;(Mei,(2013;(Tan,(&(Yang,(2009).(The(lack(of(evaluation(








Medical' Institutions( (Zhang( et( al.,( 2015)( and( the( Patient' Participation' in'
Patient' Safety' Willingness' and' Behaviour' Scale( (Li( et( al.,( 2015)( The(








context,( there( were( other( tools( that(measured( patient( participation( that(
have(been(shown(to(have(good(validity(and(reliability(in(Chinese(populations(
(Ding,( 2011;( Henderson,Shum,( &( Chien,( 2006;( Ma,( 2004;( Shen,( 2010);(
however,(these(tools(have(not(been(used(widely(in(the(Chinese(studies(that(
fit( the( inclusion( criteria( for( this( review.( The( ability( to( compare( Chinese(
patients’(preferred(and(actual(level(of(participation(in(specific(treatment(and(
nursing(activities(with(those(of(international(studies(is(limited(because(of(the(
tendency( for( authors( to(use( their( own(purposefullyCdesigned( tools( rather(
than(validated(tools.((
2.4#Conclusions##
Studies( conducted( outside( of( China,( predominately( in( western( countries,(
















measurement( tools( need( to( be( applied( to( Chinese( populations( to( enable(
comparisons(both(within(China(and(internationally.(
The( clinical( context( of( patient( participation( in( treatment( or( care( and(
decisionCmaking(has(been(explored(in(western(countries,(however(studies(in(
oncological( symptom( management( are( very( limited( worldwide( and(nonC
existent( in( China.( Chinese( patients( appear( to( share( understandings( with(
western( populations( related( to( their( participation( in( decisionCmaking( and(
information(sharing,(and(some(of(the(demographic(predictors(and(patientC
related(barriers,(however( these(potential( similarities(are(based(on( limited(














Interactions( between( clinicians( and( patients,( considered( fundamental( to(





This(has(not(been(studied( in(China(nor( in( the(context(of(cancer(symptom(
management(worldwide.(
In(summary,(Mainland(China(is(a(country(currently(facing(extensive(change(
within( its( healthcare( system.( The( significance( of( patients( participating( in(
their( own( health( care( has( been( recognised( but( acknowledgement( of( this(
concept(and(the(enactment(of(patient(participation(at(their(desired(level(are(
not( the( same.( What( is( needed( is( a( better( understanding( of( patients’(
perceptions(of(participation,(the(distribution(of(patients’(control(preferences(
within( acute( care( settings( and( in( the( specific( context( of( symptom(
management,( as( well( as( barriers( and( enablers( to( participation.( This(











Patient( participation( is( a( multifaceted( and( complex( phenomenon,(
dependent( on( interactions( between(patients( and( clinicians( as(well( as( the(
clinical(and(cultural(context.(This(research(program(has(as(its(focus,(patients’(
and( clinicians’( perceptions( of( patient( participation,( the( synergies( in(
perceptions,(and(how(patient(participation(is(enacted(in(an(acute(cancer(care(
setting(in(Shanghai,(China,(to(enhance(understanding(of(the(facilitators(and(




the( research( program,( conceptual( framework( and( research( design( are(
outlined,( followed( by( a( detailed( description( of( the( research( setting( and(
participants( and( a( discussion( of( the( issues( of( external( validity.( The(
methodological( approaches( used( together( with( the( description( of( the(








understanding( of( the( enablers( and( barriers( to( patient( participation( in(
symptom(management(in(acute(cancer(care(environments.(The(focus(of(this(
research(was(on(exploring( the( synergies(between(patients’( and( clinicians’(
perceptions( of( patient( participation( within( a( Chinese( acute( cancer( care(
setting.( The( research( was( conducted( as( a( single( institutional( case( study.(
Mixed(methods(included(survey,(semiCstructured(interviews(and(naturalistic(
observations(to(address(the(following(research(questions:(




















5.&Analyse( patientCrelated( factors( that( are( associated(with( patients’(
preference(for(participation(in(symptomCrelated(decisionCmaking;(
6.&Analyse( associations( between( preference( and( experience( of(
participation( in( decisionCmaking,( and( patients’( perceptions( of( care(
quality(and(satisfaction(with(symptom(management.(






9.& Identify( the( factors( patients( consider( when( describing( their(
particular( control( preference( for( participation( in( symptomCrelated(
decisionCmaking;(
10.& Compare(and(contrast(quantitative(and(qualitative(data(to(identify(












2.& Identify( clinicians’( communication( behaviours( that( facilitate( or(
impede(patient(participation(during( interactions(related(to(symptom(
management;(
3.&Analyse( the( congruence( between( clinicians’( and( patients’(
perceptions( of( preferred( and( actual( participation( in(symptomC
management(related(decisionCmaking.(
3.1.2#Conceptual#framework#
The( conceptual( framework( for( this( research( program( was( derived( from(
Entwistle( and( Watt’s( framework( (Entwistle,( &( Watt,( 2006),( Patient'
involvement' in' treatment' decision' making,( which( was( developed( from( a(
conceptual(review(of(the(literature.(In(Entwistle(and(Watt’s(framework,(both(
clinician( and( patient( perspectives(were( incorporated( into( seven( domains:(
patients’( efforts( and( contributions( relating( to( decision( making;( patients’(
views(and(feelings(about(their(role;(efforts(and(contributions(in(relation(to(





making;( patients’( views( and( feelings( about( their( relationship( with( their(
clinician(s);(clinicians’(efforts(and(contributions(relating(to(decisionCmaking;(








interactions( and( synergies( between( patients( and( clinicians.( Four( key(
concepts(make(up(the(inner(circle(of(the(framework.(Two(of(these(relate(to(
patients’( and( clinicians’( understanding( of,( and( attitudes( towards,( patient(
participation( in( symptom( management( in( acute( care( settings( and( were(
explored(and(compared(in(this(study(using(survey(and(interviews.(The(other(
two( concepts( in( the( inner( circle(were( patients’( and( clinicians’( behaviours(
during( symptom(management.( These( behaviours( were( investigated( using(
survey( and( nonCparticipant( observation( during( patient( and( clinician(
interactions.((
The( outer( circle( displays( another( four( concepts:( patients’( preference( for(











clinician( interaction(were( also( compared( to( examine( the( extent( to(which(
clinicians( were( able( to( assess( patients’( preferred( and( actual( level( of(
participation.(
Central( to( the( conceptual( framework( are( patients’( demographic(
characteristics,( diagnoses( and( treatments,( symptom( profiles( and( health(
literacy(as(well(as(doctors’(and(nurses’(demographic(characteristics(and(work(
experience.( These( factors( were( indicated( in( the( literature( as( important(










settings( is( complex(and( requires(an(exploration( from(various(perspectives(
and(dimensions.(The(research(program(reported(in(this(thesis(employed(a(
concurrent,(mixed(methods( design(with( both( qualitative( and( quantitative(
data(collection(methods((survey,(semiCstructured(interview(and(naturalistic(








































the( concept( of( participation( that( demanded( the( use( of( a( multifaceted(
approach(to(advance(understanding(and(insights((Andrew,(&(Halcomb,(2006;(
Halcomb,( &( Andrew,( 2009).( Mixed( methods( design( provides( the(
methodological(strengths(of(both(quantitative(and(qualitative(research(with(
the( advantage( of( the( complementarity( of( both( approaches( and(
enhancement(of(the(validity(of(the(findings((Polit,(&(Beck,(2012).(This(design(
was( chosen( for( the( purpose( of( comparing( the( quantitative( results( with(
qualitative( data( in( order( to( achieve( corroborated( and( valid( findings.( The(
design( also( enabled( the( synthesis( of( complementary( data( for( a(
comprehensive( understanding( of( the( issue( of( interest( (Creswell,( &( Clark,(
2011).(
The( research( was( conducted( in( one( hospital( using( a( single( case( study(
framework.(The(case(study(approach(is(considered(appropriate(to(answering(












The( enactment( of( patient( participation( in( everyday( interactions( between(
patients( and( clinicians( in( acute( cancer( care( is( complex.( The( case( study(
approach( provided( an( opportunity( to( derive( insights( into( the( complex(
activities(associated(with(incorporating(patients(as(participants(in(symptom(
management( during( a( hospital( admission.( As( this( study( was( a( primary(
exploration(of(the(phenomenon(of(patient(participation(in(the(Chinese(acute(
cancer( care( setting,( selecting( the( case( was( critical( to( maximizing( the(
knowledge(obtained(during(the(time(available(for(the(study.(
The(study(was(conducted(in(two(phases:(1)(patient(and(clinician(interactions(
related( to( symptom( management( and( 2)( exploration( of( patients’( and(




interactions,( with( a( specific( focusing( on( examining( discussions( related( to(
symptom( management.( The( naturalistic( observation( was( conducted( first(




from( the( other( methods( (survey( and( interview)( could( not( inform( the(







the( questions( in( the( survey( or( interview( components( of( this( research(
program.(This(decision(was( in(part(due(to( the( time(constraints(during( the(
data(collection(period.(Data(from(all(methods(were(triangulated(to(add(depth(















































































































































Doctors( and( nurses(were( purposefully(


















patients( admitted( to( these( two( units( receive( radiotherapy( and/or(
chemotherapy(for(their(cancer.((
The( Fudan(University( Shanghai( Cancer( Centre(was( chosen(because( it( is( a(
wellCknown(oncological(specialty(hospital(in(China.(In(2009(it(had(1,100(beds(
with( an( annual( outCpatient( visit( load( of( 592,441( and( annual( inCpatient(
admissions( of( 22,515( (FUSCC,( 2009).( Patients( were( recruited( from( the(




























cancer(diagnosis( to(one(of( the( two(medical(oncology(units.(Patients(were(
recruited(into(the(study(if(they(had(been(in(hospital(for(seven(days(or(longer.(
One(of(the(reasons(for(recruiting(patients(at(this(time(point(was(to(ensure(
that( patients( had( sufficient( time( to( become( familiar( with( the( hospital(
processes(such(as(routines(of(care,(and(to(the(ward(environment(in(general.(
Another( reason( was( that( this( time( period( provided( an( opportunity( for(
patients(and(clinicians(to(establish(a(therapeutic(relationship.(Patients(were(
not( included( if( they( had( a( cognitive( disorder( such( that( they( could( not(
communicate(with( the( research( staff.( Those(who( had( participated( in( this(













into( Phase( 1:( exploring' patient' and' clinician' interactions.( For( patients(
recruited(into(Phase(2,(exploring'patients’'and'clinicians’'perceptions,(they(
were( given( a( copy( of( the( Participant( Information( and( Consent( Form( and(


















separate( information( sessions(were( held( in( each(of( the( two(units,( during(
which(the(researcher(introduced(herself,(the(research(team,(the(purpose(of(
the( study( and( the( requirements( of( participation.( A( copy( of( the( Plain(











ward( meant( that( there( were( specific( symptom( profiles( with( particular(
management(protocols(that(staff(were(familiar(with(and(this(could(influence(
patients’( and( clinicians’( perceptions( of( patient( participation( in( symptom(







such( as( nasopharyngeal( cancer,( radiotherapy( is( the( main( and( preferred(
treatment(method( for( both( early( and( advanced( stages.( Further,( for(most(
patients( diagnosed( with( rectal( or( breast( cancer,( radiotherapy( usually(
followed(surgery(and(chemotherapy.((
Nursing( shortages( during( the( data( collection(period(meant( that( nurses( in(
their(first(two(years(of(practice(were(assigned(as(primary(nurses.(Normally(
several(years(of(experience(is(required(before(a(nurse(is(eligible(to(become(a(
primary( nurse.( This( meant( that( less( experienced( primary( nurses( were(
managing(patient(symptoms.(In(addition,(senior(primary(nurses(usually(had(
teaching( tasks( in( addition( to( primary( nursing.( Therefore,( when( providing(
patient(care,(there(were(often(several(nursing(students(or(new(employees(




from( various( hospitals( nationwide( (i.e.( they( were( doctors( undergoing(
specialty( training( in( oncology)( and( interns( in( their( first( or( second( year( of(
training(who( rotate( onto( different( units( every( two( or( three(months.( The(
medical(staff(turnover(meant(residents(were(relative(novices(and(this(might(
have(influenced(their(decisions(relating(to(symptom(management.(Although(







The( reputation( and( specialist( nature( of( Fudan( Cancer( Centre(means( that(
patients( receiving( treatment( can( be( from( any( province( in( China.(
Consequently,( the( diversity( of( patients( in( terms( of( their( socioCeconomic(







treatmentCrelated( symptoms( and( may( have( implications( for( the( external(
generalizability(of(the(findings.((
3.2#Methods#
The( methodological( approaches( used( in( the( two( phases( of( the( research(
program(are(described(in(detail(below.(
3.2.1#Phase#2#exploring#perceptions#of#patients#and#clinicians#













management( was( assessed( using( the( Control( Preference( Scale( (CPS)(
(Degner,Sloan,(&(Venkatesh,(1997;(Zhang(et(al.,(2011).(The(CPS(was(modified(





purposefully( designed( tools( for( this( research( program.( It( consisted( of( six(
sections:( demographic( and( cancer( information,( symptom( burden,(










regarded( as( the( best( option( of( all( nonCprobability( techniques( because( all(
accessible(subjects(who(meet(the(inclusion(criteria(over(a(specified(period(
are( included.( This( method( is( more( likely( to( derive( a( sample( that( is(
representative(of(the(target(population(and(reduces(the(risk(of(selection(bias(
(Polit,(&(Beck,(2012).((
Of( primary( interest( was( patient( preference( for,( and( perception( of( actual(
participation( in( symptom( management( which( was( assessed( using( the(
modified(CPS.(The(sample(size(was(chosen(to(allow(a(reasonably(accurate(
estimate( of( the( proportion( of( patients( whose( actual( participation( would(
coincide(with(their(preference.(Using(the(data(from(Cohen’s((2012)(study(into(
patient( participation( in( symptom(management( it( was( estimated( that( the(
proportion( of( patients( with( concordance( between( their( preference( and(
actual(experience(of(participation(would(be(approximately(40%.(Following(

















time.( The( researcher( was( available( if( patients( had( questions( or( did( not(
understand( the( instructions.( Some( patients,( due( to( low( literacy( or( sight(





Clinicians’( perceptions( about( patient( participation( and( their( behaviours(
during( symptom(management(were( also( explored( using( survey(methods.(
The(questionnaire(for(clinicians(had(two(versions:(The(Patient(Participation(
in( Symptom( ManagementCDoctor( Questionnaire( (PPSMDQ)( (Appendix( 5)(











professional( roles( and( training.( Section( 2( was( designed( to( investigate(
clinicians’(views(and(behaviours(relating(to(patient(participation.(One(of(the(
tools(used(in(the(patient(questionnaire((Views(and(Behaviours(about(Patient(
Involvement( in( care( (modified)( –( see( section( 3.2.1.1.3.7)(was( adapted( to(





collection( period( from( September( 2013( to( January( 2014( were( invited( to(
participate.((
3.2.1.1.2.3'Data'collection'procedures:'Clinician'survey'





approximately( five( minutes( to( complete( which( resulted( in( a( number( of(
clinicians( completing( them( immediately( after( receiving( it.( Clinicians( who(











healthcare( decisions.( It( originated( from( a( grounded( theory( study( that(
developed( the( control( preference( construct.( The( definition( of( control(
preference( is( “the(degree(of( control( an( individual(wants( to(assume(when(
decisions( are( being( made( about( medical( treatment”( (Degner,Sloan,( &(
Venkatesh,(1997).(The(CPS(comprises( five(cards.(Each(card(has(a(separate(
statement( that( portrays( a( role( that( patients( could( have( in( treatment(
decisionCmaking,(ranging(from(the(patient(making(the(decision(alone((Active),(
patient( making( his/her( own( decision( after( considering( doctors’( opinion(
(ActiveCshared),( patient( sharing( the( responsibility( with( doctors(
(Collaborative),( doctors( making( the( decision( after( considering( a( patient’s(













2011;( Singh(et( al.,( 2010),(but(has(also(been(used( in( varied(healthCrelated(
contexts,( such( as( cancer( care( (Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a),and(
hospital(discharge(destination(decisions((Popejoy,(2011).((
In( this( research,( the( CPS( was( modified( to( investigate( decisionCmaking( in(
symptom(management.(During(Phase(1,(Patients(and(clinicians(were(asked(








The(MSAS( is( a( multiCdimensional( instrument( used( to( assess( 32( common(
cancerCrelated( symptoms.( Symptoms( are( rated( in( terms( of( presence,(











First,( in( Part( 1,( for( all( symptoms,( patients( were( asked(whether( they( had(














Lack( of( energy( and( fatigue( are( two( terms( used( interchangeably( by( both(
health(professionals(and(patients((Chang(et(al.,(2000a;(Cohen,(2012).(Thus(
fatigue(was(added(to(identity(whether(patients(in(this(study(interpret(these(
two( terms( differently.( Finally,( in( addition( to( asking( patients( about( the(








the( frequency( of( four( prevalent( psychological( symptoms( (feeling( sad,(







(MSASCPSYCH),( the( average( of( the( frequency,( severity( and( distress( of( six(














with( a( good( fit( (goodnessCofCfit( indices( all( above( 0.95).( The( MSAS( also(
displayed( a( moderately( high( internal( consistency( for( the( reliability( of(
subscales( and( total( scale(with( Cronbach’s( alpha( coefficients( ranging( from(
0.79(to(0.87.(The(MSASCCh(has(been(used(to(assess(symptoms(during(cancer(
























obstructive(pulmonary(disease(patients( in(Hong(Kong( and( coronary(heart(
disease(patients(in(Xian((Wang(et(al.,(2009).(Wang(et(al.,(2009)(reported(the(





The( ECOGCPS( was( developed( to( assess( subjective( patient( responses( to(
treatment(and(is(used(widely(among(oncology(populations((Conill,Verger,(&(
Salamero,( 1990;(Oken( et( al.,( 1982;( Sørensen( et( al.,( 1993).( “Performance(
status(is(an(assessment(of(patients'(actual(level(of(function(and(capability(for(
selfCcare.”( (Sørensen( et( al.,( 1993,( p.( 773)( It( is( a( significant( indicator( of(
progression(and(quality(of(life(in(cancer(treatment((Oken(et(al.,(1982).(
The(ECOG(scale(has(six(values(ranging(from(0(to(5(where(0(is(described(as(

















(2012)( into( patient( participation( in( symptom(management( to( investigate(
patients’( experience( during( symptom(management( in( the( past( 24( hours.(((
Questions(were(related(to(information(provision(from(clinicians(to(patients(
(3(questions):( language(used(by(doctors(and(nurses( (e.g.( laymen’s( terms),(
symptom( treatment( options( provided( to( patients,( and( the( value( of( this(
information.(Patients’(normal(process(for(reporting(symptoms((3(questions):(
importance( of( symptom( identification,( communication( of( symptoms,(
specifically( the(acceptability(and( frequency(of(using( the(call(bell( to( report(




questions( to( identify(who( the(patient’s( “support( person”(was( and( factors(









in( the( questionnaire( represent( different( aspects( of( care.( Patients( were(
instructed( to( identify( which( items( corresponded( to( their( perception( of(
patient(participation.(The(items(were(generated(from(previously(published(
findings( in( the( literature( (Ehrenberg,Ehnfors,(&(ThorellCEkstrand,(1996)( as(
well( as( earlier( studies( conducted( by( the( authors( (Eldh,Ehnfors,(&( Ekman,(
2004).( The(questions( are( categorized( into( the( themes(of( being( confident,(
comprehending,(seeking(and(maintaining(a(sense(of(control(and(performing(
selfCcare.(Questions( in(the(tool(were(asked( in(the(yes/no(response(format(
and( this( tool( also( contained( openCended( questions( to( elicit( additional(
perspectives( about( patient( participation.( This( tool( had( been( used( among(
both( inpatients( and( outpatients( in( Sweden( and( suggested( satisfactory(
validity((Eldh,Ekman,(&(Ehnfors,(2010).((
The(original(tool(was(modified(by(Cohen((2012)(to(facilitate(the(evaluation(of(










Arnetz(et(al.( (2008b)(developed( the(Staff(Views(and(Behaviours( regarding(
Patient(Involvement(in(Care((VBPIC)(questionnaire(using(focus(groups(with(
cardiology( staff( (nurses( and( doctors)( to( evaluate( their( perceptions( and(
behaviours(regarding(patient(involvement(in(care(post(myocardial(infarction.(
This( tool( with( 30( items( in( total( is( comprised( of( two( dimensions.( One(




patient( involvement( in(four(scales:( Information((5( items),(Patient(needs((4(
items),( Activity( and( Motivation( (9( items)( measured( by( four( alternative(
responses(to(each(item:(to(a(very(great(degree((4),(to(a(fairly(great(degree(
(3),( to( a( certain( degree( (2)( and( not( at( all( (1).( For( all( scales( except( the(
Hindrance( scale,( higher( scores( illustrate( ratings( that( are( more( positive.(
Cronbach’s( alphas( for( each( of( the( scales(were( over( 0.74,( indicating( good(
internal(homogeneity((Arnetz(et(al.,(2008b).(
In(addition( to( the(questionnaire( for( staff,(Arnetz(et( al.( (2008a)(developed(
another( version( of( the( VBPIC( to(measure( patients’( views( and( behaviours(
regarding(patient(involvement(in(acute(care(after(myocardial(infarction.(The(
patient( version( of( the( questionnaire( has( 32( items( in( six( scales:( Patient(














explore( the( potential( factors( affecting( patient( involvement( in( managing(






symptom(management( in( acute( care( to( be( answered.! Some( items( in( the(
original( questionnaires( were( modified( by( making( symptom(management(
activities(more(explicit(in(the(questions.(For(example,(the(original(item:(Ask'
questions'was(modified( to(Ask' questions' about' his/her' symptoms.( In( the(
original(scale,(Activity(measures(the(degree(to(which(patients(discuss(with(





physical( activity( (for( example( heavy( lifting);( driving;( sexual( activity;(
housework;( gardening;( and( return( work.( Because( this( study( focused( on(
cancer(patients’(involvement(in(symptom(treatment(and(nursing(care(during(
their( hospitalization( rather( than( activities( after( discharge,( the( scale( of(
Activity(was(deleted(completely( in(both(the(clinician(and(patient(versions.(
Another( two( items( about( discharge( in( the( Motivation( scale( of( the( staff(
version( were( also( deleted.( These( were:( Inform' the' patient' about' whom'
he/she'can'contact'with'questions'after'being'discharged'from'the'hospital'
and' Discuss' lifestyle' changes' with' the' patient' (for' example,' smoking'
cessation,'exercise'and'diet).( Instead,(an(item(Provide'the'patient'with'the'
opportunity'to'ask'questions'before'they'are'discharged(was(added.((






same( content( for( each( item( asked( either( from( patients’( or( clinicians’(









In( this( study,( scale( values( in( the( VBPIC(were( calculated( for( each( case( by(
totalling(the(scores(on(the(component(scale(items(and(converting(that(sum(






Satisfaction(with( participation(was( derived( from( specific( questions( in( the(
American( Pain( Society( Patient( Outcomes( Questionnaire( and( additional(
questions( used( by( Cohen( who( conducted( a( study( focusing( on( Australian(
cancer(patients’(participation(in(symptom(management((Cohen,(2012).(Five(
closedCended( questions( were( used( to( assess( patients’( satisfaction( with(
symptom( management( received( in( the( 24( hours( prior( to( the( survey.(
Questions( were( asked( in( terms( of( the( outcomes( of( symptom( treatment(
overall,( the( way( nurses( and( doctors( responded( to( patients’( report( of(
symptoms( and( the( information( provided( in( relation( to( symptoms( and(
treatment.( Patients( rated( their( level( of( satisfaction( along( a( 6Cpoint( Likert(
scale(ranging(from(1((very(dissatisfied)(to(6((very(satisfied).(An(openCended(








determine( the( motivation( and( ability( of( individuals( to( gain( access( to,(
understand(and(use(information(in(ways(which(promote(and(maintain(good(
health”( (Nutbeam,( 1998).( Health( literacy( is( considered( a( significant(
determinant( of( whether( patients( can( take( responsibility( for( their( own(






































of( the( caregivers,( and( socioCcultural( atmosphere(of( the( care(organisation.(
The(evaluation(of(each(dimension(includes(two(steps:(one(is(to(assess(what(









The(original(QPP( is(measured(by( 68( items(with( 22( subordinate( factors.( A(
short( form( of( the( QPP( consisting( of( 24( items( has( also( been( developed(
(Larsson,(&(Larsson,(2002).(The(Cronbach’s(alpha(coefficients(for(the(short(
form( on( the( dimension( of( the( perceived( reality( scale( and( the( subjective(


















of( this( study.( Both( the( translators( had( nursing( education( and( research(
backgrounds.(Following(the(forward(translation,(a(bilingual(professional(who(
was( an( expert( in( nursing( research( and( familiar( with( the( topic( of( patient(
participation( compared( the( English( and( Chinese( versions( and( made(

























The( completed(questionnaires(were( coded(and(entered( into( SPSS( version(
21©.( Frequencies( and( descriptive( statistics( were( used( to( summarise( the(
demographic(characteristics(and(symptom(profile(of(participants.((
Congruence( between( patients’( preferred( and( actual( participation( in(
decisionCmaking(was(identified(through(weighted(kappa(statistics.(Given(the(
ordinal( responses( in( the( preference( and( actual( participation( variables,( a(
weighted( Cohen’s( Kappa( (Kw)( statistic( was( used( to( quantify( the( level( of(
agreement(between(each(patient’s(preferred(roles(and(actual(participatory(
roles.( Weighted( Kappa( “provides( for( the( incorporation( of( ratioCscaled(
degrees(of( disagreement( (or( agreement)( to( each(of( the( cells( of( the(KK(
table(such(that(disagreements(of(varying(gravity((or(agreements(of(varying(
degree)( are( weighted( accordingly”( (Cohen,( 1968,( p.( 213).( For( instance,(
disagreement(between(preferred(passive(role(and(actual(collaborative(role(is(
regarded( as( stronger( than( between( preferred( passive( role( and( actual(
passiveCshared( role( while( in( a( normal( Kappa( all( disagreement( cells( are(
treated(equally.(Quadratic(weighting( is(used(to(calculate(the(coefficient(of(

















The(associated( factors( that(may( influence/predict(patients’(preference( for(
participation( were( analysed( with( ordinal( logistic( regression( by( the( Link(
function(of(Logit(in(SPSS(Version(21.(Univariate(analyses(were(performed(first(
to( identify( any( potential( factors.( During(multivariate( analyses,( a( twoCstep(
model(selection(strategy(was(performed(with(Penter=0.1,(Pdelete=0.05(in(step(
one(and(Pdelete=0.1(in(step(two.(
The( patients’,( doctors’( and( nurses’( responses( to( the( survey( regarding( the(
attitudes( towards,( or( experience( of,( patient( participation(were( compared(
using(the(KruskalCWallis(test(with(an(accepted(significance(level(of(0.05.(If(the(














between( participant( and( researcher.( Unlike( the( data( from( naturalistic(
observation,( an( interview( can( explore( participants’( interpretations( and(
understanding(of(events((Ritchie(et(al.,(2013).(
Following( participation( in( the( survey( component,( a( subgroup( of( patients,(
doctors(and(nurses(were(invited(to(participate(in(a(semiCstructured(individual(
interview(to(explore(their(perceptions(of(patient(participation(in(acute(care(
environments,( especially( during( the( process( of( symptom( management.(
Patients( were( specifically( asked( their( reasons( for( selecting( their( Control(
Preference( role.( The(preferred( control( roles( and( the(perceived( facilitators(
and(barriers(for(the(achievement(of(patients’(preferred(level(of(participation(
were( identified( by( exploring( clinicians’( and( patients’( clinical( experience.(












as( consultant(physician,( attending(physician( and(RMO(and(both( the(head(
nurse(and(primary(nurses,(were(invited(to(participate(in(a(semiCstructured(
interview.((




role( (active,( activeCshared,( collaborative,( passiveCshared( or( passive)( to(






















for( clinician(and(patient( interviews.(Flexibility(was(valued(and(allowed( for(
impromptu( questions( that( were( responsive( to( the( participants’( answers.(
Interviewees( were( respected( and( encouraged( to( express( their( opinions.(
Similar( questions( were( posed( to( both( patients( and( clinicians( in( order( to(
capture(shared(or(different(opinions.(The(interview(guides(are(in(Appendix(7.((
3.2.1.2.4'Data'analysis:5Interview'
The( audio( recordings( of( the( interviews( were( transcribed( verbatim( and(




&( Spencer,( 2002):( 1)( Familiarisation:( an( overview( of( the( transcripts( was(
gained( by( listening( to( the( recordings,( reading( transcripts( and( reviewing(












including:( perceptions( of( patient( participation( in( symptom(management,(
reasons(for(control(preference(and(factors(influencing(actual(participation.(




interpreted( by( defining( the( concepts( of( patient( participation( in( symptom(
management,( creating( typologies( of( reasons( perceived( for( the( control(
preference( and( providing( explanations( for( the( facilitators( and( barriers( of(
participation(in(actual(practice.(
For( the( purpose( of( analysis( triangulation,( peer( debriefing( occurred( with(
supervisors( throughout( all( stages( of( data( analysis;( 22( of( the( total( 41(
interview(transcripts((53.7%)(were(translated(from(Chinese(to(English.(Two(








to( transcribe(was( determined( by( the( number( of( patients( in( each( Control(
Preference( group.( The(majority( of( patients( interviewed( had( a( passive( or(
passiveCshared( preference.( Five( transcripts( were( randomly( selected( for(
translation(from(both(passive(and(passiveCshared(control(preference(groups.(
All( transcriptions( from( patients( reporting( a( collaborative( (n=20),(activeC
shared( (n=5)( or( active( (n=1)( control( preference( were( translated.( Three(
supervisors( in( the( research( team( read( the( translated( transcripts( and(
examined(the(node(book(and(thematic(framework(developed(by(the(student(
researcher.(Members(of(the(team(shared(their(understandings(and(discussed(
the( initial( results.( Areas( of( disagreement( required( reCexamination( of( the(
original(data(and(further(discussion(until(agreement(was(reached.(
3.2.2#Phase#1:#exploring#clinicianApatient#interactions#
In( the( phase( exploring( patient( and( clinician( interactions( during( symptom(
management,( naturalistic( observations( were( conducted( together( with(











the( study( of( care( delivery( to( uncover( everyday( behaviours( in( healthcare(




patients( and( clinicians( during( their( daily( interactions.( These( data( were(
integral( to(understanding( the( context( of( patientCdoctor( and(patientCnurse(
interactions,( the( way( that( symptoms( were( assessed( and( managed,( and(
facilitating(or(blocking(behaviours(that(may(influence(patient(participation.(
The( context( of( care( and( patientCclinician( interactive( behaviours( observed(
were( compared( to( participants’( selfCreported( data,( enabling( a( more(
comprehensive(insight(into(the(nature(of(patient(participation(in(symptom(
management.(
In( this( study,( naturalistic( observations( were( conducted( as( a( reactive(
observation(where(participants(are(informed(that(they(are(being(observed(















had( the( opportunity( to( communicate( with( their( doctors( during( their(
admission.( The( interactions( between( nurses( and( patients( occurred(
frequently( not( only( during( nursing( ward( rounds( but( throughout( the( day.(
Therefore,(the(medical(and(nursing(ward(rounds(and(the(intensive(nursing(
working(hours,(characterised(by(high(frequency(nurseCpatient(interactions,(
were( chosen( as( the( observation( points( in( this( study( to( gain( insights( into(
patient(participation(in(symptom(management.((
3.2.2.1.2'Sampling:'Observation''
The( naturalistic( observations( were( conducted( in( August( and( September,(




relating( to( that( patient( were( not( recorded.( Patients( who( were( observed(














The( observation( of( doctors’( ward( round( was( completed( prior( to( the(
commencement(of(nurseCpatient(observations.(Primary(nurses’(ward(rounds(






















as( a( time( keeper( to( help( the( researcher( record( the( duration( of( each(









( The( senior( doctor( began( to( listen( to( the(
RMO’s( report( of( the( patient’s( disease(
history(or(current(situation((





any(of( the(doctors( in( the( team(was(over(


























































The( observation( field( notes( recorded( during( the( naturalistic( observations(




the( candidate( and( her( three( supervisors).( Analysis( triangulation( was(

























was( administered( to( patients,( nurses( and( resident( doctors( after( each(
observation(period((e.g.(medical(ward(round(and(primary(nurse(interactions).(
The(purpose(of(administering(the(CPS(to(both(clinicians(and(patients(after(
the(observation(was( to(assess( the( synergies( related( to(patient(preference(
and( actual( participation( within( patientCdoctor( dyads( and( within(patientC
nurse(dyads(that(were(specific(to(the(interactions(observed.(In(other(words,(





statement( that( best( reflected( the( degree( to( which( they( were( able( to(












between( patients’( and( clinicians’( perceptions( of( patients’( preferred( and(













The( naturalistic( observations( were( conducted( using( a( nonCparticipant(
approach.(The(researcher(had(minimal(contact(with(participants(and(did(not(
disturb(care(activities(or(interactions.(The(observation(times(were(selected(
to( capture( the( highest( number( of( doctor( team( and( primary( nurse(
interactions( with( patients.( The( observations( covered( almost( all( patients(
admitted( to( one( of( the( two( participating( oncology( units( during( the(
observation(period.(All(conversations(that(occurred(during(the(observation(





reduce( personal( bias( by( rapid( recording( of( all( interactions( as( they( were(
observed(without(subjective(comment.(In(addition(to(the(freestyle(notes,(the(




the( researcher( who( provided( instructions( and( clarified( any( queries(
participants( might( have( had( about( the( questions.( Instructions( and(
explanations(were(consistent(because(there(was(only(one(data(collector.((
In(the(topic(guide(for(the(semiCstructured(interviews,(most(of(the(questions(
were( openCended;( for( example,( what( do( you( think( about( patients( being(
involved(in(the(management(of(their(symptoms(while(they(are(in(hospital?(
The(questions(were(asked( in(as(neutral(a(way(as(possible( to(decrease(the(
potential( for(participants( to(provide( socially(desirable( responses( (Zohrabi,(
2013).(The(interviewer(was(nonjudgmental(and(neutral(to(all(responses(from(











As( noted( earlier,( the( PhD( student( researcher( did( not( have( previous( or(
professional(relationships(with(clinicians(or(patients.(She(is(a(registered(nurse(
and(educator(in(the(university(attached(to(the(cancer(centre(in(which(data(
were( collected.( Peer( discussions( with( supervisors( were( continuous(
throughout( the( analysis( process( in( particular( because( some( data( were(
derived( from( nonCtranslated( transcripts,( to( ensure( that( interpretations(
occurred(within(the(context(in(which(they(were(obtained.(
An( audit( trail( of( the( analytical( process( is( possible( through( the( following(






Base( and( Clinical( Research( Ethics( Committee( (CREC)( of( Fudan( University(
















any( symptoms( or( problems( that(were(moderate( or( severe( in( intensity( or(


















All( eligible( clinicians( were( provided( with( a( copy( of( the( Plain( Language(
Statement( and( Consent( Form( and( asked( to( provide( written( consent( for(
participation( in( both( Phase( 1( and( Phase( 2.( Prospective( participants(were(
assured(that(their(participation(was(voluntary(and(withdrawal(from(the(study(
would(have(no(effect(on(their(care(and(treatment(or(work(relationships.(The(
consent( form( was( signed( and( dated( by( both( the( participant( and( the(
researcher.(
3.3.3#Anonymity##
To( ensure( anonymity( of( the( research(participants,( identifying( information(
including( name,( address( and( Email( address( were( not( recorded( on( data(
collection( sheets.( All( participants( were( allocated( a( unique( identification(
number,(which(was(used(on(all(data(collection(documents.(The(researcher(
kept( a( separate( document( that( linked( the( participant( ID( number( to(
participants’(identifying(information.(Only(the(researcher(had(access(to(this(
document.((











These( digital( data( documents( including( the( questionnaires( and(
transcriptions(were( kept( on( a( passwordCprotected( computer.( The( student(









as( per( university( policy.( This( includes( digital( audiotapes,( transcripts,( SPSS(
spread( sheets,( and( descriptive( data.( Information( in( hard( copy( will( be(
shredded(using(a(secure(disposal(service.(
3.4#Summary#
The( research( program( was( designed( to( explore( patient( participation( in(
symptom(management(from(a(multidimensional(perspective.(The(design(of(
the( research(was(mixed(methods.(Data(were(collected(using(survey,(semiC
structured( interviews( and( naturalistic( observation( and( involved( both(
patients( and( clinicians( (doctors( and( nurses)(within( two(medical( oncology(
units( in( a( grade( A( tertiary( hospital( in( China.( The( research( findings( are(
presented(and(discussed(in(the(following(four(chapters((Chapter(4(to(Chapter(































overview! of! the! case!
setting.! To!explore!patients’!and!clinicians’!perceptions!of!patient!participation!
in!symptom!management!























































































































































Botti,( 2015;( Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2008).( Further,( patients’( and(
clinicians’(perceptions(of(patient(participation(and(the(facilitating/blocking(
behaviours( observed( during( interactions( may( be( influenced( by(patientM
clinician( rapport(and(clinical( setting( (Larsson(et(al.,(2011a;(Sahlsten(et(al.,(
2005a).(Given(the(multidimensional(factors(associated(with(patients’(ability(
to(participate(in(their(care(it(is(important(to(understand(the(context(of(care(
in( the(case(study(hospital(where( this( research(was(undertaken.(While( the(
specific( intent( of( a( case( study( is( not( to( generalize( findings( to( a( larger(










setting( is( introduced,( followed(by(a(description(of( clinicians’(demographic(
and(work(related(characteristics.(Patient(participants(are(described(in(terms(




A( and( B)( in( a( Grade( A,( tertiary( hospital( in( China.( The( team( of( clinicians(
working( in(each(unit( comprised(doctors(and(nurses(with( varying( levels(of(
experience.(A(Chief(Doctor(was( in( charge(of(medical(matters( and(nursing(
services(for(the(ward.(There(were(two(teams(of(doctors(on(Ward(A(and(three(
















than(one( year(on( the(ward,( three(were( in( their( first( year(on( the(ward.(A(
Primary(Nursing(care(delivery(system(formed(the(model(of(care(in(the(two(







and(externally( applied(medications(were,( once(prescribed(by( the(medical(
team,(dispensed(directly(to(the(patient(who(was(then(responsible(for(selfM
administration.( Personal( communication( between( the( student( researcher,(
the(Nursing(Director(and(other(managers(revealed(that(this(process(was(in(
place(for(two(reasons:(1)(to(reduce(nurses’(workload,(and(2)(because(of(the(
requirement( for( patients( to( pay( upfront( for( their(medication.( This( policy(
allowed(specific(and(expensive(medications,(such(as(Capecitabine((an(oral(











medications( such( as( antineoplastic(medicines,( adjuvants( to( antineoplastic(






their( medications( as( prescribed( and( to( assess( the( efficacy( of( certain(
medications,( for( example( analgesics,( by( asking( patients( about( their( pain(















clinicians( (56(doctors(and(34(nurses)(met( the(eligibility( criteria.(Of( the(56(
doctors,( 18( doctors( did( not( participate.( In( all( but( one( instance( this( was(
because(the(mobile(nature(of(doctors’(work(meant(that(the(researcher(was(
not(able( to( find(an(appropriate( time(to(discuss( the(project(with( them.(All(



































































majority( of( the( doctor( group( comprised( of( RMOs( (44.7%)( and( Attending(




two( wards( for( a( median( of( two( years( and( had( a( median( duration( of(






























































































Of( the( 300( eligible( patients,( 138( (46%)( were( not( recruited.( The( detailed(
reasons(for(eligible(patients’(refusal(were(recorded(and(are(listed(in(Table(4.4.(
Illiteracy( was( not( one( of( the( exclusion( criteria( in( this( study.( If( a( patient(
identified(themselves(as(being(illiterate,(the(researcher(offered(to(complete(
the( survey( though( interview,( however,( some( patients( still( refused( to(
participate(based(on(literacy(skills.(A(total(of(162(patients((54%)(participated(


























































P=0.01).( The( distribution( of( patients’( cancer( diagnoses(was( also( different(









Age:(year,(mean((SD)( 47.5((12.2)( 53.99((12.0)( 4.64((t)( 0.000*(



























to( their( marital( status,( education,( income,( insurance( and( work( status(






























































income( in( China( is( RMB( 1525( (The( national( bureau( of( statistics( of( the(
People's( Republic( of( China,( 2014).( The( majority( of( patients( had( medical(
Insurance((97.4%).(
All( patients( were( of( Chinese( nationality( and( were( from( 14( provinces( or(
municipalities( of( China.( The( number( of( patients( from( each( province( or(
municipality(are(presented(in(Table(4.8(and(Figure(4.3.(Due(to(the(hospital’s(
location(in(Shanghai,(a(Southeast(city(of(China,(the(majority(of(patients(were(




























quarter( (25.3%)( had( undergone( surgery( for( their( cancer.( The(majority( of(


























































explore( the( impact(of( family(presence(on(patient(participation.(Figure(4.4(




























































the( PPSM.( In( Table( 4.11( the(mean( scores( of( each( scale( according( to( the(
health(literacy(component(it(informs(is(presented.(The(higher(the(score(on(
each(scale,(the(higher(the(health(literacy(of(the(patient.(In(terms(of(the(scales(




























using(Ward’s(method( for( linkage),( based( on( the(mean( scores( of( the( nine(
scales(of(the(HLQ.(As(there(was(no(information(available(on(the(appropriate(









that( clusters( were( representative( of( a( different( patterns( of( needs( and(
strengths(across(the(nine(scales(of(the(HLQ((Batterham(et(al.,(2014).((
Using( the( analysis( process( outlined( above,( nine( patient( clusters( were(




mean( scores( ranging( from( 3.89( to( 3.46.( Clusters( 7,( 5,( 3( and( 2(were( four(
clusters(that(indicated(patients(had(moderate(health(literacy((n=70,(50.4%)(
with(the(overall(mean(scores(from(3.30(to(3.07.(The(last(two(clusters,(4(and(












































6( 3( 3.00( 3.00( 3.00( 3.33( 3.20( 4.87( 4.50( 4.93( 4.73( 3.89(
8( 4( 3.50( 3.44( 3.45( 3.80( 3.65( 3.60( 3.42( 3.50( 4.10( 3.61(
1( 42( 2.98( 2.98( 2.96( 3.09( 2.97( 3.96( 3.76( 4.05( 4.14( 3.46(
Moderate(
7( 15( 2.92( 2.95( 3.03( 3.05( 2.93( 3.20( 3.47( 3.99( 3.95( 3.30(
5( 19( 2.99( 2.67( 2.85( 2.92( 2.75( 3.69( 3.61( 3.46( 3.75( 3.21(
3( 27( 2.86( 2.94( 3.01( 3.00( 2.93( 2.91( 3.06( 3.30( 3.62( 3.08(
2( 9( 2.36( 2.58( 2.64( 2.64( 2.62( 3.38( 3.28( 3.89( 3.91( 3.07(
Low(
4( 13( 2.40( 2.31( 2.58( 2.92( 2.54( 3.03( 3.03( 2.77( 3.80( 2.85(












the( survey.( All( patients( were( admitted( for( radiotherapy( and/or(
chemotherapy.( Approximately( threeMquarters( of( patients( had( family( or(






Eastern( CoMoperative( Oncology( Group( Performance( Status( (ECOGMPS).( As(
shown(in(Figure(4.5,(almost(half((44.6%)(of(the(sample(reported(“Restriction(
in( physically( strenuous( activity( but( able( to( carry( out( work( of( a( light( or(






























































































symptom( experience( was( considered( a( vital( characteristic( of( the( patient(
sample.( In( order( to( assess( their( symptom( profiles( comprehensively,( the(










study( population,( with( Cronbach’s( alpha( coefficients( of( all( the( subscales(
above( 0.8;( the( Physical( Symptom( Distress( Score( (PHYS):( 0.94,( the(





The(majority(of(patients( reported( that( they(had(experienced(at( least(one(
symptom(during( the(period( investigated( (either(previous(24(hours(or(one(
week).( Figure( 4.6( displays( the( distribution( of( the( number( of( symptoms(
experienced( simultaneously( by( patients.( Two( patients( reported( no(
symptoms(and(two(patients(reported(27(concurrent(symptoms(which(was(










(58.7%),( fatigue( (52.0%),( difficulty( sleeping( (50.7%),( and( lack( of( energy(
(50.0%).(Fatigue(was(added(to(the(MSAS(tool(in(this(study(for(the(purpose(of(
examining(whether( patients( understood( the( terms( of( fatigue( and( lack( of(
energy( in( the( same( way.( The( results( indicated( that( patients( had( similar(
interpretation(of(these(two(terms.(
Individual(symptom(scores((ISC)(were(calculated,(by(averaging(the(frequency,(








sores( (2.50),( change( in( food( tastes( (2.44),( lack( of( appetite( (2.42)( and( dry(
mouth((2.39).((
Table(4.14(Symptom(prevalence(and(individual(symptom(score((ISC)(for(patients(
who( reported( experiencing( the( symptom( from( most( prevalent( to( least(
prevalent(n=150*)(
( Prevalence( ( Individual(symptom(score*(
(( n( %( ( Minimum( Maximum( Mean( SD(
Dry(Mouth( 102( 68.0( ( 0.93( 4.00( 2.39( 0.80(
Pain( 88( 58.7( ( 0.93( 4.00( 2.19( 0.77(
Fatigue( 78( 52.0( ( 0.93( 4.00( 2.02( 0.70(
Difficulty(Sleeping( 76( 50.7( ( 0.93( 4.00( 2.13( 0.73(





0.90( 4.00( 2.44( 0.98(
Lack(of(Appetite( 70( 46.7( ( 0.93( 4.00( 2.42( 0.69(
Changes(in(Skin( 63( 42.0( ( 0.90( 4.00( 1.87( 0.87(
Weight(Loss( 61( 40.7( ( 0.90( 4.00( 1.74( 0.71(
Cough( 60( 40.0( ( 0.93( 4.00( 1.77( 0.74(
Sweats( 60( 40.0( ( 0.93( 3.40( 1.86( 0.65(






Itching( 50( 33.3( ( 0.93( 3.40( 1.74( 0.60(
Feeling(Nervous( 48( 32.0( ( 0.93( 3.40( 1.82( 0.66(
Worrying( 45( 30.0( ( 0.93( 3.33( 1.93( 0.67(
Feeling(Irritable( 44( 29.3( ( 0.93( 4.00( 1.95( 0.68(
Nausea( 43( 28.7( ( 0.93( 4.00( 2.04( 0.75(
Feeling(Sad( 42( 28.0( ( 0.93( 3.40( 1.97( 0.69(
Mouth(Sores( 41( 27.3( ( 0.90( 4.00( 2.50( 0.88(







( Prevalence( ( Individual(symptom(score(
( n( %( ( Minimum( Maximum( Mean( SD(
Reflux( 39( 26.0( ( 0.93( 4.00( 2.14( 0.77(






Feeling(Bloated( 36( 24.0( ( 0.93( 3.67( 1.76( 0.63(
Vomiting( 31( 20.7( ( 0.93( 4.00( 2.09( 0.85(
Hair(Loss( 31( 20.7( ( 0.90( 3.60( 2.19( 0.91(





0.90( 4.00( 2.16( 1.04(





0.93( 4.00( 1.78( 0.88(
Fever( 16( 10.7( ( 1.20( 4.00( 2.05( 0.89(
Swelling( 13( 8.7( ( 0.90( 3.10( 1.73( 0.74(
Problems(with(
Urination(
12( 8.0( ( 1.20( 3.73( 1.62( 0.71(
















frequency,( severity( and( distress( dimensions( as( a( result( of( the( particular(
symptom( and( the( percentage( of( patients( having( the( symptom( known( by(
clinicians.(High(level(of(frequency(in(the(current(study(was(defined(by(patient(
descriptions( of( symptoms( occurring( as( either( ‘frequent’( or( ‘almost(
constantly’;(high(level(of(severity(was(defined(as(‘severe’(or(‘very(severe’(and;(
high(level(of(distress(was(defined(as(‘quite(a(bit’(or(‘very(much’((Portenoy(et(





to( the( survey( with( a( mean( frequency( score( of( 2.83( (SD=0.91).( Lack( of(
appetite(and(difficulty(swallowing(were(also(symptoms(that(were(reported(
by( patients( (62.4%( and( 60.9%( respectively)( as( being( present( either(
frequently(or(constantly(in(the(24(hour(prior(to(the(survey.(Constipation(was(


















one( patient( as( ‘somewhat( distressing’,( all( the( symptoms( reported( in( the(




the( mean( scores( of( frequency,( severity( and( distress( were( not( normally(
distributed,(Spearman’s(correlation(test(was(used(to(explore(the(relationship(
between( symptom( frequency,( severity,( distress( and( whether( patients(
reported( that( symptom( presence( was( known( by( clinicians.( This( analysis(























































































































































































































































N! N! %! Mean! ! SD! N! %! Mean! ! SD! N! %! Mean! ! SD! N! %!
Dry!Mouth! 102! 68! 66.7$ 2.83$ 0.91! 84! 82.4! 2.21! 0.83! 27! 26.5! 2.13! 1.01! 72! 70.6!
Pain! 88! 39! 44.3! 2.48! 0.98! 57! 64.8! 1.86! 0.81! 22! 25! 2.23! 0.85! 82! 93.2$
Fatigue! 78! 30! 38.5! 2.21! 0.92! 56! 71.8! 1.94! 0.73! 13! 16.7! 1.93! 0.82! 40! 51.3!
Difficulty!
Sleeping! 76! 35! 46.1! 2.28! 0.89! 50! 65.8! 1.93! 0.82! 19! 25! 2.17! 0.83! 41! 53.9!
Lack!of!energy! 75! 38! 50.7! 2.45! 0.89! 54! 72! 1.89! 0.71! 10! 13.3! 1.98! 0.84! 43! 57.3!
Change!in!Food!
Tastes$ 73! NE! NE$ NE$ NE! 59! 80.8! 2.44! 1.04! 29! 39.7! 2.44! 1.06! 60! 82.2!
Lack!of!Appetite! 70! 44! 62.9$ 2.67$ 0.78! 60! 85.7! 2.29! 0.75! 25! 35.7! 2.31! 0.88! 58! 82.9!
Chang!in!Skin! 63! NE! NE! NE! NE! 38! 60.3! 1.87! 0.87! 13! 20.6! 1.87! 1! 52! 82.5!
Weight!Loss! 61! NE! NE! NE! NE! 40! 65.6! 1.89! 0.82! 5! 8.2! 1.6! 0.79! 58! 95.1!
Cough$ 60! 13! 21.7! 1.98! 0.77! 25! 41.7! 1.58! 0.79! 10! 16.7! 1.75! 0.93! 39! 65!
Sweats! 60! 20! 33.3! 2.1! 0.8! 35! 58.3! 1.72! 0.69! 7! 11.7! 1.76! 0.86! 31! 51.7!
Feeling!Drowsy! 53! 18! 34! 2.02! 0.91! 28! 52.8! 1.72! 0.79! 8! 15.1! 1.74! 0.91! 27! 50.9!
Difficulty!
Swallowing! 53! 32! 60.4$ 2.75$ 1.09! 44! 83! 2.36! 0.88! 22! 41.5! 2.45! 1.08! 45! 84.9!
Itching! 50! 12! 24! 1.88! 0.82! 26! 52! 1.62! 0.67! 5! 10! 1.71! 0.7! 30! 60!
Feeling!Nervous! 48! 11! 22.9! 1.92! 0.9! 28! 58.3! 1.69! 0.66! 5! 10.4! 1.87! 0.71! 17! 35.4!
Worrying! 45! 11! 24.4! 1.96! 0.8! 31! 68.9! 1.82! 0.65! 9! 20! 2.03! 0.9! 9! 20!
Feeling!Irritable! 44! 10! 22.7! 1.91! 0.8! 28! 63.6! 1.8! 0.73! 9! 20.5! 2.15! 0.82! 11! 25!
Nausea! 43! 14! 32.6! 2.19! 0.85! 27! 62.8! 1.81! 0.79! 8! 18.6! 2.12! 0.84! 33! 76.7!
Feeling!Sad! 42! 11! 26.2! 1.98! 0.87! 29! 69! 1.81! 0.63! 11! 26.2! 2.13! 0.88! 6! 14.3!
Mouth!Sores! 41! NE! NE! NE! NE! 32! 78! 2.34! 0.91! 21! 51.2! 2.65! 0.97! 38! 92.7!
Numbness!
Tingling! 40! 16! 40! 2.33! 0.94! 21! 52.5! 1.78! 0.86! 7! 17.5! 1.9! 0.92! 24! 60!
Reflux! 39! 17! 43.6! 2.23! 0.84! 27! 69.2! 2.05! 0.86! 9! 23.1! 2.13! 0.85! 32! 82.1!
Constipation! 39! NE! NE! NE! NE! 36! 92.3$ 2.28$ 0.69! 8! 20.5! 2.24! 0.82! 35! 89.7!
Difficulty!
Concentrating! 38! 8! 21.1! 1.92! 0.78! 24! 63.2! 1.74! 0.72! 5! 13.2! 1.94! 0.78! 17! 44.7!
Feeling!Bloated$ 36! 8! 22.2! 2! 0.83! 16! 44.4! 1.53! 0.65! 3! 8.3! 1.76! 0.78! 24! 66.7!
Vomiting! 31! 11! 35.5! 2.1! 0.94! 22! 71! 2.06! 0.85! 7! 22.6! 2.12! 0.94! 27! 87.1$
Hair!Loss! 31! NE! NE! NE! NE! 23! 74.2! 2.39! 1.5! 9! 29$ 1.99$ 0.94! 24! 77.4$
Dizziness! 26! 6! 23.1! 1.88! 0.95! 14! 53.8$ 1.69! 0.74! 4! 15.4! 1.85! 0.81! 15! 57.7!
Do!not!look!like!
myself! 22! NE! NE! NE! NE! 14! 63.6! 2.14! 1.04! 8! 36.4! 2.18! 1.14! 7! 31.8!
Diarrhoea! 20! 10! 50! 2.3! 1.13! 14! 70! 2.1! 0.91! 6! 30! 2.32! 0.9! 16! 80$
Shortness!of!
Breath! 18! 4! 22.2! 1.83! 0.92! 9! 50! 1.72$ 0.9! 3! 16.7! 1.78! 0.97! 6! 33.3!
Fever! 16! 5! 31.3! 2.19! 0.98! 9! 56.3! 1.81! 0.91! 5! 31.3! 2.15! 0.96! 16! 100!
Swelling! 13! NE! NE! NE! NE! 5! 38.5! 1.62! 0.87! 2! 15.4! 1.85! 0.76! 11! 84.6!
Problems!with!
Urination! 12! 1! 8.3! 1.5! 0.91! 7! 58.3! 1.75! 0.87! 1! 8.3! 1.6! 0.76! 9! 75!








The( scores( for(GDI,( PHYS,( PSYCH,( and(Total(MSAS( reflect( patients’( overall(
symptom( experience.( The( calculation( methods( for( these( scores( were(
presented(in(detail( in(Chapter(3(Section(3.2.2.3.(The(mean(scores(for(each(
















for(PSYCH.(Further(analysis(of( cancer( types( found(patients(with(head(and(
neck(cancer(reported(significantly(higher(GDI,(PHYS(and(Total(MSAS(scores(

















( GDI( ( PHYS( ( PSYCH( ( TMSAS(
( r/U/H^( P( ( r/U/H( P( ( r/U/H( P( ( r/U/H( P(
Age(( 0.06(r)( 0.453( ( M0.09( 0.276( ( M0.10( 0.244( ( M0.09( 0.300(
Sex(( 0.20(U)( 0.844( ( M1.45( 0.149( ( M1.88( 0.060( ( M0.14( 0.889(
Type(of(cancer(( 26.14(H)( 0.000*( ( 50.21( 0.000*( ( 7.13( 0.129( ( 28.39( 0.000*(






In( terms( of( selfMreported( physical( performance( status,( 62.8%( of( patients(
reported(they(could(carry(out(activities(without(any(restriction(or(with(some(











symptoms( patients( perceived( most( frequently( as( being( recognised( by(
clinicians.(Symptoms(with(higher(frequency(scores(tended(to(be(more(severe(
and( cause(more( distress.( The(mean( scores( of( the(MSAS( subscales( (PHYS,(
PSYCH,(GDI(and(TMSAS)(ranged(from(0.64(to(0.83.(Patients(with(head(and(






case(study( in( terms(of( the(setting(where( the(data(were(collected(and( the(
characteristics(of(patients,(nurses(and(doctors(who(participated(in(this(study.(
These(findings(provide(an(important(contextual(basis(for(the(analysis(of(the(













data( collection( period( were( recruited.( Clinicians’( demographic(




studies,( have( been( shown( to( influence( behaviours( that( facilitate( or( limit(
patient( involvement( in( their( care( (Daneman,Macaluso,( &(Guzzetta,( 2003;(
Hamann(et(al.,(2010).(
Clinician( participants( were( recruited( from( a( tertiary( hospital( in( Shanghai(
China;(65.8%(of(doctors(and(88.3%(of(nurses(were(aged(less(than(34(years.(
According(to(the(Ministry(of(Health(report,(27.5%(of(doctors(and(57.2%(of(
nurses( in(China(were(aged( less( than(34(years( in(2012( (Ministry(of(Health,(
2014a).(The(present(sample(was(younger(than(the(national(data.(The(high(













doctors( with( postgraduate( degrees( and( nurses( with( diploma( or( above(
qualifications( accounted( for( 9.9%( and( 56.0%( of( clinicians( respectively(







This( is( consistent( with( the( young( age( of( the( clinician( samples.( Years( of(
oncological(experience(of(doctors(in(the(case(study(was(much(less(than(the(
national(average(for(doctors(working(in(clinical(practice.(There(were(25%(of(
doctors( working( in( the( oncological( setting( for( two( years( or( less( which( is(
considerably(less(than(the(National(statistics(of(25%(with(nine(years(or(less(
work(experience((Ministry(of(Health,(2014a).(Half(of(the(nurses(in(the(case(





experience( working( in( oncology( was( less( than( 4( years( (median=3.75);(
whereas(the(national(data(suggested(that(50%(of(nurses(had(9(years(or(less(
work(experience((Ministry(of(Health,(2014a).((
The( clinician( participants( in( this( case( study( therefore( were( younger,( had(
attained(a(higher(education(level(and(a(relatively(shorter(oncological(clinical(











Patients( in( this( case( study( had( a( fairly( heterogeneous( cancer( profile.(
Variation(in(cancer(types(of(patients(admitted(to(an(inpatient(unit(is(a(clinical(
reality,(and(is(a(consequence(of(using(case(study(methodology(where(a(realM















Patients’( symptom(profile( therefore(might(have(been(an( important( factor(
determining( participation.( Evidence(was( found( in( this( study( that( patients(
with( different( cancer( types( had( significantly( different( symptom( profiles(
based(on(the(GDI,(PHYS(and(TMSAS(scores(in(the(MSAS.(High(participation(
rates(of(female(patients(with(breast(cancer(may(have(been(related(to(their(
relatively( lower( reports( of( symptom(distress,(whereas( patients(with( head(
and(neck(cancer(who(had(a(lower(participation(rate,(reported(significantly(
higher(levels(of(symptom(distress(than(patients(with(other(cancer(types.(Age(
and( sex( have( been( found( to( be( predictors( of( patients’( preference( for(
participation(in(previous(studies((Arnetz,(&(Arnetz,(2009;(Chung(et(al.,(2012;(
Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2008),( therefore( these( factors( need( to( be(
further(examined(in(this(case(study.(((
Education( level( and( income( status,( are( indicators( of( a( person’s(socioM
economic(status(and(provide(insight(into(patients’(knowledge(and(ability(to(





professionals( (Eldh,Ekman,( &( Ehnfors,( 2010;( Hamann( et( al.,( 2011;(
Tak,Ruhnke,(&(Meltzer,(2013;(Uldry(et(al.,(2013;(Willems(et(al.,(2005).(In(the(
present(sample,(patients(with(at(least(an(undergraduate(degree(accounted(
for( 32.2%( of( the( patient( sample,( a( rate( much( higher( than( the( national(




1525( (The(national( bureau(of( statistics( of( the(People's( Republic( of( China,(
2014).(As(the(case(study(was(conducted(in(a(leading(hospital(in(Shanghai,(it(
is( possible( that( patients( admitted( to( this( hospital( have( a( higher(socioM
economic( status( than(patients(hospitalized( in( regional(or( rural( areas.( This(
assumption(is(supported(by(data(from(a(study(focusing(on(cancer(patients’(
compliance(with(Peripherally(Inserted(Central(Catheters(in(a(tertiary(hospital(
of( Shanghai( which( reported( 65%( of( patients( had( at( least( high( school(
education((Xu(et(al.,(2011),(similar(to(the(percentage(in(this(study((57.9%).(
Whether(patients(with(higher(socioMeconomic(status(had(more(knowledge(
or( ability( to( communicate( and( discuss( their( symptoms( with( health(
professionals(and(whether(this(status(had(implications(for(their(desire(to(be(
involved( in( their( own( treatment( and( care( is( an( important( consideration(
highlighting(the(need(for(further(exploration.(
Patients’( ability( to( take( responsibility( for( their( own( healthcare( can( be(





important( predictor( for( preference( and( actual( participation( during( their(








developed( tool( there( were( no( published( findings( of( this( tool( where(
comparisons(could(be(made.(However(in(previous(studies,(patients’(health(
literacy(has(been(investigated(using(different(tools.(Koay(et(al( (Koay(et(al.,(







found( that( residents(who(had(adequate(health( literacy(made(up(6.48%( in(
total,(with(9.94%(in(urban(and(3.43%(in(rural(areas((Yan(et(al.,(2012).(Another(
Chinese( study( Chinese# citizens’# Health# Literacy# Questionnaire# (2009)(










problematic( because( health( literacy( is( understood( from( different(
perspectives.( It( can( be( seen( as( a( stable( individual( capacity,( a( dynamic(
individual(state(during(a(health(care(encounter(or(an(achieved(level(of(health(
knowledge.( This( lack( of( shared( meaning( has( had( consequences( for( its(
measurement( with( various( tools( that( have( not( focussed( on( the( same(
















strenuous( activity( but( ambulatory( =44.6%)( during( their( admission( for(
radiotherapy(and/or(chemotherapy.(Varying(results(of(ECOGMPS(for(patients(
undergoing( radio/chemotherapy( have( been( reported( in( past( studies.(One(
study(assessed(physical(performance(of(109(consecutive(patients(diagnosed(
with(Stage(III(or(IV(nonMsmall(cell(lung(cancer(who(received(initial(treatment(
of( chemotherapy( or( palliative( radiotherapy.( It( reported( 55%( of( patients(
presented(with(ECOG(PS(≤1((Dajczman(et(al.,(2008).(Patients( in(that(study(
had( worse( physical( status( than( those( in( current( study,( however( their(
advanced(diagnosis(and(older(age((half(of(the(patient(sample(was(over(65(
years)( may( have( explained( the( difference.( A( Chinese( study( focused( on( a(
patient(cohort(undergoing(radiotherapy(with(or(without(concurrent(use(of(





The( findings( that(26.2%(of(patient(participants(had( scores( commensurate(
with( anxiety( and( 21.4%( with( depression( based( on( the( HADS( are( largely(
consistent(with(previous(studies(conducted(in(patients(with(varying(cancer(













progression( (Chang( et( al.,( 2000a),( and( whether( they( were( inpatient( or(
outpatient(cohorts((Chang(et(al.,(2000b;(Spichiger(et(al.,(2011a,(2011b).((
The(most(prevalent(symptoms(experienced(by(more(than(50%(of(patients(
were( dry(mouth,( pain,( fatigue,( difficulty( sleeping,( and( lack( of( energy.( Of(
interest( is( the( finding( that( symptom(severity( is(not(necessarily( associated(
with( symptom( distress.( Dry( mouth( was( the( most( frequent( symptom,(
constipation(was(perceived(as(the(most(severe(symptom,(and(mouth(sores(
distressed( patients( most.( Chang( et( al( (Chang( et( al.,( 2000a)( also( found(
inconsistencies( in( associations( between( symptom( severity( and( symptom(
distress.( However,( overall( there( were( significant( positive( correlations( for(
most( symptoms(between( the( frequency,( severity( and(distress( dimensions(
identified,(which(is(congruent(with(the(results(by(Cohen((Cohen,(2012)(who(
surveyed(the(symptom(experience(of(171(Australia(cancer(patients.(
As( would( be( expected,( patients( with( different( cancer( types( reported(
different( symptom( profiles.( For( example,( Kim( et( al( (Kim( et( al.,( 2009a)(
investigated( 160( patients( with( breast( or( prostate( cancer( undergoing(







experience( dry( mouth( and( difficulty( swallowing( (Cheng( et( al.,( 2009).(
Regardless( of( the( types( of( cancer,( pain,( lack( of( energy( and( difficulty( in(






loss,( pain( and( mouth( sores.( These( symptoms( are( reflective( of( patient(
assessment(processes(in(the(units(in(that(temperature(and(pain(assessment(
occur(at(least(once(a(day(and(patients(are(routinely(weighed(once(a(week.(
Patients’( perceived( that( that( clinicians( were( more( likely( to( know( about(
symptoms(that(were(frequent(or(severe,(but(were(less(likely(to(know(about(
distressing( symptoms.( Given( that( these( data(were( derived( from( patients’(
perceptions( rather( than(by(directly(asking(clinicians(we(cannot(determine(
whether(clinicians(in(fact(knew(about(the(variety(of(symptoms(experienced(














compared( with( results( from( other( studies.( The( results( in( this( study( are(
congruent(with(Chang’s(report((Chang(et(al.,(2000a)(of(240(medical(cancer(
patients(in(which(the(mean(scores(of(these(subscales(were(between(0.62(and(







for(21.1%(of( the( sample(while( in( the(present( study( radiotherapy(was( the(
main(treatment(and(patients(receiving(chemotherapy(alone(represented(8.6%(
of( the( sample.( In( the( study( reported( here,( patients( undergoing(
chemotherapy( had( higher( scores( in( the( MSAS( subscales( than( those(








participants( in( the( case( study.(Of( the(eligible(participants(during( the(data(
collection(period,(67.9%(of(the(doctors,(100%(of(the(nurses(and(54%(of(the(
patients( were( recruited( into( the( study.( The( clinician( participants( were(




Patient( participants,( admitted( for( radiotherapy( and/or( chemotherapy,(
mostly(had(relatively(good(physical(and(psychological(performance.(Patients(
experienced( multiple( symptoms( associated( with( their( cancer( and/or(
treatments( simultaneously.( These( data( may( reflect( the( contextual(
characteristics( of( hospitals( in( metropolitan( areas( in( China,( especially( in(
hospitals(affiliated(to(a(university(and(therefore(raises(questions(about(the(
transferability( of( the( findings( to( health( care( in( remote( and( rural( areas( in(
China.((
Demographic(characteristics,(such(as(high(levels(of(education,(moderate(to(
high( levels( of( health( literacy( and( good( physical( performance,( have( been(
found(in(previous(research(to(be(associated(with(positive(attitudes(towards(
patient(participation(by(clinicians(and(active(preference(for(participation(by(












al.,( 2013;( Lee( et( al.,( 2011)( because( of( the( subjectivity( of( symptom(






care( are( recognized( (Chinese( Hospital( Association,( 2009;( Yu,( 2007),( the(
enactment( of( patient( participation( in( clinical( treatment( and( care( has( not(
been(investigated(or(evaluated.(A(clearer(understanding(of(Chinese(clinician(
and( patient( perceptions( is( necessary( in( order( to( understand( how( the(
learnings(derived(from(western(research(may(inform(patient(participation(in(
China.( It( is( necessary( therefore,( to( clarify( how( patients( and( clinicians(
perceive( patient( participation( in( symptom( management( in( terms( of( its(
meaning(and(experience( in(Chinese(acute( care( settings(and( the( synergies(





















6.%Analyse( associations( between( preference( and( experience( of(









Patient( Participation( in( Symptom( Management( Questionnaire((PPSMQ)M
Patient/Doctor/Nurse(Versions.(
The(survey(findings(reported( in(this(chapter( include(responses(to( items( in(




and( patient( communication( behaviours( (Cohen,( 2012)( (10( questions);( 4)(
Control(Preference(Scale((CPS)((modified)((Degner,Sloan,(&(Venkatesh,(1997);(
5)( Patients’( characteristics( including( demographic,( illness( and(treatmentM
related( information;( the( Memorial( Symptom( Assessment( Scale( (MSAS)(
(Portenoy(et(al.,(1994a)((32(symptoms),(the(Hospital(Anxiety(and(Depression(
Scale((HADS)((Zigmond,(&(Snaith,(1983)((14(items),(the(Eastern(CoMoperative(
Oncology(Group(Performance(Status( (ECOG)( (Oken(et(al.,(1982)( (5( levels),(
the(Health(Literacy(Questionnaire((HLQ)((Osborne(et(al.,(2013)((44(items);(6)(
Patients’( satisfaction( with( symptom( management( (Cohen,( 2012)( (5(
questions)(and(the(Quality(of(Care(from(Patient’s(Perspective((QPP)M(short(
form((modified)((Larsson,(&(Larsson,(2002)((24(items).(
Survey(data(were( analysed(using(descriptive( statistics.( Scale( values( in( the(
VBIC(were(calculated(for(each(case(by(totalling(the(scores(for(each(scale(item(






subscale.( NonMparametric,( inferential( statistics(with( a( significance( level( of(
0.05(were(used(to(compare(patients,(doctors(and(nurses(subscale(scores.(If(






ordinal( logistic( regression.( Patients’( perception( of( quality( of( care( and(
satisfaction( with( symptom( treatment( and( care( were( compared( across(
patients’(preference(achievement(groups((less(than(preferred,(preferred(and(





in( five( sections.( Subjective( importance(of(patient(participation(and(actual(
participation( ratings( are( described( in( the( first( two( sections.( Patients’(
experience( of( participation( in( terms( of( preferred( and( achieved( roles( of(
participation(in(symptom(managementMrelated(decision(making(are(reported(
in(the(third(section,(followed(by(the(analyses(of(the(predictors(of(patients’(








5.2.1.1( The( perceived( importance( of( participatory( activities( –( Patient(
perceptions(
The(distribution(of(responses(to(each(of(the(11(statements(in(the(perceived(
importance( of( participatory( activities( (Defining( ParticipationMmodified)(
section( of( the( PPSMQ( is( presented( in( Table( 5.1,( according( to( perceived(
importance( of( the( items( nominated( by( patients.( A( total( of( 146( (90.1%)(
patients( who( commenced( the( PPMSQ( completed( these( questions.( Each(
participatory(activity(was(rated(as(important(or(very(important(by(at(least(60%(
of( patients.( The( statement( “to( tell( about( your( symptoms/problems”( was(
perceived(as( important(or( very( important(by(91.1%(of(patients,(placing( it(






































about( symptoms”( (n=138,( 97.8%).( When( compared( with( information(
exchange,( fewer( patients( (albeit( still( the( majority)( agreed( with( the(
importance( of( exchanging( opinions( about( care,( with( 91.5%( (n=129)(










test( of( significance,( X2=8.2,( P<0.05).( Pairwise( comparisons( were( used( to(
identity(differences(between(patients’(and(doctors’(and(patients’(and(nurses’(
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following( aspects( are( important:( The(
patient((
( ( (
Gets(clear(information( 140((99.3)( 38((100)( 34((100)(
Asks( questions( about( their(
symptoms(
138((97.8)( 37((97.3)( 34((100)(
Expresses(his/her(views( 129((91.5)( 36((94.7)( 34((100)(
Is( involved( in( discussions( about(
their(symptoms(and(care(
119((84.4)( 35((92.1)( 32((94.1)(
Bears( the( responsibility( for(
his/her(future(health(
114((80.9)( 37((97.4)( 34((100)(






















findings( clearly( showed( a( difference( between( patients’( and( clinicians’(
perceptions( (see( Table( 5.3).( Specifically,( less( than( oneMthird( of( patients(
agreed( with( the( notion( that( their( involvement( would( increase( clinicians’(
workload((n=43,(30.5%),(create(problems(for(clinicians((n=34,(24.1%),(or(take(
clinicians’( time( away( from( other( patients( (n=31,( 22.0%).( In( contrast,( the(
proportion( of( clinicians( who( perceived( that( patient( involvement( would(
hinder(their(ability(to(work(ranged(from(42%(to(62%.(A(significant(difference(
was( found( between( the( ratings( of( patients,( doctors( and( nurses( overall(
(X2=26.9,(p(<0.001).(Pairwise(comparisons(identified(these(differences(were(
significant(for(both(patientMdoctor(and(patientMnurse(comparisons((P<0.001).(







perception( by( patients,( doctors( and( nurses( that( receiving( or( providing(
information( about( symptom( experience( as( the(most( important( aspect( of(


















To(what(degree(do(you(agree(with(the(following:( ( ( (






























The( majority( of( patients,( in( the( previous( 24( hours,( had( been( told( the(
importance( of( symptom( treatment( and( been( encouraged( to( report( any(
symptoms( they( experienced( (87.1%,( n=128).( Patients( reported( that( they(

















Dimensions(and(items( Response(option( n( %(
In( the(past(24(hours,(did(a(doctor(or(nurse(
make( it( clear( to( you( that( they( consider(
treatment(of(symptoms(very(important(and(
that( you( should( tell( them( when( you( are(
experiencing(a(symptom?(
Yes( 128( 87.1(
Has( the( information( provided( about(




doctors( and( nurses( or( wait( until( you( are(
asked?(
Report( 100( 68.0(
Using( the( following( scale( please( indicate(































Have( you( refused( symptom( management(




5.2.2.2( Behaviours( related( to( patient( involvement( in( care:( Patient( and(
clinician(perceptions(
In(the(VBPIC,(three(subscales(measured(patients’(perceptions(of(the(degree(





answered( the(VBPIC.( The(questions(were(modified( to(enable( clinicians( to(
report(the(degree(to(which(they(believed(they(had(exhibited(the(behaviours(
described.( Participant( responses( to( five( questions( about( the( information(
they(received((patients)(or(provided((clinicians)(were(on(a(fourMpoint(Likert(
scale:( to( a( very( great(degree( (4),( to( a( fairly( great(degree( (3),( to( a( certain(








Further( pairwise( comparisons( identified( a( significant( difference( between(
patients(and(doctors((P<0.017)(and(between(patients(and(nurses((P<0.017),(










































Median(%(agreement((Q1,(Q3)*( 70((55,(85)( 85((65,91.3)( 85((80,96.3)(
*KruskalMWallis(test((α=0.05):(H(3)=17.7,(P<0.001(
((Pairwise( comparisons( (α=0.017):( PatientMdoctor:( P=0.016,( PatientMnurse:( P<0.001,(
DoctorMnurse:(P=0.103(
(
In( terms( of( behaviours( related( to( meeting( patients’( needs( (Table( 5.6),(









between( patients( and( doctors( (P>0.017).(Nurses( perceived( that( they(met(
their(patients’(needs(to(a(greater(degree(than(patients(had(experienced.((



































Patient( and( clinicians’( perceptions( of( behaviours( promoting( activities( and(
motivation(for(patient(involvement(are(presented(in(Table(5.7.(Over(60%(of(
patients( reported( that( they(were( treated(with( respect,(motivated( to( take(







and( decisionMmaking( (n=33,( 23.4%)( related( to( symptom(management.( In(























































exhibited( behaviours( related( to( these( three( negotiated( decisionMmaking(
activities(was(around(70%.(Significant(differences(were(identified(between(
patients’(and(doctors’((P<0.017)(and(between(patients’(and(nurses’((P<0.017)(
ratings( for( the( activities( and( motivation( subscale,( indicating( that( both(




The( findings( from( the( VBPICMpatient( and( VBPICMclinician( questionnaires(
reflected(that(the(majority(of(patients(had(received(information(on(symptom(














The( distribution( of( patients’( preference( for( participation( in( symptom(
management( as( measured( by( the( Control( Preference( Scale( and( their(

























































The( extent( to(which( patients’( preference( for( participation(was( congruent(
with( their( actual( experience( during( interactions( with( doctors( and( nurses(
were(examined(and(are(presented(in(Table(5.8.(An(agreement(with(moderate(
strength(was( found( between( patients’( preferred( roles( and( actual( roles( in(
decisionMmaking((Kw:(0.61,(SE:(0.08,(95%CI:(0.45(to(0.77).(There(were(64.8%(
(n=103)( of( patients(who( reported( their( actual( experience(of( participation(
was( consistent( with( their( preference( whereas( 24.5%( (n=39)( of( patients(
























Passive( 51( 12( 0( 0( 0( 63(
PassiveM
shared(
22( 45( 3( 3( 0( 72(
Collaborative( 4( 10( 4( 4( 0( 18(
ActiveMshared( 0( 1( 1( 1( 0( 5(
Active( 0( 0( 0( 0( 0( 1(
Total( 77( 68( 8( 8( 8( 159*(
*Three(patients(did(not(report(their(actual(level(of(participation(
(
5.2.4( Predictors( of( patients’( preference( for( participation( in(
symptom(management^related(decision^making(
To(explore(factors(associated(with(patients’(preference(for(participation( in(
symptomMrelated( decisionMmaking,( patients’( demographic( characteristics,(
illnessMrelated(characteristics,(symptom(profile(indicators(and(health(literacy(
were(analysed(as(independent(variables.(Since(only(one(patient(preferred(an(
active( control( role( in( symptom(management( decisionMmaking,( the( active(
category(was( removed.(The( remaining( four( roles( (passive,(passiveMshared,(







patients’( preference( for( participation( in( decisionMmaking( in( symptom(
management.( These( variables( were:( age,( sex,( level( of( education,( marital(
status,(work(status,( income(level(and(availability(of(caregivers(during(their(







































































































































































































































































































5.2.4.3( Symptom( profile,( psychological( and( physical( performance(
characteristics((
Patients’( symptom( profile,( and( psychological( and( physical( performance(
characteristics( included( in( the( analyses( were:( the( number( of( symptoms,(
































MSAS( ( ( ( ( ( (
Number( of(
symptoms(
11.2(6.81)( 10.6(6.55)( 9.9(7.14)( 11.2(6.67)( .99(.94,(1.03)( .511(
GDI( .90(.74)( .79(.69)( .72(.61)( 1.19(.93)( .87(.57,(1.34)( .538(
PHYS( .88(.69)( .83(.67)( .72(.68)( .81(.66)( .83(.53,(1.30)( .417(
PSYCH( .62(.69)( .67(.70)( .53(.58)( .9((.74)( 1.05(.67,(1.64)( .839(
Total(MSAS( .68(.48)( .66(.50)( .58(.49)(( .71(.49)( .86(.46,(1.60)( .626(
HADS( ( ( ( ( ( (
Depression( 4.6(3.9)( 5.3(4.1)( 4.6(2.9)( 5.0(2.9)( 1.02(.94,(1.10)(( .638(
Anxiety( 5.1(3.9)( 5.8(4.2)( 5.3(3.4)( 7.2(4.8)( 1.04(.96,(1.12)( .346(
ECOG*( n((%)( n((%)( n((%)( n((%)( ( (
ECOGM0(( 11(19.6)( 7(10.4)( 7(36.8)( 1(20.0)( 2.43(.65,(9.12)( (
ECOGM1(( 25(44.6)( 33(49.3)( 5(26.3)( 3(60.0)( 1.84(.56,(6.09)( .546(
ECOGM2(( 13(23.2)( 24(35.8)( 5(26.3)( 1(20.0)( 2.34(.68,(8.12)( (




























































































































































































A( twoMstep( model( selection( strategy( was( performed.( In( step( one,( all(
demographic(factors(found(to(be(significant(in(univariate(analyses((age,(sex,(
level(of(education,(marital( status,(and(work(status)(were(analysed(using(a(
backward( elimination( variable( selection( strategy( with( Penter=0.1( and(
Pdelete=0.05.( As( shown( in( Table( 5.13,( patients( who( were( female,( single(
(including(divorced(and(widowed),(and(employed(or(having(been(employed(
(retired)(had(more(active(preference( for(participation( in( symptom(related(
decision(making(than(those(who(were(male((OR:1.88,(95%(CI:1.00(to(3.51,(







In( the( second( step( (see( Table( 5.14),( independent( factors( associated(with(
control( preference( (current( treatment,( three( subscales( of( health( literacy:(
Critical(appraisal,(Ability( to( find(good(health( information(and(Reading(and(
understanding( health( information)( were( evaluated( one( at( a( time( while(
adjusting(for(the(significant(demographic(factors(identified(in(Step(one.(The(
variable(selection(method(was(backward(elimination(with(Penter(and(Pdelete(as(
0.1( for( both.( After( adjusting( for( significant( demographic( covariates( (sex,(
marital( status( and( work( status),( it( uncovered( that( the( OR( of( patients’(
selection(of(a(particular(control(preference(were(over(two(times(higher((OR:(


















































The( PQI( mean( scores( were( compared( within( four( categories( of( control(
preference( (passive( –( active( shared)( for( participation( through( oneMway(
ANOVA.(The(results(in(Table(5.15(show(that(there(were(no(differences(in(the(
mean( scores( of( PQI( between( control( preference( categories( (P=0.722).(
Similarly,(no(significant(differences(were(found(when(comparing(mean(PQI(
scores(within(categories(of(actual(participation(achieved((P=0.519).((
Table( 5.16( shows( the( PQI(mean( scores( for( patients( grouped( according( to(
their( participation( outcomes,( specifically( whether( patients( were( able( to(
achieve(their(preference(for(participation(or(their(experience(of(participating(
was(either(less(active(or(more(active(than(their(preference.(The(scores(were(
compared( using( oneMway( ANOVA.( The( PQI(mean( scores( were( not( similar(
across( the( three( groups( (F=4.54,( P=0.012).( Further( Bonferroni( pairwise(
comparisons( were( conducted( revealing( that( the( mean( PQI( scores( were(











































































Level(of(participation(achieved( n( Mean( SD( F( p(
Less(active(than(preferred( 36( 9.34( 3.10(
4.16( 0.018*(Commensurate(with(preference( 89( 10.97( 2.93(














symptoms.( The(percentage(of( very( satisfied(or( satisfied(with( symptom(or(
symptom( treatment( information( provided( was( slightly( lower( than( the(
previous(three(items,(but(still(accounted(for(more(than(75%(of(patients.(
(
Responses( to( five( questions( relating( to( satisfaction( with( symptom(
management( were( correlated( with( patients’( preference( for( participation,(































































M0.03( 0.475( 0.03( 0.556( 0.06( 0.201(
( ( ( ( ( ( (
2.The(way(your(doctors(responded(
to( your( reports( of( symptoms( in(
the(past(24(hours((
0.01( 0.827( 0.04( 0.380( 0.03( 0.499(
( ( ( ( ( ( (
3.The(way(your(nurses(responded(
to( your( reports( of( symptoms( in(
the(past(24(hours((
0.03( 0.413( 0.09( 0.012*( 0.05( 0.179(




M0.01( 0.831( M0.01( 0.901( M0.003( 0.957(









of( quality( of( care( was( related( to( patients’( preferred( level( and( actual(





that( they( had( received( higher( quality( of( care( than( those( who( had( not(
achieved( their( preference( for( participation.( Patients’( preference( for(








in( symptom(managementMrelated( decision(making;( predictors( of( patients’(
preference( for(participation;(and(outcomes(associated(with(preferred(and(
actual( experience( of( participation.( The( findings( provide( important(
understandings( of( patients’( as( well( as( clinicians’( perceptions( of( patient(
participation( in( symptom( management( and( the( relationships( between(
preference(and(patient(characteristics.(














(Ding,( 2011),( however,( the( greater( importance( placed( on(informationM
related( activities( in( symptom(management( compared( to( decisionMmaking(
activities( suggests( that( patients( and( clinicians( in( this( case( study( expect( a(
lower( level( of( patient( participation( according( to( Soleimani‘s( conceptual(
analysis( of( patient( participation( (Soleimani,Rafii,( &( Seyedfatemi,( 2010).(
Essentially( this( model( suggests( that( if( participation( in( decisionMrelated(
activities(is(perceived(as(less(important,(patients(are(less(likely(to(participate(
in( those( types( of( activities( and( clinicians( provide( less( opportunities( for(
patients(to(participate.((












in( that(approximately(60%(of( clinician( respondents(perceived( that(patient(
involvement( would( hinder( their( work.( In( the( Swedish( study,( patients’(
perceptions(were(not(explored(so(it(is(not(known(whether(patients(shared(
the( perception( of( their( involvement( hindering( clinicians’( work.( Previous(






providing( opportunities( to( participate( revealed( interesting( differences( in(
perceptions(between(patients(and(clinicians.(Although(over(90%(of(patients(
reported(that(receiving(information(about(symptom(treatment(or(care(was(
important,( approximately( 60%( agreed( that( they( had( received( this(
information(during(their(admission.(These(findings(indicate(a(significant(gap(
between(what(patients(perceive(as(important(and(their(experience.(Having(
adequate( information( is( a( prerequisite( for( patient( participation( in( their(
treatment(and(care((Eldh,Ekman,(&(Ehnfors,(2006).(Lack(of(information(is(the(







In( addition( to( information( flow( from( clinicians( to( patients,( information(
exchange(requires(that(patients(contribute(their(information(or(knowledge(
to( clinicians( (Kolovos(et( al.,( 2014b;( Sahlsten(et( al.,( 2005b;( Sahlsten(et( al.,(
2009).( In( this( case( study,(approximately( twoMthirds(of(patients( stated( that(
they(would( report( their( symptoms,( however( half( the( patients( would( not(
press(a(call(bell( to( report(a( symptom,(which(suggests( that(patients(prefer(
other(opportunities(to(report(their(symptoms.(In(an(Australian(study,(Cohen(
et(al(found(that(although(61.1%(of(patients(would(initiate(a(report(of(their(




important( contextual( difference( in( care( in( the( case( study( hospital( is( the(
expectation( that( patient( manage( their( own( medications.( It( may( be( that(





making.( This( finding( is( not( unique.( Limited( opportunities( for( patients( to(
participate( in( decision( making( related( to( treatment( and( care( have( been(





al.,( 2013),( medical( decisionMmaking( in( Lithuania( (Brogiene,( &( Gurevicius,(
2009)(and(decisions(about(treatment(and(care(in(Hong(Kong((Wong(et(al.,(
2012).( These( findings( indicate( that,( in(many( clinical( settings,( paternalistic(
models(of(care(still(dominate(patientMclinician(interactions,(especially(when(
treatment(or(care(decisions(are(discussed(and(made.((
Significant( differences( were( identified( between( patients’( and( clinicians’(
perceptions(of(their(behaviours(in(terms(of(information(provision,(meeting(
patient(needs(and(patient(motivation.(Similar(results(of(different(perceptions(
of( patient( experience( were( reported( by( Timonen( (2000)( who( compared(
nurses’(and(patients’( responses( to(patients’(experience(of(participation( in(
bedside(handover.(The(researchers(found(79%(of(nurses(reported(patients(
were(‘always’(or(‘often’(involved(in(the(bedside(handover(while(only(57%(of(





between( patients’( and( nurses’( perceptions( of( information( provision( and(
patients’(actual(involvement(in(decision(making.((
Reasons( for( the( lack( of( congruity( between( patients’( and( clinicians’(
experience(perceptions(need(to(be(explored(further.(A(possible(explanation(
may( be( that( patients( and( clinicians( have( different( expectations( of( clinical(




rather( than( just( being( informed( (Eldh,Ekman,(&( Ehnfors,( 2010),( however,(
clinicians( are( often(more( concerned( with( providing( essential( information(
rather(than(determining(whether(patients(have(difficulty( in(understanding(
the(information(provided.(In(a(study(examining(General(Practitioners’((GP)(
assessments( of( their( patients’( health( literacy,( it( was( found( that( GPs(
overestimated(the(literacy(of(their(patients((Rogers,Wallace,(&(Weiss,(2006).(
Information(provided(by(clinicians(might(not(be(fully(understood(by(patients(




















drawn( from( a( Chinese( acute( care( setting.( The( cultural( context,( which( is(
different( to( the( Australian( context,( might( have( impacted( on( patients’(
preferences.( A( paternalistic( style( in( interactions( between( patients( and(
clinicians( continues( to( have( dominance( in( Chinese( healthcare( delivery( in(
which( doctors( are( considered( authoritative( and( dominant( in( medical(
processes(while(patients(are( in(a(more(subordinate(position( (Zhang(et(al.,(
2011).( Despite( the( increasing( recognition( of( patients’( rights( in( China,(
concepts( like( patient( participation( or( patient( empowerment,( are( still(
relatively(novel( to(both(health(professionals(and(patients.(These(concepts(
were(explored(further(in(the(qualitative(interviews.(Participation(in(decision(
making( is( likely( to( be( influenced( by( patients’( perceptions( of( their(
understanding( of( medical( treatment( and( care( and( their( roles( and(
responsibilities(in(decision(making,(particularly(within(the(acute(care(context.((
In( this( study,( certain( patient( demographic( characteristics,( treatment( type(
and(abilities(related(to(health( literacy(were( found(to(be(significant( factors(
influencing(patients’(preference(for(participation(in(decisionMmaking(during(
symptom( management.( Identification( of( these( factors( could( provide(
evidence(to(predict(or(explain(patients’(preferred(roles(of(participation(in(the(
context(of(symptom(management.((
Patients( who( were( female,( single,( and( employed( tended( to( prefer( more(















people( are( working( and( have( a( regular( income,( they( tend( to( be( more(
independent(not(only(in(economic(terms(but(also(in(regards(to(their(family(
status.( Similar( interpretations(were( found( in( the(discussion(by(Florin(who(
indicated(that(taking(responsibility(for(care(is(more(intertwined(in(the(female(
social( role( than( in( the( male( role( (Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2008).(
Therefore,( the( characteristics( related( to( independent( responsibility(might(
account(for(more(active(preference(for(participation(in(health(care.((
Performance( status( has( been( found( to( be( associated( with( patient(
preferences( in( some( studies( (Chung( et( al.,( 2012;( Cohen,( &( Botti,( 2015;(
Kvangarsnes( et( al.,( 2013;( Löfman,HäggmanMLaitila,( &( Pietilä,( 2008;(







this( study,( patients( undergoing( radiotherapy( preferred( to( adopt( a( more(
active(role(in(decisionMmaking(than(those(who(were(undergoing(concurrent(





Health( literacy( was( identified( as( an( important( predictor( in( this( study,(
specifically,(related(to(patients’(ability(to(appraise(information(critically(or(to(
find( health( information.( Patients(who( rated( highly( on( these( abilities(may(
have( less( difficulty( accessing( and( understanding( information( related( to(
treatment(options.(It(is(reasonable(to(expect(that(these(patients(will(have(a(
stronger(desire(to(participate(in(the(process(of(decision(making(in(contrast(
with( patients( who( have( lower( levels( of( health( literacy.( The( positive(
association(between(health(literacy(and(participatory(preference(identified(
in(this(study(is( in(accordance(with(the(findings(in(Naik’s(et(al.(study(which(















found( to( be( correlated( with( patients’( preference.( This( finding( may( be(
explained(by( the( fact( that( the(present(patient(participants(were( recruited(
during(their(cancer(treatment(for(nonMhospice(purposes,(therefore(most(of(
them(were( in( their( first( year( after( diagnosis( and( had( experienced( similar(
treatments.((
Clarification( of( patients’( characteristics( could( be( beneficial( to( our(
understanding( of( patients’( participation( preferences( and( may( provide(
evidence( for( health( professionals( to( predict( patients’( preference( for(
decisionMmaking( in(the(process(of(symptom(management.(However,(these(
results( were( obtained( from( the( analyses( of( preferences( from( a( group( of(




The( findings( of( this( survey( identified( a( moderate( agreement( between(
patients’( preferred( roles( and( actual( participatory( roles,( with( nearly(twoM









inpatients( in( Sweden(with( 44%( total( agreement( between( preference( and(
actual(participation(related(to(medical(decisionMmaking((Ekdahl(et(al.,(2011).(
Another( Swedish( study( found( a( similar( relationship( among( 39( medical(
patients( in( decisions( related( to( patient( care( (Vestala,( &( Frisman,( 2013).(
Studies(reporting(less(congruency(between(preferred(and(actual(roles(have(
also(been( reported.( For(example,( Florin( reported(a( congruency(of(29%( in(
patient( interactions(with( nurses( (Florin,Ehrenberg,(&( Ehnfors,( 2006a)( and(
Ramfelt( reported( 30%( congruency( in( preferred( and( actual( treatment(
decisionMmaking(among(patients(with(colorectal(cancer((Ramfelt,Lützen,(&(
Nordström,(2005).((
Given( the( high( percentage( of( reported( passive( roles( both( in( patients’(
preferred(and(actual(experience,(the(moderate(agreement(might(not(mean(
that( patients( collaborated(well( with( clinicians.( The(moderate( congruency(
may( in( fact( reflect( that( the(majority( of( patients( in( this( study(had(a(more(










or( shared(decisionMmaking( roles(with( their( clinicians(often( reported( lower(
achievement( of( their( preference.( The( authors( concluded( that( the( latter(
patients(were(more(critical(and(achievement(of(preferences(were(more(open(
to(nuances((Pardon(et(al.,(2011).(
Among( patients( who( did( not( report( congruency( between( preferred( and(
actual( experience( of( participation,( 24.5%(of( patients( experienced( a(more(
passive(role(than(their(expectation,(which(was(higher(than(the(proportion(of(
patients( whose( actual( participation( exceeded( their( preference.( Many(
previous( studies( also( found( that( patients( wanted( more( participation( in(
decisionMmaking( than( they( actually( achieved( (Ekdahl( et( al.,( 2011;(
Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a;( MohsinMShaikh,Garfield,( &( Franklin,(
2014;(Ramfelt,Lützen,(&(Nordström,(2005;(Tariman(et(al.,(2010;(Zhang(et(al.,(




quality( of( care( when( their( actual( participation( roles( agree( with( their(
preferred(participation(roles.(There(are( few(studies( that(have( investigated(





level( of( actual( participation( and( quality( of( care( (Jangland( et( al.,( 2012;(
Weingart( et( al.,( 2011)( which,( in( this( Chinese( study( was( found( to( not( be(
significantly( correlated.( The( findings( therefore,( indicate( that( supporting(
patients( to( achieve( their( preferred( level( of( participation( may( be( more(
important( in( achieving( good( care( quality( than( focusing( activities( on(
encouraging(patients(to(adopt(a(more(active(preference(or(actual(experience(
of(participation.(This(finding(needs(to(be(confirmed(in(future(studies.(
Previous( research( findings( have( suggested( that( patients’( satisfaction(with(
hospitalMbased( care( is( associated(with( the( degree( of( patient( engagement(
(Gascoigne,(&(Watson,(2009;(Vaughn,(2014;(Wong,Peterson,(&(Black,(2011).(




they( received( and( the( information( or( responses( provided( by( doctors( and(
nurses( regardless( of( their( level( of( participation.( Henderson( also( reported(
similar(results(in(that(the(patients(in(his(study(felt(satisfied(with(the(decisionM
making( processes( no( matter( whether( they( had( a( more( or( less( active(
preference(for(participation((Henderson,(&(Chien,(2007).(This(phenomenon(














to( symptom(treatment(and(care(was(not(perceived( to(be(as( important(as(
relaying( symptom( experience.( Patients’( perceptions( of( clinicians’(
information(provision(were(not(optimal(and(there(were(few(opportunities(
for(patients(to(be(involved(in(decision(making.(Significant(differences(were(
identified( between( patients’( and( clinicians’( perceptions( in( terms( of( how(
participation(may(hinder(care(processes,(the(amount(and(type(of(information(
related( to( symptom( treatment( and( care( clinicians( provided,( whether(




agreement( was( identified( between( patients’( preferred( and( actual(
participation( and( those( who( did( not( achieve( their( preferred( level( of(
participation(were(more(likely(to(have(experienced(a(more(passive(role(than(
they(preferred.(More(active(preference(for(participation(in(decision(making(




radiotherapy( and( higher( levels( of( health( literacy( regarding( the( ability( to(
appraise(information(critically(and(to(find(health(information.(Patients(whose(




conducted( to( probe( understandings( of( patient( participation( in( symptom(







The( analyses( presented( in( this( chapter( continue( to( explore( patients’( and(
clinicians’(perceptions(of(patient(participation(in(symptom(management.(In(
this( chapter,( findings( from( semiMstructured( interviews( with( patients( and(
clinicians(are(presented(to(achieve(the(following(objectives:(




3.( Explore( patients’( reasons( for( selecting( a( particular( control(
preference( for( participation( in( symptom( managementMrelated(
decision(making;(
4.( Compare( and( contrast( quantitative( and( qualitative( findings( to(
identify( any( similarities( or( differences( between( patients’( and(
clinicians’(perceptions(of(patient(participation.(
6.1(Method(
The( full( description( of( the( methods( used( are( reported( in( Chapter( 3,(




structured( interview.( Stratified( purposive( sampling( was( used( to( recruit(
patients(according(to(their(most(preferred(control(preference(role(reported(









SemiMstructured( interviews(were( guided( by( broad( topics( and( openMended(
questions((Appendix(7).((
In(patient(interviews,(three(main(topics(were(explored:((









Patients( were( questioned( about( their( understandings( of( patient(
participation( in(symptom(management,(symptom(communication(and(
experience(in(participating(in(symptom(treatment(and(care.(
3.%What( do( patients( perceive( are( the( factors( influencing( their(
participation(in(the(acute(care(setting?((
Patients( were( asked( to( describe( any( barriers( and/or( facilitators( to(
participating(in(symptom(management.(
Two(topics(guided(Clinician((doctor(and(nurse)(semiMstructured(interviews:(
1.% How( do( clinicians( perceive( patient( participation( in( symptom(
management?((
Doctors(and(nurses(were(asked(about(their(attitudes(and(perceptions(
of( patients( participating( in( their( symptom( management;( their(
perceptions( of( patients’( preference( for( participating( in( their(
symptom( management;( and( experience( of( family( members’(
participation.(
2.% What( are( the( barriers( and( facilitators( of( patient( participation( in(
symptom(management(on(the(ward?((
Doctors(and(nurses(were(asked(how(the(structures(and(processes(on(




understanding( of( patient( participation( in( symptom( management( and(
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(
experience( including( factors( influencing( patient( participation( and( reasons(
why(patients(may(or(may(not(participate(or(comply(with(treatment(goals.(
The( analyses( of( factors( influencing( patients’( perceptions( of( symptom(
management( included( responses( from( specific( closedMended( survey(
questions( and( openMended( survey( questions( in( addition( to( the( inMdepth(
responses(from(the(semiMstructured(interviews.(These(data(were(analysed(in(
a( descriptive( and( comparative( way( to( explore( patients’( and( clinicians’(





program,( 41( were( recruited( (25.3%)( into( the( semiMstructured( interview.(





except( for( education( level( (X2=0.34,( P=0.024).( Less( patients( with( only(
primary(level(education(were(interviewed.(
The(differences(in(the(distribution(of(patients’(control(preferences(between(




no( significant( difference( in( the( percentage( of( control( preference( roles(
between(patients( in( the(overall( survey(sample(and( those( in( the( interview(
sample.(
(









( Mean( SD( Mean( SD( ( (
Age((in(years)( 47.5( 12.2( 45.4( 10.5( 0.99(T)( 0.201(
( n( %( n( %( ( (
Sex( ( ( ( ( ( (
Male( 78( 48.1( 21( 51.2(
0.12( 0.725(
Female( 84( 51.9( 20( 48.8(
Education((n=152)( ( ( ( ( ( (
Primary( 26( 17.1( 3( 7.3(
0.34(
(Gamma)(
0.024*(Secondary( 77( 50.7( 18( 43.9(
Tertiary( 49( 32.2( 20( 48.8(
Diagnosis( ( ( ( ( ( (
Bowel( 27( 16.7( 9( 22.0(
1.71( 0.790(
Breast( 39( 24.1( 12( 29.3(
Head(and(neck( 60( 37.0( 12( 29.3(
Lymphoma( 21( 13.0( 4( 9.8(



















( n( %( n( %( ( (
Passive( 64( 39.5( 11( 26.8(
0.10( 0.156(
PassiveMshared( 72( 44.4( 22( 53.7(
Collaborative( 20( 12.3( 5( 12.2(
ActiveMshared( 5( 3.1( 2( 4.9(
Active( 1( 0.6( 1( 2.4(
(
The(purpose(of(the(stratified(sampling(technique(was(to(ensure(that(patients(





The( work( and( experience( level( of( clinicians( (nurses( and( doctors)( who(
participated(in(the(semiMstructured(interview(are(presented(in(Table(6.3.(The(
five(doctors(interviewed(represented(13.1%(of(those(surveyed(and(included(























n( %( n( %( n( %( n( %(
Doctors’(roles(on(the(ward( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (
Resident( 17( 44.7( ( ( 2( 40.0( ( (
Attending( 18( 47.4( ( ( 2( 40.0( ( (
Consultant( 2( 5.3( ( ( 1( 20.0( ( (














n( %( n( %( n( %( n( %(
Nurses’(roles(on(the(ward( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (
Assistant(Nurse( ( ( 6( 17.6( ( ( ( (
Primary(Nurse( ( ( 23( 67.6( ( ( 5( 71.4(
InMcharge(Nurse( ( ( 2( 5.9( ( ( ( (
Head(Nurse( ( ( 2( 5.9( ( ( 2( 28.6(





























findings( related( to( understandings( of( and( attitudes( towards( patient(




preferred( roles( in( order( to( explore( further( patients’( perceptions( of(
participation(is(presented(in(the(second(section.(The(analysis(of(data(from(
patients’( openMended( responses( in( the( survey( and( semiMstructured(
interviews(to(describe(factors(influencing(patients’(participation(in(symptom(
management(are(presented(in(the(final(section(in(this(chapter.((
6.3.1( Understandings( of( and( attitudes( towards( patient(
participation(in(symptom(management(
To( further( our( understanding( of( the( underlying( meanings( of( patient(
participation( in( symptom(management,( patient( and( clinician( perceptions(
were(explored(through(in(depth,(semiMstructured(interviews(for(the(purpose(
of(confirming,(elaborating(and(complementing(the(findings(from(the(surveys.(
Themes( related( to( understandings( of( and( attitudes( towards( patient(
participation(were(extracted(from(doctors’,(nurses’(and(patients’(responses(
to( questions( about( the( meaning( of( patient( participation( and( activities(
patients( could( be( involved( in( to(manage( symptoms.( Analyses( of( the( data(
revealed( three( themes(of( patient( participation( in( symptom(management:(










patients( should(contribute( information(and(participate( in(decisionMmaking(
processes.(Patients(were(expected( to(collaborate(with(doctors(and(nurses(
during( interactions.( The( phrases( of( “work( together”( and( “a( team”( were(
common( in( doctors’( and( nurses’( responses.( From( the( perspectives( of(










































Making!decisions! i)! Patients!are!responsible!for!making!their!own!decisions!ii)! Who!is!eligible!to!make!the!final!decision?!
Patients’!selfE







Information( exchange( refers( to( the( different( types( of( information(
transmitted(between(clinicians(and(patients.(It(was(one(of(the(key(elements(
described( by( patients( and( clinicians( when( they( explained( their(
understanding(of(patient(participation.(The(interviewees(agreed(that(doctors(
and( nurses( could( provide( professional( knowledge( to( patients,( and( that(
patients( were( an( essential( source( of( information,( specifically( their(selfE
knowledge( about( symptoms( and( experience.( In( addition,( there( was(
acceptance( that( patients( seek( information( from( other( sources.( Hence,(
different(information(is(exchanged(through(‘mutual(interaction’.((
6.3.1.1.1%Professional%knowledge%transmitted%from%clinicians%to%patients%%
Professional( knowledge( delivered( from( clinicians( to( patients( included(
explaining( the( illness( or( associated( symptoms( and( providing( information(
about( treatment( or( care( in( order( to(minimise( distress,( facilitate( patients’(
understanding( overall,( aid( decision( making,( elicit( cooperation( and(
compliance,( and( facilitate( selfEcare.( This( transmission( of( information( was(
considered( a( key( role( of( healthcare( professionals( by( doctors,( nurses( and(
patients.((
i)%Explaining%illness%and%symptoms%to%minimise%distress%





In% terms% of% symptom%management% ……% we%mostly% explain% [the%
symptoms]% to% them.% Or% some% symptoms% when% they% are%
aggravated% [due% to% the% treatments]%we%usually%give% the%patient%
some% explanations……% Because% patients% usually% have% some%
psychological% burdens,% they% will% feel……when% their% symptoms%














about(treatments(or( investigations( for( the(purpose(of( facilitating(patients’(
understanding(overall.(Doctors(believed(they(should(tell(patients(why(they(










We% try% our% best% to% advise% them% [patients],% like% what% kind% of%
adjuvant% therapy% is% necessary% to% deal% with% the% problems%
[symptoms]%that%happen%to%them.%Most%of%the%patients%accept%
our%advice%(Nurse_2.10).%














Because…it’s% impossible% for%patients% to%know%nothing%at%all.%……%
We%should%be%informed,%that%is%to%say,%patients%should%get%to%know%






Patients( recognised( the( importance(of(being( informed(so( that( they(could(
recognise(signs(and(symptoms(that(may(indicate(progression(or(problems,(
and(so(that(they(could(manage(their(symptoms(appropriately.((








with% them% about% some% of% the% treatment% options% because%




be% informed% of% all.% Then% the% doctors% and% I% can% consider% both%
opinions%and%have%a%discussion%together.% If%we%[patients]%know%
nothing,%we%have%to%only%depend%on%the%doctors’%opinion%and%we%












The(notion(of(positive(compliance,( i.e.(adherence( to( treatments,(means(a(
patient( follows( clinicians’( treatment( prescriptions( or( nursing( instructions.(
This( perception( was( shared( by(most( of( the( nurses( and( patients( but( was(
almost(absent(in(the(responses(of(doctors(who(mostly(assumed(that(patients(
would(comply(with(their(treatment(plans.(
It% is% mostly% doctors% who% make% the% decision% because% many% patients%
follow……After%all,%the%doctors%are%professionals,%but%we%will%inform%the%
patients,%like%this…%patients%usually%follow%doctors’%orders.%(Doctor%1.2).%
From( the(nurses’( perspective,( positive( compliance( appeared( to( be( a( core(










In( the( majority( of( patients’( responses,( they( emphasized( the( notion( of(























As( well( as( medication( management( and( nursing( care,( the( necessity( to(
provide(patients(with(information(of(what(to(do(to(feel(well(was(identified(
by(doctors(and(nurses(because(they(believed(that(patients(could(be(involved(
in( their( own( care(when( equipped(with( this( knowledge.( Nurses( perceived(
information(provision(as(a(way(of(facilitating(patients(to(care(for(themselves.((





Our% nurses% do% a% lot% through% health% education.% ……We% need%
patients%to%be%involved%more%now,%especially%when%dealing%with%
the%side%effects%of%radiotherapy.%(Nurse_2.10)%




the% morning% and% evening.% And% also% I% had% to% brush% my% teeth,%
otherwise%it%would%be%inflamed.%(Patient_5.103)(
6.3.1.1.2%Self[knowledge%transmitted%from%patients%to%clinicians%%
As( well( as( the( utility( of( transmitting( knowledge( of( disease,( disease(
progression(and(treatment(held(by(clinicians,(there(was(recognition(of(the(
value( of( the( knowledge( held( by( patients( about( their( own( bodies,( their(
psychological( status( and( their( physiological( responses( to( illness( and(
treatment.(The(‘selfEknowledge’(transmitted(by(patients(can(be(specifically(
about( their( symptom(experience( and( responses( or( can( be( in( the( form(of(
reminders(and(feedback(for(clinicians(about(their(personal(treatment(plans.(
i)%Reporting%symptoms%in%order%to%obtain%treatment%
SelfEknowledge( refers( to( subjective( information( about( patients’( own(
symptoms( or( discomfort.( Patient( participation( was( understood( by( the(
clinician( and( patient( interviewees( as( patients( disclosing( their( symptom(
experience(in(order(to(inform(treatment.((


















information( to( clinicians( as( a( reminder( or( feedback.( These( reminders(





by( a( nurse( talking( about( a( patient(who( she( felt(wanted( to( participate( by(
reminding(clinicians(of(his(treatment(and(tests.((
……% Whether% patients% want% to% participate,% normally% speaking,%
most%[of%the%patients]%want%to%be%involved.%For%example……If%the%
patient%knows%he%has%an%injection%or%treatment%[scheduled],%he%will%






























and( nurses,( patients( also( sought( information( about( their( illness( and(
treatment(from(other(sources.((
i)%Patients%access%multiple%sources%of%information%
Many( patients( talked( about( seeking( information( about( their( care( and(
treatment( and( did( so( using( a( variety( of( different( sources.( Patients( read(
instructions(in(the(medication(packing(box(when(their(medication(was(first(
dispensed( to( them( (patients( in( this( case( study( selfEadministered( their(
medications( during( their( admission).( Some( patients( obtained( information(
and(skills(from(health(brochures(and(posters(in(the(hospital,(read(articles(in(
books(or(magazines,(or(searched(related( information( from(the( Internet.(A(
few(patients(searched(papers(in(academic(journals,(however,(these(patients(
often( had( a( medical( background.( In( addition( to( written( sources,( many(
patients(sought(information(from(others(who(had(a(similar(illness(experience(




Patient:% I% think% communication% among% patients% is% also% very%











same% disease% as% me% and% ask% them% whether% they% have%
experienced%it%[a%symptom].%(Patient_5.153).%
Doctors( and( nurses( acknowledged( the( utility( of( other( sources( and( this(
information( seeking(behaviour(was(part(of( their(understanding(of(patient(
participation.(










(medicine).%Even% if% they%read%a% lot%on%the%web,% the% information%
online%is%not%very%accurate,%is%it?%There%are%very%few%authoritative%
websites% (in% China)% that% could% provide% scientific% knowledge% to%












Negotiated( decisionEmaking( refers( to( decisions(made( through( discussions(
between(clinicians(and(patients.(DecisionEmaking(was(seen(as(another(key(
activity( during( interactions( that( constituted( participation.( Clinicians( and(
patients( explained( their( understanding( of( participation( in( terms( of( the(
relative(contribution(from(clinicians(and(patients(in(the(process(of(decisionE
making.( Four( subthemes( emerged:( knowing( options( to( make( informed(























Being( aware( of( professional( opinions( was( perceived( as( a( form( of(
participation(in(their(treatment(or(care.(The(perception(that(clinicians(have(
a( role( to( present( their( professional( advice( for( patients( to( consider( was(
common( among( doctors( and( patients( and( some( nurse( interviewees(










I% think,% in% terms% of% the% treatment,% patients% might% be% able% to%
participate% in% symptom%care%activities% caused%by% the% treatment%
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(
like% radiotherapy.% As% to% the% cancer[related% symptoms,% it%




not% take% any%medicine.% But% if% you% are% in% too%much% pain% to% fall%







some% refuse% to% follow% the% advice% because% they% think% all% of% the%
medications% have% side% effects.% So% we% tell% them% there% are%
medications% available% to% treat% their% symptoms%and% the%doctors%













































please% reduce% the% number% of% radiation% treatments% because% my%
cancer%is%mild,%could%the%amount%of%radiation%be%lower?”%Therefore,%
his%desire% for%participation% is%not%scientific,% just%based%on%his%own%




Nurses( expressed( concerns( that( patient( participation( may( adversely(
influence(clinicians’(judgements.((
In% terms%of% the%treatment,% I% think%patients%should%not%participate%







or( instructions.( Two( nurses( in( particular,( talked( about( patients( refusing(








Nurse:% From% my% opinion,% it% is% good% for% him% to% recognize% his% own%
current%situation.%But%what%we,%doctors%and%nurses,%hope%is%the%same%
as%the%hope%of%patients,%that% is%to%say%we%all%hope%to% improve%their%








treatment( trajectory( for( patients( with( a( diagnosis( of( cancer.( The( nature,(





















means% a% patient% should% be% involved% in% knowing% his% situation%
overall.%After%some%relevant%examinations%have%been%done,%he%can%






which% one% I’d% like% to% choose.% The% doctor% might% say% each% one% is%





just% like% I% should% be% responsible% for%my% health% rather% than% the%
doctors…% I% believe% when% I% am% sick,% the% doctors% can% give% me%






decisions( about( treatment( for( cancer( overall( but( provides( an( interesting(
perspective( on( the( degree( of( participation( during( decision(making( where(
patients( are( considered( competent( to( make( decisions.( Although( patient(






choices( in( China.( From( nurses’( perspective,( patients’( participation( in(





symptom%occurring.%But% there% is%probably%no%way%for%patients% to%
decide%what%medication%to%choose.%(Doctor_1.15)%%
%
…% a% patient% should% be% involved% to% get% the% knowledge% of% his%
comprehensive%situation.%…,%when%we%provide%our%nursing%care,%we%
are% required% to% obtain% the% patient’s% informed% consent,% including%

































remember( that( patients( in( this( case( study( were( responsible( for( the(selfE
management(of(all(oral(and(topical(medications.(
If% I%have%constipation,% I% take% it.%When%the%problem%is%addressed,%
then% I%won’t% take% it% the%next%day.% I%can%make%the%adjustment%by%
myself.%Even%though%the%doctor%doesn’t%tell%me%(to%stop%it),%I’ll%stop%














afraid% to% have% any% negative% effects% on% the% patient’s% mood% by%









Interviewer:% In% this% case,%was% the% patient% happy% for% the% family%
member%to%be%involved%in%their%symptom%management?%
Nurse:%The%situation%in%China%is%different%[from%western%countries].%
It’s% the% Chinese% family%members%who%make% the% decision% about%
whether%the%patients%should%know%(their%prognosis)%rather%than%
whether% the% patient% wants% to% know% (their% diagnosis)….! They%
[patients]%know%they%have%got%cancer%but%they%are%kept%from%the%
severity%[stage%of%the%cancer).%This%is%especially%for%patients%whose%








As(well( as( symptom( treatments( and( care,( there(were( other( areas(where(




They% (psychological% problems)% are% private,% in% the% mind,% and%
something%that%can%be%regulated%by%myself.%(Patient_5.87)%








the%ability% to% judge%what% causes%his% symptoms,%whether% that% is%
really% related%to%his%disease%or% treatments,%or%any%other%mental%
factors.% However,% we% can’t% pay% much% attention% to% the%mental[
related%symptoms%and%we%can’t%give%them%enough%explanations%





he% will% have% another% problem% because% he% can’t% get% rid% of% his%
anxiety%and%panic.%
6.3.1.3.2%Patients%are%in%control%of%their%own%diet%or%life%style%
When( asked( what( activities( patients( could( participate( in,( some( patients(
indicated( that( they( were( keen( to( participate( in( the( activities( related( to(
healthy(diet(and(life(style.(Some(patients(emphasized(choosing(what(to(eat(
was(in(the(scope(of(their(own(control(when(they(were(admitted(to(hospital.((





















What( emerged( through( the( analyses( is( the( shared( understanding( that(
patients(and(clinicians(have(mutual(and(distinctive(roles(in(symptom(care(and(
treatment.( Both( patients( and( clinicians( considered( information( exchange(
was( key( to( patient( involvement,( in( which( professional( knowledge( and(
patients’( selfEknowledge( is( transmitted( and( that( patients( have( access( to(
information(from(sources(other(than(clinicians.(Patients(could(be(involved(in(
negotiated( decisionEmaking( by( being( informed( of( options,( knowing(




may( not( have( the( requisite( medical( knowledge( to( present( a( preference.(






se.(Despite( the(general( consensus( that(patients( should(be( responsible( for(
making(their(own(decisions,(there(were(shared(views(that(patients(may(not(
have( the( requisite( knowledge( to(make( final( decisions( in( areas( related( to(
treatment(and(symptom(management.((
6.3.2%Reasons%given%by%patients%for%their%preferred%roles%%
In( the( previous( section,( patients’( understanding( of( and( attitudes( towards(
participation( were( explored.( In( this( section( the( rationales( that( patients(
provided( to( explain( the( reasoning( behind( their( most( preferred( control(
preference,(explored(during(the(semiEstructured(interview(are(presented(in(
order( to( expand( our( understanding( of( participation.( Responses( to( this(
question( were( analysed( through( content( analysis.( The( three( themes(
identified(were:(the(importance(of(information(exchange,(the(importance(of(
negotiated( decisionEmaking( and( personal/professional( role( expectations.(
These( themes( were( largely( congruent( with( patients’( understandings( and(










the( group( reported( a( particular( reason( for( their( control( preference.( The(
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Knowing(options( 0( 6( 2( 0( 0(
Knowing( professional(
opinions(
2( 7( 2( 2% 0(
Knowing( patient(
preferences(
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Patients( with( a( passiveEshared( or( collaborative( preference( appeared( to(
weight( their( knowledge( of( self( and( clinicians’( knowledge( more( equally.(
Patients( with( these( preferences( also( talked( about( the( decisionEmaking(
process( as( involving( both( patients( and( doctors.( Patients( in( these( two(
preference( groups( acknowledged( that( although( clinicians( had( more(
professional(knowledge(they((clinicians)(also(valued(their((the(patient’s)(own(




else……Doctors% are% certain% (about% their% decisions),% so% as% a%













support( the( data( about( understandings( of( and( attitudes( towards( patient(
participation( that( were( presented( in( Section( 6.3.1.( The( notion( of(
responsibility( and( accountability( for( decisions( also( emerged( from( the(









This% is%my%own% life.%What%the%doctors%can%do% is%only%help%me%
rather%than%making%decisions%for%me.%It% is% I%who%should%make%













though( they(preferred(different(participatory( roles.( These( rationales(were(








Those( who( wanted( to( be( involved( in( their( treatment( and( care((passiveE
shared,( collaborative)( shared( the( belief( that( they( not( only( valued( the(







In( summary,( the( data( suggest( congruence( between( patients( in( their(
understandings( of( and( attitudes( towards( participation( in( terms( of(








for( selecting( a( particular( Control( Preference( have( been( presented.( The(
analyses( thus( far( has( revealed( similarity( and( variability( both( within( and(
between( each( participant( group( and( that( the( way( participants( describe(
participation( is( congruent( both( in( descriptions( of( their( understanding( of(
participation(and(when(discussing(reasons(for(selecting(their(most(preferred(
role.((
The(purpose(of( the(next(section( is( to(explore(what(participants(perceived(
were( factors( that( impacted( on( patients’( actual( participation( in( symptom(
management.(These(factors(were(investigated(in(the(patient(survey(as(well(
as(in(more(detail(in(the(semiEstructured(interviews(with(patients,(nurses(and(






During( the( individual( interviews,( the( factors( patients,( doctors( and( nurses(
perceived(made(it(either(easier(or(more(difficult(for(patients(to(participate(in(
their(symptom(management(in(the(acute(care(setting(were(explored.(Doctors(
and( nurses( were( further( asked( their( awareness( of( family( members’(
involvement( and( of( any( organisational( policies( regarding( patient(




FortyEsix( out( of( 140( patients( (32.9%)( in( the( survey( reported( they( had(
experienced(difficulty( in(participating( in( symptom(management.(Table(6.6(
























The( five( themes( and( related( categories( of( the( factors( identified( in(






































































was( communicated( to( them( was( acknowledged( by( doctors,( nurses( and(
patients( as( a( barrier( to( information( exchange.( Patients’( limited(
comprehension(was(one(of(the(most(commonly(reported(barriers(by(doctors,(
nurses,( and(patients.(Doctors( reported( that( they( tended( to(provide(more(









information].% It% might% be% due% to% our% limited% capability% of%











It% could% be.% [Some% patients]% don’t% speak%Mandarin.%We% don’t%
know% their% dialect% and% they% don't% understand% ours% either.%
(Nurse_2.16)%
%




Opportunities( for( patients( to( communicate( with( nurses( and( doctors( was(
identified( as( a( precondition( for( participation.( Doctors( and( nurses( also(
described(their(efforts(to(provide(opportunities(to(talk(or(discuss(care(with(
patients(in(clinical(practice.(Medical(or(nursing(ward(rounds(in(the(morning(
were( identified( as( the( most( important( occasion( for( communication,(
especially(with(doctors,(however(due(to(the(nature(of(nursing(work(patients(




rounds% and% another% one% is% the% conversation% before% or% after% a%
treatment% during% the% admission.% Before% we% start% a% specific%
treatment,% we% always% have% a% special% (formal)% conversation% to%











reactions% after% the% treatment,% including% effects% on% their% sleeping,%
diet% and% any% other% possible% side% effects.% Then% these% patients% are%
willing% to% tell% me% all% of% the% problems% they% have.% So% I% think% ward%
rounds%in%the%morning%are%very%essential.%Even%though%some%patients%
don’t%have%any%symptoms,%I%still%show%my%concern%to%them.%I%asked%a%
patient,% “Did% you% sleep% well% last% night?”% “Have% you% had% your%


















of%my%unhappy% facial% expression.%When% the%patients%asked%me%
any%questions,%I%told%them%I%had%a%sore%throat.%That%day,%I%tried%my%





clinician’s( personality.( However,( most( patients( attributed( poor(











The%nurse% told%me%to%have%more%rest%and%eat%more%red% food% [Red%
bean%and%peanut%skin%have%the%effect%of%increasing%erythrocyte%count]%








as( factors( that( limited( clinicians’( availability( for( patientEclinician(












speaking,% I% spend% less% than% 10% mins% on% an% explanation% or%
communication.%(Doctor_1.5)%
Nurses( also( reported( the( need( to( prioritise( due( to( their( workload( giving(


















the( symptoms( they( experienced( to( clinicians.( Patients’( experience( of( a(
symptom,(specifically,(its(severity,(was(deemed(to(be(a(factor(that(influenced(
whether(it(would(be(reported.((





















clinicians’( seriousness( and( commitment( and( defined( this( characteristic( as(
one(of(the(elements(of(“cooperation”((Patient_5.123).(A(number(of(patients(
did(however,(describe(experiencing(what(they(considered(was(a(lack(of(care(


























doctors,% it’s% hard% (for% patients)% to% know%who% is% responsible% for%
them.%(Doctor_1.34)%%
6.3.3.2%Decision=related%factors%
Making( decisions( or( choices( is( one( of( the( most( commonly( understood(
components(of(patient(participation(in(healthcare.(Four(key(categories(that(









Interviewer:% In% the%case%of% the% injection% to% increase%your%white%












what% I% know% is% surely% not% enough.% I% have% no% ability% to%make% a%
decision,%(because)%I%don’t%know%what%I%should%do.%Therefore,%the%
degree% I% want% to% participate% is% not% the% same% as% the% degree% I%
actually%participate.%(Patient_5.60)%
From(clinicians’(perspective,(they(felt(that(many(patients(were(not(able(to(
participate( in( treatment( decisions( because( they( lacked( medicalEtechnical(
knowledge(or(they(were(not(sufficiently(or(accurately(informed.((
It% is% because% most% of% the% patients% don’t% have% professional%
knowledge%on%this%aspect.%They%have%no%idea.%[Even%though]%we%





The% explanation% provided% by% doctors% about% his% illness% and% the%
education%provided%by%our%nurses%[both%have%an%effect%on%a%patients’%
participation].% In% the%example%of%Hirudoid,% if% I%didn’t%explain% it% to%
him% adequately,% his% level% of% involvement% might% be% affected.% He%












expectation( of( who( is( responsible( influenced( patients’( perceived( role( in(
decision(making.( Trust( of( clinicians’( expertise( and(patients’( desire( to( take(
responsibility(for(their(health(were(both(described.(
Almost(half(of(the(patients(expressed(their(trust(in(clinicians.(They(believed(
it( was( clinicians’( role( or( duty( to( deal( with( their( problems( and( to( make(
decisions( for( them(not(only(because(of( clinicians’(medical( knowledge(but(





A( minority( of( patients( also( discussed( their( preference( for( taking(





























he%had% to% report% it% to% the%doctor.%He% thought% this% [reporting%his%
slight%diarrheal]%would%trouble%the%doctor.%He%thought%he%must%not%
trouble%the%doctor.%If%he%did,%the%doctor%would%dislike%him.%If%(the%
















Symptom( severity( again(was( a( potential( barrier( to( decision(making.( Both(
doctors(and(nurses(indicated(that(when(patients(are(acutely(unwell(they(may(
prefer(not(to(participate.(There(was(also(the(perception(that(patients(who(
are( too( sick( might( not( be( capable( of( making( sound( decisions.( In( these(
circumstances( doctors( and( the( patients’( family( members( would( make(
medical(decisions(for(them.((
I%think,%most%of%them,%if%their%situation%is%not%stable%[they%are%in%an%
advanced% stage% or% have% severe% symptoms],% do% not% want% to%
participate,% because%many% patients% are% very% negative% (in%mood).%
(Doctor_1.15)%
%
When% a% patient% can’t% eat% food% (because% of% lack% of% appetite% or%
difficulty%swallowing),% if% this%symptom% is%not%very%severe%and%the%
outcomes% of% examinations% are% not% bad,% we% would% follow% her%
preference% [the% patient% might% not% want% to% get% any% additional%
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factors( that( facilitated( opportunities( for( patients( to( participate( in(making(
decisions.(
The( doctors( stated( that( before( a( decision( was( made( they( should( inform(
patients(as(much(as(possible(and(give(patients(opportunities(to(express(their(








directly.% If% there% are% options% available,% we% should% definitely% tell%
them.%(Doctor_1.2)%
%
Because% there% is% only% one% treatment%method,% I% have% no%way% to%
choose.%If%there%are%several%methods%available,%I%definitely%want%to%




Instead,( the( decisions(were(made( by( doctors( according( to( the( treatment(
routine( in( the( hospital( and( doctors’( own( preference( or( experience.( One(
patient(talked(about(choosing(a(skin(protection(medication:(
There%must%be%some%[options%of%skin%protection%methods%to%use].%




also% mentioned% this% ointment% during% their% health% education.%
However,%the%doctor%who%is%currently%responsible%for%my%care%and%







barriers( and( facilitators( to( patient( participation.( The( data( in( this( section(
includes(patients’( responses( to( the(survey(component(as(well(as( inEdepth(
responses( elicited( from( patients,( nurses( and( doctors( during( the(semiE
structured(interviews.(





the( persons( who( most( of( the( patients( (n=92,( 87.6%)( wanted( to( discuss(











Table( 6.8( Patients( who( preferred( involvement( of( support( persons( in( decision(making(
(n=145)(
( n( (%)( n( %(
1.(Patients(who(wanted(to(discuss(decisions(about(





Partner( 92( (87.6)( ( (
Sibling( 24( (22.9)( ( (
Parent( 17( (16.2)( ( (
Other*( 11( (10.5)( ( (
3.(Was(the(patient(able(to(involve(their(support(person(as(much(as(they(wanted?(
Not(at(all( 2( (1.3)( ( (
Sometimes( 14( (9.7)( ( (
Most(of(the(time( 20( (13.8)( ( (
As(much(as(I(wanted( 75( (51.7)( ( (
4.(What(factors(impacted(on(the(patient’s(ability(to(involve(their(support(person(as(much(
as(they(wanted?((multiple(response)(





























see% their% body% rashes% but% their% family% members% can.% Then%
families%and%patients%can%report%the%symptom.%Patients%talked%
about% their% subjective% feelings,% like% the%degree%of% itching%and%





has% to% lie% in% bed%all% the% time%and% is% taken% care% of% by% his%wife%






time% of% her% husband’s% PICC% (Peripherally% Inserted% Central%
Catheter)%maintenance.%(Nurse_2.23)%
Some(doctors(and(nurses(described( their(practice(of( informing( families(of(
their(patients’(diagnoses(or(illness(situations(and(involving(families(in(making(
decisions( together( with( patients.( Clinicians( also( discussed( circumstances(
whereby( families(kept(bad(news,( such(as( the(cancer(diagnosis(and/or( the(
stage(of( the(disease( including(presence(of(metastases,( from( the(patients.(
When(families(received(disease(and(or(treatment(related(information(it(was(
up( to( family(members(whether( they(disclosed( this( information.( Clinicians(
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(
perceived( that( most( patients( accepted( the( involvement( of( their( family(
members.(







of% the% patients% all% the% time% or% are% already% the% person% making%
decisions%in%the%family.%(Doctor_1.56)%
%








patients( as( sometimes( patients( and( their( families( had( different( opinions(
related(to(symptom(treatment.(
There%was%a%patient%who%was%unhappy%with%his%family%member’s%
involvement.%His% family%member% told%me% the%patient%had% some%
symptoms%and%asked%me%to%give%the%patient%some%medicines,%but%

























The( influence( of( peers( on( patient( participation( was( a( clear( theme( that(
emerged( from( the( responses(of(both(nurses( and(patients.( Patients( in( the(
same(room(or(neighbouring(rooms(usually(had(the(same(cancer( type(and(
similar( treatment( regimens,( hence( they( usually( experienced( similar(
symptoms.( Some( patients( stated( they( actually( had( more( communication(
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(
with( their( peers( from(whom( they(got( to( know(more(about( the( cancer(or(
symptom(treatment(than(clinicians.(The(previous(experience(of(peers(could(







to%the%doctor%and%he%asked%me%how% itchy% it%was%and%whether% I%
wanted%to%apply%any%medication.%(Patient_5.118)%


















patients( in( their( care.( They( said,( “have(no( idea”,( “can’t( remember( any(of(
them”,(“very(few”(etc.(When(these(doctors(were(questioned(in(more(detail,(
they(recalled(some(policies.(Doctors(indicated(that(patient(participation(was(






(kind% of% policies% related% to% patient% participation],% because%
patients%always%ask%questions%before%they%sign%their%names%on%
the% documents.% They% usually% ask% about% the% content% in% the%
document……Then% we% would% give% some% explanation.%
(Doctor_1.34)%
Nurses( however,( based( on( their( responses,( appeared( to( have( higher(
awareness( of( organisational( policies( than( the( doctors.( Nurses( also,(more(
frequently(described(patient(education(activities(that(were(carried(out( for(
the( purpose( of( delivering( timely( and( comprehensive( information( and(
achieving(high(quality(patient(outcomes.(As(a(ward( initiated( intervention,(
they( prepared( education( sheets,( wrote( examination( plans( on( the( white(
boards( in(each(room,(displayed(the(daily(blood(test( results(at( the(Nurses’(
Station(where(patients(could(access(their(results(and(nurses(also(organised(a(
patient( education( seminar( monthly.( Nurses( also( described( how( they(
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(
orientated(patients( to( the(ward(and( care(plan(and( the(ongoing( review(of(
patient(satisfaction(using(the(information(provided.((
High[Quality% Nursing% Promotion% which% is% strongly% advocated%
currently%emphasises%a%lot%of%patient%education%from%nurses.%We%






There% are% policies% related% to% quality% (of% care)% management.%
Prescriptions% of% narcotic% analgesics,% (oral)% chemotherapy%
medications,% psychiatric% medications% like% hypnotics,% must% be%
documented% on% our% daily% sheet.% Nurses% are% required% to% assess%
patients’%medication% administration% every% shift% or% according% to%
administration%frequency.%As%to%analgesics,%after%administration,%




management( were( identified.( CommunicationErelated( factors,( such( as(
comprehension,( opportunities( for( patientEclinician( interactions,( symptom(
severity( and( established( rapport( between( patients( and( clinicians,( were(
considered( to( have( an( impact( on( the( motivation( for,( and( quality( of,(
information(exchange.(Organisational(policies,(through(the(requirement(for(
informed( consent,( can( also( facilitate( communication.( Factors( such( as(
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(
patients’( medicalEtechnical( knowledge,( their( role( expectations,( symptom(
severity( and( available( options( had( an( impact( on( decisionEmaking.( The(
involvement(of(family(members(could(enhance(communication(and(selfEcare(
but(could(also(be(perceived(as(a(barrier(to(communication(between(patients(
and( their( clinicians.( Peers,( described( as( patients( who( were( undergoing(




how( patient( participation( in( symptom( management( was( perceived( by(
doctors,(nurses(and(patients.(The(analyses(focused(on(uncovering(patients’,(
nurses’( and( doctors’( understanding( of( and( attitudes( towards( patient(
participation(in(symptom(management;(the(reasons(provided(by(patients(for(
their( control( preference;( and,( factors( that( were( identified( as( barriers( or(






involved( through( information( exchange,( negotiated( decisionEmaking( and(
selfEmanagement.( These( findings( indicated( both( patients( and( clinicians(
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(
shared( the(understanding( that( patient( participation(has( a( richer(meaning(
than( simply( limited( to( decisionEmaking.( This( perception( is( in( line( with(










understanding( of( participation,( the( top( seven( descriptors( of( participation(
were(all(related(to(information(exchange,(including(“the(staff(listen(to(me”,(





The( importance( placed( on( information( exchange( is( consistent( with( the(






of( 15( fragileEelderly,( Swedish( patients( who( defined( their( participation( as(
communication( with( health( professionals( about( personal( experiences( of(
symptoms( and( illness.( As( this( study( focused( on( patient( participation( in(
symptom( management,( patients’( description( of( their( role( in( symptom(
assessment((Dodd(et(al.,(2001),(a(key(component(of(symptom(management,(
is(not(unexpected.((
One( of( the( key( aspects( of( information( exchange( that( emerged( from( the(
analyses,(particularly(from(patients(and(nurses,(was(its(function(in(promoting(
positive( patient( compliance( with( treatment( and( care.( The( notion( of(
compliance(has(not(been(reported(in(quantitative(studies(exploring(patients’(
understanding(of(participation.(It(was(however(identified(by(Soleimani(et(al(
who( through(a(grounded( theory(approach,( found( that( the( lowest( form(of(
interaction( between( patients( and( nurses( was( that( patients( followed(
professional( advice( without( doing( anything( else( (Soleimani,Rafii,( &(
Seyedfatemi,(2010).(Kolovos(et(al((Kolovos(et(al.,(2014b)(investigated(nursing(
staff’s(perceptions(of(patient(participation(in(Greece(and(found(compliance(












in( their( best( interests.( Receiving( adequate( information( was( a( means( of(
ensuring(that(patients(could(adhere(and(participate(in(their(treatment(goals((
Understanding( the( plan( of( care( therefore( was( perceived( by( nurses( and(
patients(as(being( fundamental( to(positive(compliance.(Understanding(was(
perceived( as( different( to( simply( being( given( information.( Again,( this( is(
consistent( with( Eldh’s( (2010)( findings( where( patients( focused( on( having(
knowledge(rather(than(simply(being(informed.(
Both(patients(and(clinicians(described(subtleties(in(the(processes(of(decisionE
making( that( involved( both( sharing( advice( and( voicing( opinions.( Patients’(
capacity( to(make( independent(decisions(was(perceived(as( limited(by(both(
patients( and( clinicians.( While( it( was( recognised( by( patients,( nurses( and(
doctors( that(patients( could(be( involved( in(different( stages(of( the(decision(
making(process,(there(was(a(clear(emphasis,(particularly(from(patients,(on(
the( value( of( their( involvement( in( discussions( rather( than( in(making( final(
decisions.(The(survey(findings(support(this(notion(where(although(activities(
related( to(decisionEmaking(were( rated(highly,(both(patients(and(clinicians(








al.,( 2005).( Eldh( et( al( (2010)( also( reported( that( patients( described( their(
participation( as( interacting( with( health( professionals.( Therefore,( the(
perception( of( participating( in( a( negotiated( process( rather( than( making(
decisions(suggests( that(definitions(of(participation(that( limit( it( to(decision(
making( are( not( adequate( in( this( context.( The( findings( reinforce( the(
importance( of( communication( between( patients( and( clinicians( about(
decisions( related( to( their( care( so( that( patients( have( the( opportunity( to(
receive(advice(and(share(their(preferences(and(opinions(about(what(matters(
to(them.((







related( to( information( exchange( this( may( have( been( due( to( patient(
perceptions( of( their( current( situation( in( hospital( where( the( focus( was(










nurses( perceive( this( to( be( indicative( of( patient( involvement( in( their( care.(
Kvangarsnes,(in(a(study(in(Great(Britain,(also(found(that(patient(involvement(
in(nursing(care(and(administration(of(medical(treatments(influenced(nurses’(
perception( of( the( extent( that( patients( were( participating( in( their( care(
(Kvangarsnes(et(al.,(2013).((
Concerns(about(the(extent(to(which(patients(should(participate(in(their(care(
and( decisions( were( raised( by( both( nurses( and( doctors.( Doctors( were(
concerned( that( patients( may( make( incorrect( decisions( while( nurses(
described(the(potential(for(participation(to(interfere(with(the(care(patients(
receive.( This( qualitative( finding( explained( the( survey( findings(where(both(
doctors( and( nurses( were( more( likely( than( patients( to( perceive( patient(
involvement(as(a(hindrance(to(care(delivery.(Holding(these(views(of(patient(








The( motivation( behind( the( selection( of( patients’( most( preferred( role( in(
symptom(management(was(explored(through(content(analysis.(The(themes(
that( emerged( were:( the( importance( of( information( exchange;(decisionE
making( is( a( process( that( involves( both( patients( and( clinicians;( and(
understandings(of(who(is(responsible(and(accountable(for(making(decisions.(
The( discussions( of( role( preferences( and( behaviours( reinforced( the(
interpretations(of( the(patients’( perceptions(of(participation.( Patients(who(
preferred( clinicians( to( make( final( decisions( reported( that( a( lack( of(
professional( medical( knowledge( and( high( levels( of( trust( in( professionals’(
expertise(was(key(to(their(choice.(These(two(reasons(for(a(passive(preference(
are( consistent( with( findings( of( previous( studies( (Beaver( et( al.,( 2005;(
Ekdahl,Andersson,(&( Friedrichsen,( 2010;( Lewin,(&( Piper,( 2007;( Vestala,(&(












their( role( even( when( their( preferred( levels( were( not( the( same.( This( is(





involved,( because( this( knowledge( is( essential( to( developing( interventions(
and(models(of(care(to(engage(patients(as(participants(in(their(care.(
6.4.3% Factors% influencing% patient% participation% in% symptom%
management%






in( the( semiEstructured( interview.( The( ability( of( patients( to( remember( the(
information(they(had(been(provided(was(rarely(mentioned.(
Identified( communicationErelated( factors( such( as( comprehension,(
opportunities( for( communication,( symptom(severity(and(establishment(of(
rapport(were( identified(as(potential(barriers(or( facilitators(to(participation(











in( their( care( and( in( discussions( and( decisions.( The( opportunity( to(
communicate(with(clinicians(was(often(influenced(not(only(by(the(nature(of(
clinicians’( recognition(and(acceptance(of( a( collaborative(model(which(has(
previously(been(reported(in(the(literature((Löfman,HäggmanELaitila,(&(Pietilä,(
2008;(Larsson(et(al.,(2011a),(but(also(on(the(workload(of(clinicians.(These(





have( been( reported( previously( (Lever,O'Reilly,( &( Pryor,( 2008;(
Malmgren,To¨rnvall,(&(Jansson,(2014).((
Symptom(severity(was(an( influencing( factor( in(both(determining(whether(
patients(actually(reported(symptoms(to(their(clinicians(and(their(ability( to(
participate.( Patients( acknowledged( that( when( they( perceived( that( a(
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(
symptom( was( not( severe( then( they( did( not( report( it.( Not( disclosing(
symptoms( has( the( potential( to( influence( treatment( outcomes,( however,(
many(patients(who(described(not(reporting(their(symptoms(qualified(their(
response(by(stating(that(they(could(handle(the(problem(themselves(through(




or( nursing( interventions( to( manage( minor( symptoms.( When( they( were(
unable(to(control(a(symptom(or(it(was(a(new(or(troublesome(symptom(then(
they(were(more(likely(to(ask(clinicians(for(help.((
Both( doctors( and( nurses( considered( the( severity( of( symptoms( as( factors(
influencing(patients’(decisionEmaking(capacity.( In(cases(where(a(doctor(or(
nurse(perceived(a(patient’s( symptom(to(be( severe( then( they(would(make(
treatment( decisions( without( involving( the( patient.( This( perception( that(
symptom(burden(is(a(barrier(to(participation(in(care(decisions(was(identified(
in( an(Australian( study( (Cohen,(&(Botti,( 2015).( Symptom(severity(not(only(














knowledge( or( experience( to( participate( in( decision( making( (Vestala,( &(
Frisman,(2013).(Role(expectations( in( terms(of(who(should(make(decisions(
was(variable.(










and/or( willingness( to( take( responsibility( for( their( treatment( decisions.(
Lever’s( et( al( (Lever,O'Reilly,( &( Pryor,( 2008)( and( Tobiano’s( et( al( (2015b)(










That( patients(were( not( provided(with( options(was( consistent( in( both( the(
survey(and(interview(findings.(Doctors(did(not(perceive(that(patients(were(
capable(of(making(choices(between(different(medications;(they(did,(however(
espouse( the( belief( that( patients( should( make( decisions( about( cancer(
treatment(modalities(when(there(was(more(than(one(option(available.(So(in(
the(case(study(context,( lack(of(options(was(a(significant( factor( in(whether(
doctors(considered(involving(patients.((
Patient( interactions(with( their( family(members( and( other( patients( during(
their( admission( influenced( patient( participation.( Most( of( the( patients(
preferred(that(their(family(members(were(involved(in(their(symptomErelated(
decisionEmaking.( Interestingly( however,( clinicians( described( providing(
diagnosis( and( treatment( information( to( patient( families( and( leaving( the(
decisions(regarding(treatment,(care(and(how(much(of(this(information(was(
conveyed( to( patients,( up( to( the( family.( In( China( the( role( of( the( family( in(
decisionEmaking(is(a(cultural(norm.(In(addition(to(healthEcare(professionals(
dominating( medical( decisionEmaking,( Li,( et( al( (2014a)( summarized( three(
main(modes(of(decision(making(which(are(patients’(autonomous(decisionE
making,( family( decisionEmaking( and( patient( and( family( coEdetermination.(
Importantly( the( first( mode,( patients’( autonomous( decision( making( was(
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proxy( to(make( care( decisions( when( lung( cancer( patients( were( unable( to(
communicate(their(preferences.((
The( results( from( the( patient( survey( component( found( family( members’(
absence(did(not(adversely(impact(patients’(ability(to(have(family(members’(
involved( in( their( care.( This(was( because( over( 70%( of( patients( had( family(
members(providing(care(for(them(during(their(hospitalization(and(41.4%(of(
family(members(were(present( in( patients’( rooms( for(more( than(12(hours(
each(day.(It(is(important(to(note(that(not(every(patient(preferred(their(family(
members( to( be( involved( in( their( care( and( decisionEmaking.( The( reasons(
provided(by(these(patients(included(their(desire(to(be(autonomous(in(their(
decisionEmaking,( the( symptom( issues( they( were( experiencing( were( not(
bothersome( enough( to( trouble( their( families,( or( that( they( held( differing(













providing( families( with( information( and( decisionEmaking( responsibility(
without(necessarily(knowing(patients’(preferences(for(family(involvement.(In(
China,(where(family(involvement(in(care(provision(in(hospital(is(the(norm,(a(
better(understanding( is(needed(to(ensure(family(members’( involvement( is(
aligned(with(patients’(preferences.(
Other(patients(in(the(ward(were(identified(in(this(study(to(have(some(impact(
on( patients’( actual( experience( of( participation( and( as( key( motivators( to(
patients’( actual( participation.( The( specialty( nature( of( the( case( hospital(
meant(that(most(patients(admitted(to(one(of(the(two(wards(were(likely(to(
have(similar(types(of(cancer(or(were(receiving(similar(treatment.(Further,(the(
layout( of( the( wards( where( data( were( collected(meant( that(most( patient(
rooms(were(shared(by( four(patients(which( is(characteristic(of(most(public(
hospitals( in( China.( This( ward( design( facilitates( patientEtoEpatient(
communication(and(also(means(that(patients(can(hear(interactions(between(
other(patients(and(clinicians.(Patients( shared( their( stories(and(experience(
with( each( other.( Nurses( in( particular( identified( the( utility( of( using( peer(
patients( to( educate( other( patients( and( to( reassure( patients( who( were(
anxious(about(treatment(or(sideEeffects.(This(was(also(evident(in(the(findings(






aware( of( any( specific( organisational( policies( that( provided( guidance( for(
patient( or( family( participation( in( their( treatment( and( care.( Nurses( were(
aware( of( policies( that( facilitated( or( directed( patient( education,( informed(
consent( and( selfEadministration( of( medications( or( nursing( care( because(
these(policies( related( to( their( care(provision(and(quality( indicators.(These(
policies( motivated( information( provision,( informed( decisionEmaking( and(
patients’(selfEmanagement.(Doctors(were(less(likely(to(be(aware(of(hospital(





There(was( substantial( agreement( between( the( findings( derived( from( the(
interviews( reported( in( this( chapter( and( the( survey( findings( reported( in(
Chapter( 5.( There(was( a( shared(understanding( that( patients( and( clinicians(
have(mutual( roles( in( symptom(care(and( treatment.( Information(exchange(
was(acknowledged(as(being(key(to(patient(involvement(and(the(processes(of(
negotiated(decisionEmaking(were(described(as(being(achievable( in(various(
ways.( Patients’( selfEmanagement( was( perceived( as( a( method( of( patient(





daily( living(and(specific( treatments( such(as(nasal( lavage.(Patients’( roles( in(
negotiated(decisionEmaking(were(generally(perceived(by(patients,(doctors(
and( nurses( as( limited.( In( addition,( doctors( were( concerned( that( patients(
would(make(poor(choices(and(nurses(were(concerned(that(decisions(would(
interfere(with(care.(




influence( participation( related( to( capability( such( as( communication,(
knowledge( and( symptom( severity,( and( opportunity( that( refers( to(
accessibility(to(clinicians(and(willingness(of(clinicians(to(involve(patients.((
In(next(chapter,(findings(from(the(naturalistic(observation(are(presented(for(












predominately( in( information( exchange( and( more( limited( in( negotiated(
decisionEmaking.( Patient( participation( is( a( complex,( multifaceted(






Using(naturalistic(observation(and( survey(methods,( the( related(objectives(
were(to:(
1.( Describe( how( and( under(what( circumstances( patients( communicate(
with(clinicians(during(interactions(related(to(symptom(management;(
2.(Identify(clinicians’(communication(behaviours(that(facilitate(or(impede(











may(be( influenced(by( the( surveys(and( interview(questions(and(alter( their(
behaviours.((
DoctorEpatient( dyads( and( nurseEpatient( dyads( were( recruited( through(
consecutive(sampling.(For( the(doctorEpatient(observations,(medical( teams(
were( observed( during( the(medical(morning(ward( rounds.( Primary( nurses(
were(observed(during( nursing(morning(ward( rounds( and(nursing(working(
hours.((
An(observation(checklist(was(used(concurrently(with(field(notes(of(observed(
conversations( and( behaviours.( The( checklist( data( were( analysed( using(
descriptive(statistics.(The(conversation(and(observation(notes(were(analysed(
through( qualitative( content( analysis.( Although( the( interaction( data( were(
collected( first,( the( analyses( were( informed( by( the( three(main( themes( of(
participation( in( symptom(management( that( emerged( from( the( patients’,(





The( findings( are( presented( in( five( sections.( The( characteristics( of( the(
participants(observed(are(presented(in(the(first(section,(followed(in(the(next(


















7.2.1.1% Demographic% and% illness=related% characteristics% of% the% observed%
patients%%
The( characteristics( of( the( observed( patients( in( both( doctorEpatient( and(






To( identify( whether( patients( participating( in( the( observation( and( survey(
cohorts(were( from(the( same(patient(population,( comparisons(were(made(















doctorEpatient( dyads( and( 100%( in( the( nurseEpatient( dyads( agreed( to(
participate.(While( in(Phase(2( (survey(and( interview),(which(occurred( four(

















Age((years):(( ( ( ( (( (
Mean( 50.1( 49.6( 47.5(
1.74(F)( 0.177(
SD( 11.0( 11.9( 12.2(
Sex( ( ( ( ( (
( Male( 45((55.6)( 67((59.8)( 78((48.1)(
3.80( 0.149(
( Female( 36((44.4)( 45((40.2)( 84((51.9)(
Residence^( ( ( ( ( (
(
Jiangsu( 17((21.0)( 24((21.4)( 38((25.0)(
15.07( 0.130(
Zhejiang( 27((33.3)( 22((19.6)( 36((23.7)(
Jiangxi( 13((16.0)( 24((21.4)( 14((9.2)(
Shanghai( 12((14.8)( 20((17.9)( 24((15.8)(
Anhui( 6((7.4)( 11((9.8)( 23((15.1)(
Other( 6((7.4)( 11((9.8)( 17((11.2)(
Type(of(cancer( ( ( ( ( (
(
Bowel( 14((17.3)( 19((17.0)( 27((16.7)(
23.38( 0.003*(




Lymphoma( 7((8.6)( 1((0.9)( 21((13.0)(












participation( in( the( ordinal( logistic( regression( analysis,( the( different(




During(medical(ward( round( observations,( every( patient( participant( had( a(
conversation(with( the(chief(or( consultant(doctor(who( led( the(ward( round(














care( of( 17( to( 26( patients.( An( average( of( 10.1( (SD=3.37,(min=5,(max=16)(
patients( participated( on( each( observation( day( and( an( average( of( seven(
doctors(were(present(in(one(medical(round((SD=1.15,(min=5,(max=9).(There(





were( related( to( assessment( of( symptom( status.( One( patient( had( a(





























and( doctors( were( counted( and( are( listed( in( Table( 7.2( according( to( the(
frequency( of( patients( who( experienced( them.( There( were( 75( symptoms(
identified;( 14( patients( did( not( discuss( any( symptoms( with( their( doctors.(
Gastrointestinal( symptoms( were( the( most( common( symptom( group(
discussed((n=26,(34.7%).(Sore(throat,(changes(in(skin,(leukopenia(and(mouth(
































Lack(of(appetite( 4( 11( Changes( in(skin( 6( 5(
Nausea( and(
vomiting(( 3( 8( Itching( 4( 5(
Mouth(sores( 5( 3( Changes( in(sensation( 3( 0(
Constipation( 3( 1( Swelling(( 2( 0(
Diarrhoea( 2( 1( Numbness( in(hands(or(feet( 1( 0(
Dry(mouth( 3( 0( ( ( (
Difficulty(
swallowing( 2( 0( Urinary%System% 0% 1%
Reflux( 2( 0( Problems(with(urination( 0( 1(
Rectal(bleeding( 2( 0( % ( (
( ( ( Psychological/Mood( 1% 2%
Central% Nervous%
System% 7% 15% Feeling(sad( 0( 1(
Pain( 3( 4( Irritable( 0( 1(
Difficulty(sleeping( 1( 4( Worrying( 1( 0(
Dizziness( 0( 5( % ( (
Fever(( 3( 1( Others% 14% 9%
Sweats( 0( 1( Leukopenia( 6( 4(
( ( ( Lack(of(energy( 4( 2(
Respiratory%System% 11% 10% Thrombopenia( 3( 1(
Sore(throat( 6( 4( Weight(loss( 0( 2(
Nasal(problems( ( 3( 3( Fatigue( 1( 0(
Cough( 1( 3( ( ( (



































































involved( in( information( exchange.( However,( in( some( cases( (n=27,( 36%)(
patients(were(asked(by(doctors(about(their(symptoms(or(problems(or(doctors(






























































Consultant:% One% of% the% reasons% is% that% Spore% Powder% causes%






to( collect( or( provide( information,( but( also( to( make( decisions( about(




provide( nutrition( for( Patient_3.15.( The( patient( was( adamant( that( the(










Consultant:%Would%you% like%me%to%prescribe%a% fluid% infusion% for%
you?%
(The%patient%shakes%her%head.)%














Consultant:% You% have% to% keep% doing% the% nasal% douche% even%
though%you%can%breathe%properly.%Saline%does%not%work%as…….%
Patient:%But%it%will%bleed%after%douching.%






















However( in( some( interactions( (n=3),( doctors( provided( an( opinion( or(
suggestion( to( patients( according( to( the( patients’( situation( and( they( also(
asked(patients(whether(that(was(acceptable(however(patients(often(did(not(

















































of( doctors( and( patients( with( or( without( family(members( present( for( the(
purpose(of(performing(daily(medical(reviews.(These(interactions(with(each(
patient(were(very(brief;(most(lasted(less(than(one(minute.(Approximately(75%(
of( the( conversations( related( to( symptom( assessment( were( initiated( by(
doctors.( All( except( one( of( the( 75( symptoms( discussed( were( physical(
symptoms.(Most(often,(information(exchange(between(doctors(and(patients(
was(brief,(and(40%(of(the(conversations(related(to(symptom(management(
involved( some( form( of( decision(making.( In( these( situations,( most( of( the(
patients( (24/30)( were( given( an( opportunity( to( provide( their( opinion( or(
preference(about(treatment(or(at( least(to(state(their(agreement,(however(
some(patients(were( either( not( given( the( opportunity( or( did( not( take( the(
opportunity( to( express( their( preferences.( Although( family(members(were(















interactions( in( the( afternoon(were( observed( involving( 10( patients(with( a(
mean(of(less(than(one(interaction(per(person((mean=0.8,(SD=1.25,(min=0,(
max=5).((
More( than( half( of( the( interactions( (n=158,( 54.5%)( lasted( less( than( one(
minute.( Ten( (4.5%)( long( interactions( (>10(minutes)( were( observed( when(
nurses(performed(maintenance(of(a(peripherally( inserted(central( catheter(
(PICC)(or(patient(education.(In(8.3%((n=24)(of(interactions,(no(conversation(







all( or( provided( a( general( greeting( to( everyone( in( the( room( without( any(
individual(conversations.((
As(to(the(location,(94.8%((n=275)(of(the(interactions(occurred(in(the(patients’(
rooms.(Six( (2.1%)( interactions(were(at( the(Nurses’(Station(and( five( (1.8%)(
were(in(the(corridors.(Two((0.7%)(patients(entered(other(patients’(rooms(and(
talked(to(their(primary(nurses(and(two((0.7%)(patients(who(left(their(ward(






The(nurseEpatient( interactions(occurred(for( four(main(purposes.(Of(all( the(
interactions,(more( than(half( (n=163,(56.2%)(were( related( to(nursing(ward(
rounds(at(the(beginning(of(a(morning(shift(or(reviews(of(patients(every(hour.(
Approximately(oneEfifth(of(the(interactions((n=62,(21.4%)(were(initiated(for(
the( purpose( of( providing( information( including( patient( education.( Other(
occasions(where(nurses( interacted(with(patients(were( to(perform(nursing(
treatments( (n=55,( 19.0%)( such(as( fluid( infusions,( vital( sign(assessment(or(
blood( sugar( testing(or(maintenance(of( PICC( lines.( In( addition,(medication(
administration(was(observed(in(10(interactions((3.4%).(
Conversations(involving(symptom(management(were(observed(159((54.8%)(






Primary( nurses( initiated( questioning( about( symptoms( in( 75%( (66)( of(
interactions(and(patients(volunteered(their(symptoms(to(their(nurses(in(19(
(21.6%)( interactions.( Three( family(members(who(were(present( initiated(a(
report( of( the( patients’( symptoms( to( nurses.( As( shown( in( Table( 7.3,( no(
significant( difference( was( found( between( doctorEpatient( interactions( and(










n( (%)( n( (%)(
Doctors(or(
nurses(
52( (72.2)( 66( (75.0)(
0.41( 0.523(
Patients( 19( (26.4)( 19( (21.6)(
Family(members( 1( (1.4)( 3( (3.4)( ( (
(
In(Table(7.2(displayed(in(Section(7.2.2.2,(the(71(symptoms(discussed(in(the(
observed( nurseEpatient( interactions( are( presented.( Two( patients( did( not(
discuss(any(symptoms(with(their(primary(nurses.(Lack(of(appetite((n=11)(and(
nausea( and( vomiting( (n=8)( were( the( most( common( symptoms( in( the(
discussions.( Dizziness,( changes( in( skin( and( itching( were( also( common,(
Chapter(7(Interactions(between(clinicians(and(patients(in(symptom(management( 334(
(
discussed( in( five( patients’( conversations.( Two( of( the( 71( symptoms( were(
related(to(patients’(mood(or(psychological(problems.((
7.2.3.3%Nurse=patient%interactions%related%to%symptom%management%
Of( the( 159( nurseEpatient( interactions( related( to( symptom(management,(
information( exchange,( decisionEmaking( and( selfEcare(were( three( types( of(
activities(in(which(patients(were(involved.(Interactions(between(nurses(and(
patients(were(analysed( to( identify(whether(patients(had(opportunities( to(
participate(and(how(they(participated(in(these(activities.(Figure(7.3(shows(
the( activities( in( the( nurseEpatient( interactions( related( to( symptom(
management.((
7.2.3.3.1%Interactions%involving%information%exchange%
Information( exchange,( especially( during( the( nursing( ward( rounds,( was(







































































On( most( occasions( (n=76,( 47.8%),( patients( and( their( primary( nurses(
exchanged(information(but(very(briefly.(Usually(patients(responded(to(nurses’(
greeting(or( assessment(questions(by( reporting( their( current( symptoms(or(
problems( and( then( nurses( gave( feedback( to( the( problems( or( answered(
patients’(questions.(In(the(example(below,(the(primary(nurse(provided(a(very(












in( four( cases( in( which( nurses( gave( detailed( explanations( of( the( cause( of(
symptoms(and(the(treatment(procedure(or(reactions.(For(example:(











Primary%nurse:%There%are% two%high%quality% injections% for%you%this%
morning.%Here%is%the%first.%The%second%is%the%one%bought%by%yourself%






Primary% nurse:% It’s% great.% It% means% your% white% blood% cells% are%
growing.%%



















with( family(members.(The patient in the case below delayed making the 
decision to accept a PICC line in the first two interactions observed, because 
she was waiting for her sister to come in so she could discuss it further. After 


















































medications( such( as( sedatives( or( agreed( or( disagreed( with( the( nurses’(
suggestions.(




















Patient:% So[so.% Is% it% you% who% told% the% doctor% (to% prescribe% the%
nutrition%medication)?%
Nurse:%No,%it%was%prescribed%by%the%doctor.%
Patient:%Could%you%please%tell% the%doctor% I’d% like%to%keep%this%bag%
only%[the%one%that%is%on%now].%I%don’t%need%the%nutrition%medication.%











































































patients’( understanding.( Patients(were( not( often( asked( if( they( had( other(
concerns( or( questions.( The( following( example( of( an( interaction( regarding(
discharge(planning(illustrates(a(focused(explanation(of(diet(without(checking(
the(patient’s(understanding(or(concerns.(
(10:50am,% A% primary% nurse% entered% Patient_4.15’s% room% for%
discharge%education)%
Nurse:% Today% you%are% being%discharged.% I% am%here% to% give% you%
some%information%about%what%to%do%after%discharge.%You%should%















patients’( rooms( during( hourly( reviews( (rounding)( or( to( provide( patient(
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(
education,( information( or( perform( nursing( treatments.( However,(
interactions(with(primary(nurses(were(still(low(frequency(and(low(duration(
for( most( of( the( patients( observed.( Similar( to( the( interactions( between(
doctors( and(patients,( primary( nurses( initiated(questions( about( symptoms(
more( frequently( than( patients( volunteered( this( information.( Of( the( 71(
symptoms( identified( within( nurseEpatient( interactions,( psychological(
problems( were( a( minority.( Nurses( seemed( to( be( most( concerned( with(
symptoms( associated( with( appetite( or( fatigue.( In( interactions( related( to(
information( exchange,( dialogue( was( generally( brief( or( oneEway( with( few(
observed(attempts(to(engage(patients(in(the(exchange.(Although(there(were(
relatively( few( decisions( made( between( nurses( and( patients,( in( those(
interactions(patients(were(given(opportunities(to(express(their(preferences(
or( opinions.( Nurses( involved( patients( in( their( selfEcare( by( monitoring,(
providing( information( or( encouraging( patients( to( participate( with( their(
treatment(plans.((
7.2.4% Communication% behaviours% influencing% patients’%
participation%in%symptom%management%











and( facilitating( negotiated( decisionEmaking.( The( frequencies( of( specific(









































patients( or( support( patients( emotionally( through( selfEintroduction,(
encouragement(or(consolation.(
Nurses(generally( introduced(themselves(at(the(beginning(of( interactions( if(








possible,( selfEadminister(medications(and(maintain(a(diet( rich( in(nutrition(



















communicated( with( patients,( using( comforting( words( to( reduce( anxiety(
during( nursing( procedures( or( explaining( why( patients( were( experiencing(




















Attending:% Please% come% back% here% for% review% in% three%months.%




information( exchange( with( patients.( The( behaviours( identified( included(
checking( their( understanding( of( patients’( concerns,( assessing( patients’(









Consultant:% You%will% get%well% gradually% later.% But% it%might% be%
impossible%for%you%to%recover%completely.%
Patient_3.7:%I%see.%%









told.( Doctors( were( rarely( observed( to( check( patients’( understanding( of(
interactions(because(the(ward(rounds(were(so(brief.(((
(8:37am,%Patient_4.17%asked%her%Primary%nurse%how%to%administer%

































During( interactions( that( involved( some( form( of( decisionEmaking,( four(
categories(of(facilitating(behaviours(were(identified.(These(were:(explaining(
the( clinical( issue,( clarifying( patients’( agreement( or( preference,( discussing(
uncertainties(and(analysing(the(pros(and(cons(of(a(treatment.(
Both( doctors( and( nurses( were( observed( to( provide( clear( explanations( of(
clinical( issues(or( concerns( to( clarify(what(was(being(decided(upon(and( to(
provide(their(view(of(the(problem.(In(these(conversations,(the(reasons(for(a(
suggested(option(were(explained.(For(example,(in(the(case(below(the(doctor(





















Consultant:% One% of% the% reasons% is% that% Spore% Powder% causes%















Nurse:% Would% you% like% the% Kangfuxin% (a% Chinese% traditional%
medicine%for%treating%ulcerous%mucous%membranes).%








would( be( beneficial,( there( was( discussion( about( the( uncertainty( so( that(










When( a( symptom( treatment( was( offered,( some( clinicians( provided(
information(about( the(pros(and( cons(of(different(options.( In( the(example(












7.2.4.2% Clinicians’% communication% behaviours% impeding% patient%
participation%
Clinicians’( behaviours( that( hindered( patient( participation( in( symptom(
management( were( those( that( were( indicative( of( discordant( relationships(
between( patients( and( clinicians( and( poor( communication( affecting(


































Opposed( to( behaviours( establishing( rapport,( discordant( relationships(









































Barriers( to( efficient( information( exchange(were( identified(when( clinicians(
exhibited(communication(behaviours(such(as:(changing(topic(or( ignoring(a(
patient’s( comments,( using( professional( language( (or( jargon),( normalising(
patients(concerns,(providing(brief(responses(or(interrupting(patients.(
The(most( frequent( blocking( behaviour( identified( in( the( observations(was(









(The% nurse% did% not% respond% to% the% swallowing% symptom,% and%
proceeded%with%the%education)%































In( this( case,( the( nurse( neither( gave( the( reason( why( eating( more( could(
increase(the(blood(count,(nor(explained(how(to(achieve(frequent(and(small(
meals.((













have( some( impact( on( the( involvement( of( patients( were( the( presence( of(
family(members(and(other(patients(in(sharedErooms.(
Some( family( members( accompanying( patients( were( involved( in(
conversations(with(clinicians.(Family(members(reported(patients’(symptoms(



























Some( conversations(were( observed( to( only( occur( between( clinicians( and(
patients’(relatives(without(any(involvement(of(patients(themselves.(And(in(



























A( range( of( doctors’( and( nurses’( behaviours( that( facilitated( or( impeded(
patients(to(participate(in(the(communication(and(decisionEmaking(related(to(
symptom(management(were( identified.( Facilitating( behaviours( of( doctors(
and(nurses(involved(establishing(rapport(and(providing(support,(facilitating(








After( each(observation,(patients( and( their(doctors( (RMO)(or(patients( and(
their( primary( nurses( were( asked( to( report( their( perceptions( of( patients’(
preferred(and(actual(participatory(roles(during(the(observation(period.(The(











































final( decisions( independently.( In( terms( of( the( distribution( of( actual(
participation,(the(number(of(patients(in(Passive((n=29,(35.8%)(and(PassiveE
shared( (n=46,( 56.8%)( roles( was( slightly( higher( than( the( number( who(
preferred(those(categories,(and(less(patients((n=2,(2.5%)(reported(that(their(




When( interacting( with( nurses,( many( patients( preferred( decisions( about(
symptom( management( be( made( in( collaboration( with( nurses.( The( role(
statements( of( passiveEshared,( collaborative( and( activeEshared( were( the(
preferred(roles(of(39.3%((n=44),(32.1%((n=36)(and(17%((n=19)(of(patients(













in( interactions( with( doctors( were( not( the( same( as( their( preference( for(
interactions(with(nurses( (P<0.001).(A(significant(difference(was(also(found(
when( comparing( patients’( actual( experience( of( participation( in(doctorE
patient( interactions(and(nurseEpatient( interactions( (P<0.001).(The( findings(
indicated( that( patients( had( a( more( active( preference( and( actually(






















































7.2.5.2% Doctors’/nurses’% perceptions% of% patients’% preferred% and%
experienced%roles%in%participation%%














































preferred( and( actual( participation( in( symptom( management.( Nurses’(




the( numbers( in( the( passive( group( which( decreased( from( 16( (14.3%)(
preferred(to(7((6.3%)(actual.(The(coefficient(of(Kw(was(0.70((SE:(7.52,(95%CI:(






































and( actual( experience( of( participation( in( symptom( management( were(
compared( to( examine( whether( doctors( and( nurses( could( estimate( their(
patients’(preference(correctly(and(had(similar(perceptions(of(their(patients’(
actual(participation(as(patients(themselves.(The(weighted(kappa(coefficients(
are( displayed( in( Figure( 7.9.( In( terms( of( patients’( preference,( the( level( of(
agreement(was(found(to(be(poor(in(the(comparisons(between(patients’(and(
doctors’(responses((Kw:(E0.09,(SE:(0.11,(95%CI:(E0.30E0.13)(and(slight(in(the(
comparison( between( patients’( and( nurses’( responses( (Kw:( 0.12,( SE:( 1.37,(
95%CI:(E0.05(to(0.29).(The(strength(of(Kw(implied(that(nurses(were(closer(at(
estimating(patients’(preferences( than(doctors,(however( the(95%CIs(of( the(
two(Kw(coefficients(overlapped(which(means(the(difference(between(the(Kw(
values( was( not( significant.( In( terms( of( patients’( actual( participation(
experience,( the( responses( of( patients( were( quite( different( from( the(




































active( than(patients( themselves( reported.( The( results( indicated( that( both(




and( they( reported( that( they( did( experience( more( participation( in( nurse(
interactions.( Patients’( participatory( preferences( and( actual( level( of(
participation(were(overestimated(by(both(doctors(and(nurses(and(there(was(










exploring( patients’( roles( in( this( activity.( Doctors( and( nurses( initiated(
symptom( conversations( in( approximately( 75%( of( symptom( related(
interactions.((




with( doctors( and( nurses.( Most( interactions( lasted( less( than( one( minute(





limited( time( available( provided( few( opportunities( for( comprehensive(
exchange(of( information(between(patients(and(clinicians.(Nevertheless,( in(
interactions(related(to(decisions(for(treatment(the(majority(of(patients(had(
the(opportunity( to( state( their(preferences(or(at( least(agreement(with( the(
treatment(offered.(A(minority(of(patients(chose(not(to(offer(their(opinions.((
7.3.1%Characteristics%of%patient=clinician%interactions%




It( is( understandable( that(during( the(morning(ward( rounds( clinicians(were(
usually( the( dominant( persons( who( started( conversations( with( questions(
about( patients’( conditions.( Patients( may( not( want( to( initiate( discussions(
because(of(the(brevity(of(the(rounds(and(the(number(of(people(attending.(It(
should(also(be(noted(that(only(medical(rounds(were(observed(in(exploring(




individual( interviews(also( confirmed( that(patients( could( speak( to( them( in(
their(offices(after(the(morning(ward(rounds.(Another(possible(explanation(






nursing( rounds( and( at( least( hourly( during( patient( rounding,( yet( only(
approximately( 25%( of( patients( initiated( symptom( discussions.( Again,( the(
brevity(of(these(interactions(may(have(been(a(significant(factor.(
As(well(as(the(relatively(low(number(of(patientEinitiated(symptom(discussions,(
was( the( finding( that( physical( symptoms( appeared( to( be( the( focus( of(
discussions( with( nurses( and( doctors.( Gastrointestinal( and( respiratory(
symptoms(were(the(most(commonly(discussed(symptoms(and(nurses(were(
more( likely( to( interact( with( patients( about( diet( and( rest.( Given( the( low(
duration( of( interactions,( it( is( not( surprising( that( psychological( or( mood(
problems(were( rarely(discussed.(This( finding( is(not(unique( to( the(Chinese(
context.(In(an(Australian(study,(Cohen(observed(cancer(patients(in(nursing(
interactions( and( also( found( that( symptom( assessment( involved( clinicians(
asking(patients(specific(questions(and(symptom(discussions(were(limited(to(
identifying( the(presence(of(physical( symptoms( for(which( treatments(were(
readily(available((Cohen,(2012).(Limited(symptom(assessment(is(a(barrier(for(
the( comprehensive( understanding( of( patients’( symptoms( and( effective(
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(
symptom( management( (Kirkova( et( al.,( 2006).( The( risk( is( that( patient(
symptoms(will( go( unrecognised( if( reliance( is( on( clinicians( asking( patients(
about(specific(symptoms.( In(a(recent(study(by(Casey(et(al.( (2016),(53%(of(
symptoms( identified( by( cancer( patients( as( important( to( them( were( not(






supported( patients( in( the( provision( of( selfEcare( and( medication(selfE




et( al.,( 2013;( Latimer,Chaboyer,( &( Gillespie,( 2014;( McInnes( et( al.,( 2014;(
Thyssen,(&(Beck,(2014).(Nurses(clearly(played(a(different(role(to(doctors(in(
relation( to( supporting( patient( participation.( During( nurseEpatient(
interactions,( 85.7%( of( patients( had( family( members( present.( There( was(
however( little(difference(between(doctors( and(nurses( in( the( frequency( in(
which(patients(initiated(symptom(interactions(or(the(relative(proportion(of(
physical( versus( psychological( symptoms( discussed.( This( was( unexpected(




to( report( symptoms(and( seek( and( receive(psychosocial( care.( The( findings(
that(in(54.5%(of(interactions(nurses(spent(less(than(one(minute(with(patients(
and( in(8%(of( interactions( there(was(no( conversation(between(nurses(and(
patients( provides( some( explanation.( Further,( when( nurses( engaged( in(
symptom(discussions(with(patients,(the(dialogue(tended(to(be(unidirectional,(
explanations( were( brief( with( few( attempts( to( engage( patients( in( the(
exchange.((
Formal(ward( rounds( and( nurse( rounding( serve( an( important( function( for(
sharing(information(between(patients(and(clinicians,(however(the(brevity(of(
the(rounds,(the(tendency(for(many(patients(to(report(their(symptoms(only(in(





and( nurses’( hourly( rounding( are( the(main( opportunities( patients( have( to(
exchange( information.( For( example,( Weber( (2007)( found( that( medical(








of( patientEdoctor( interactions,( but( in( less( than( 12%( of( nurseEpatient(




so.(There(are( several(potential( explanations( for( the(variability( in(patients’(
responses( to( opportunities( to( participate.( In( the( majority( of( interactions(
where(decisions(were(made,(clinicians(would(make(a(recommendation(for(
treatment( and( seek( patients’( opinion.( It( can( be( difficult( for( patients( to(
provide( an( alternative( to( clinicians’( recommendations.( Frongillo( (2013)(
found(that(when(clinicians(made(specific(recommendations(for(treatment(to(
patients(with(breast(cancer,(patients(reported(lower(levels(of(participation(in(




pros( and( cons( of( different( treatments( and( eliciting( patients’( goals( and(
treatment(preferences.(The(survey(and(interview(findings(identified(that(for(
some( patients,( participation( in( decisions( relating( to( their(management( is(
difficult( or( not( their( preferred( option.( Patients’( perceived( lack( of(medical(
knowledge(is(a(known(barrier(to(participation(in(decisionEmaking((Larsson(et(
al.,( 2011a;( Rainey( et( al.,( 2013;( Vestala,( &( Frisman,( 2013),( as( is( lack( of(







7.3.2% Facilitators% and% barriers% to% patient% participation% in%
symptom%management%




overall( opportunity( for( patients( to( participate( fully( in( their( symptom(
management.( Doctors( and( nurses( conducted( morning( ward( rounds(
separately( and(nurses(did(not( attend( the(doctors’( rounds( therefore( there(
were(few(observed(opportunities(for(patients(and(their(families(to(interact(
with( the( health( care( team( as( a( whole.( The( finding( in( this( study( of(lowE
frequency(and(lowEduration(of(interactions(between(patients(and(clinicians(
seemed(to(be(more(pronounced(than(reported(in(Australian(studies((Cohen,(
2012;( McTier,Botti,( &( Duke,( 2014).( In( McTier’s( study,( nurses( in( a(
cardiothoracic(surgical(ward(interacted(with(their(patients(an(average(of(3.8(
minutes( per( patient( in( a( 2Ehour( observation( period( during( which( clinical(






Clinicians’( work( load( might( be( a( reason( for( the( different( frequency( and(









active( role( in(brief(ward( rounds( (Swenne,(&(Skytt,(2014).(Whether( longer(
interactions( alone( improve( symptom( communication( is( not( known( and(
needs(to(be(researched(further.( 













about( the( doctors( and( nurses( responsible( for( their( care.( Providing(
encouragement( and( consolation( were( considered( facilitators( for( patient(
participation(because(these(behaviours( improve(rapport(between(patients(








obligations( to( show(respect( to(clinicians.(For(example,(a(grounded( theory(
study(conducted(in(China(examined(the(relationships(between(patients’(trust(
in(hospitals(and(health(professionals(as(facilitators(for(patient(participation(
in( safety( (Ye,( 2011).( In( another( study,( patients’( trust( in( clinicians,( as( a(
mediator( between( patient( participation( and( treatment( outcomes,( was(
shown( to( have( positive( effects( on( participation( and( treatment( outcomes(








in( doctorEpatient( interactions( and( 85.7%( of( patients( in( nurseEpatient(
interactions.(The(high(prevalence(of(attendance(by(family(members(is(both(









Family( member( involvement( provides( support( for( patients,( enhances(



















These(behaviours(are(effective( in(blocking( further( conversation,( removing(
opportunities(for(patients(to(contribute(their(experience,(ask(questions(and(
participate(in(decisionEmaking.((
Patient( participation( is( elicited( through( effective( communication.(








require( ‘long( and( attentive( communication’( (p.( 1174).( They( argued( that(
informal( communication( that( is( sequential,( cemented( through( successive(









as( “a( system( under( which( an( authority( undertakes( to( supply( needs( or(
regulate( conduct( of( those( under( its( control( in(matters( affecting( them( as(
individuals( as( well( as( in( their( relations( to( authority( and( to( each( other.”(
(Paternalism,( n.d.).( This( was( most( pronounced( in( interactions( between(
doctors( and( patients( during( morning( ward( rounds( where( the( intent( was(
highly(task(focused,(that(is,(to(perform(a(brief(review(of(patients’(progress(so(
that(treatment(could(continue(however,(it(was(also(evident(in(nurseEpatient(
interactions.( There( was( a( tendency( by( both( nurses( and( doctors( to(







The( findings( of( the( postEobservation( survey( of( preferred( and( actual(
participation( identified( that(64%(of(patients( in(doctorEpatient( interactions(
and(56%(of(patients(in(nurseEpatient(interactions(preferred(their(doctors(or(





with( nurses( and( moderately( achieved( their( preferred( participation( with(
doctors(but(substantially(achieved(their(preferred(participation(with(nurses.((
Nurses( and( doctors( however,( overestimated( their( patients’( participatory(
preference( and( actual( level( of( participation( during( the( symptom(
management(interactions.(
The( passive( preference( by( patients( for( participation( in( interactions( with(
doctors(and(nurses(was(consistent(with(the(findings(in(the(survey(in(Phase(2.(
Patients( in( both( phases( perceived( that( they( had( achieved( their( preferred(
level(of(participation.(The(findings(suggest(that(a(clinician(dominant(model(is(
acceptable( to( patients( and( this( is( consistent(with( the( findings( of( Chinese(
studies(focused(on(patients(with(colorectal(cancer((Hou(et(al.,(2014)(and(with(
chronic(hepatitis((Zhang(et(al.,(2011).((
That( patients( preferred,( and( achieved,( a( relatively( less( passive( role(when(
they(interacted(with(nurses(than(with(doctors(is(an(important(finding(in(this(
study.( Analyses( of( data( of( the( naturalistic( observations( and( individual(
interviews(provide(some(insights(for(understanding(this.((
Patients’(preference( for(participation(might(be( influenced(by( the( types(of(
decisions( required.( As( observed( in( doctorEpatient( interactions,( patients(
often(faced(decisions(related(to(medical(examinations(or(treatments,(while(
in( nurseEpatient( interactions,( patients( mostly( dealt( with( decisions( about(











barriers( to( participation( in( ward( rounds( (Swenne,( &( Skytt,( 2014).(
Quantitative(comparisons(of(patients’(preferences(for(participation(in(their(
interactions(with(doctors(and(nurses(have(seldom(been(reported(in(previous(





communication( with( nurses( than( with( doctors.( The( findings( of( the(
naturalistic( observations( provided( evidence( that( patients( were( given(
opportunities( to( express( their( preferences( or( opinions( in( nurseEpatient(
interactions,( although( there(were( relatively( few(decisions( observed( to( be(
made( between( nurses( and( patients.( Hence,( opportunity( and( nurses’(
communication( style(might( contribute( to( patients’(more( active( perceived(









perceptions( of( patients’( preferences( for( participation( in( decisionEmaking.(
Wilkinson( (2008),( in( an( investigation(of( 152( acute(medical( inpatients( and(
their( doctors,( found( there( was( little( agreement( between( patients’(
preferences( and( their( doctors’( predictions( of( those( preferences.(
Overestimation(was(found(in(48.7%(of(pairs(and(underestimation(in(28.9%(of(
pairs.(Similarly,(in(Florin’s(study((2006a),(comparing(patients’(with(their(RN’s(
perceptions,( patients( preferred( to( be( more( passive( in( decision( making(
regarding(general(nursing(needs(as(well(as(physical(and(psychological(needs(
than( RNs( expected.( In( terms( of( patients’( actual( level( of( participation,(
clinicians( also( perceived( their( patients( were( more( active( than( patients’(
themselves( experienced.( Again,( Timonen( and( Sihvonen( (2000)( also( found(
that(nurses(reported(patients(took(a(more(active(part(in(bedside(reporting(
than(patients(experienced.((
This( lack( of( congruence( between( patients’( reported( preferences( and(
experience( and( those( estimated( by( their( clinicians( may( be( explained( in(
several(ways.(Preference(for(participation(is(not(an(explicit(assessment(for(





2008);(Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a)( because( patients’( preferences(
may(vary(depending(on(the(context(and(issue.(




participation( is( not( understood( exactly( in( the( same( way( by( patients( and(
clinicians.( For( instance,( patients( in( previous( studies( have( described(






consent( procedures.( If( the( notion( of( participation( is( narrowly( defined,(
clinicians(may(believe( that( they( have( involved( their( patients( by( providing(
information( about( treatment( or( nursing( care( while( patients( may( not(
recognize(this(as(an(opportunity(to(participate.(
7.4%Conclusions%







most( common( symptom( group( discussed( by( doctors( and( nurses(whereas(
discussion(of(psychological(symptoms(were(rarely( initiated(by(clinicians(or(
patients.( In( interactions( related( to( information( exchange,( dialogue( was(
generally(brief(or(oneEway(with(few(observed(attempts(to(engage(patients(in(
the(exchange.(In(interactions(related(to(decision(making,(patients(were(often(
given( opportunities( to( express( their( preferences( or( opinions( to( nurses(
whereas( this( was( less( evident( in( doctorEpatient( interactions( and( patients(
missed(opportunities( to(participate.(Nurses( involved(patients( in( their(selfE




Doctors’( and( nurses’( behaviours( facilitating( patient( participation( during(
interactions(involved(establishing(rapport(and(providing(support,(facilitating(






but( patients( displayed( less( passive( preference(when( they( interacted(with(
nurses.(Most(of(the(patients(achieved(their(preference(for(participation,(with(




overestimate( their( patients’( participatory( preference( and( actual( level( of(
participation(during(the(symptom(management(interactions.(
This(is(the(final(chapter(reporting(of(the(analyses(conducted.(In(Chapter(8,(







This( purpose( of( this( research( was( to( advance( our( understanding( of( the(
enablers(and(barriers( to(patient(participation( in(symptom(management( in(
acute( cancer( care( environments.( It( focused( on( exploring( the( synergies(
between(patients’( and( clinicians’( perceptions(of( patient(participation( in( a(
Chinese(acute(cancer(care(setting.((
A( mixedEmethods,( single( case( study( (one( institutional)( design( was( used.(
Surveys( and( semiEstructured( interviews( explored( patients’( and( clinicians’(
perceptions(of(patient(participation( in(symptom(management;(naturalistic(
observation(was(employed(to(describe(patients’(and(clinicians’(behaviours(
during( interactions( related( to( symptom(management.( The( study( findings(
provide( a( comprehensive( insight( into( the( phenomenon( of( patient(
participation(within( a( specific( clinical( setting( from(both( the( patients’( and(
clinicians’(perspectives.((
This( final( chapter( provides( an( integrated( discussion( of( the( findings( and(
begins(with(a(brief(synopsis(of(the(science(gap(addressed,(followed(by(the(







Review( of( recent( literature( of( patient( participation( in( acute( care( settings(
reveals( participation( as( a( kind( of( respectful( and( partnering( relationship(
where( clinicians( surrender( power( in( decisionEmaking,( patients( obtain(
knowledge(and(are(involved(in(healthcare(activities((Sahlsten(et(al.,(2008).(








evidence( that( patients( do( not( achieve( their( preferred( participation(
(Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a;( Ramfelt,Lützen,(&(Nordström,( 2005)(
and(clinicians(tend(to(overestimate(the(amount(of(participation(that(patients(
prefer( (Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a;( MohsinEShaikh,Garfield,( &(
Franklin,( 2014;(Wilkinson( et( al.,( 2008).( Identified( factors( associated( with(
patients’( preferred( level( of( participation( include( age( (Chung( et( al.,( 2012;(
Uldry(et(al.,(2013),(gender((Arnetz,(&(Arnetz,(2009;(Chung(et(al.,(2012),(level(
of( education( (Chung( et( al.,( 2012;( Hamann( et( al.,( 2011),( physical( status(
(Löfman,HäggmanELaitila,( &( Pietilä,( 2008;( Silva( et( al.,( 2012)( and(
psychological( status( (Shepherd,Butow,( &( Tattersall,( 2011),( although( the(
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(
effects( of( these( factors( are( not( consistent.( The( enactment( of( patient(
participation(in(health(care(is(multifaceted,(influenced(by(patient((Rainey(et(
al.,( 2013;( Vestala,(&( Frisman,( 2013),( clinician( (Löfman,HäggmanELaitila,(&(
Pietilä,( 2008;( Lever,O'Reilly,( &( Pryor,( 2008)( and( context( related( factors(
(Cohen,(&(Botti,(2015;(DrachEZahavy,(&(Shilman,(2015).(
In(China,( there( is(evolving( interest( in( the( study(of(patient(participation( in(






2014;( Yue,( 2014)( making( it( difficult( to( compare( findings( with( those(
conducted( in(western(countries.(Limitations( in(our(knowledge(of(patients’(
and( clinicians’( understanding( and( experience( of( patient( participation( in(
acute(care(prevent(innovation(in(strategies(to(promote(participation((Li,(2014;(
Wan,(&(Wan,(2013;(Zhou,Huang,(&(Zhang,(2012).(








patients( and( clinicians( in( how( patient( participation( is( perceived.( There( is(
needed( a( comprehensive( exploration( of( patient( participation( in( symptom(









the( importance( of( participatory( activities( in( symptom( management,( the(
findings(were(that(patients,(doctors(and(nurses(shared(the(perception(that(
the( exchange( of( symptom( information( is( the( most( important( aspect( of(
patient(involvement(in(symptom(management.(Although(rated(highly(overall,(







they( provided( patients( with( more( symptom( information( than( patients(
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(
perceived.( Nurses( perceived( they( met( their( patients’( needs( to( a( greater(
degree( than( experienced( by( patients.( Doctors( and( nurses( thought( they(






Fourth,( this( study( confirmed( predictors( of( patients’( preference( for(
participation.( Patients( who( were( single,( female,( employed,( undergoing(
radiotherapy(or(had(higher(levels(of(health(literacy(regarding(the(ability(to(
appraise( information( critically( and( to( find( health( information,( tended( to(
prefer(more(active(participation(in(their(symptom(care.(
Fifth,( when( patients’( actual( experience( agreed( with( their( preference,(
patients(were(more(likely(to(perceive(that(they(had(received(higher(quality(
of( care( than( those( who( had( not( achieved( their( preferred( participation.(
However,(patients’(preference(for(participation(and(their(actual(experience(




key( findings( identified( largely( supported( the( findings( of( the( survey(
component.( First,( patients,( doctors( and( nurses( shared( many( of( the(
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(
understandings( of( patient( participation.( Information( exchange( was(
considered(key( to(patient( involvement;( patients( could( also(be( involved( in(
negotiated(decisionEmaking(and(other(selfEmanagement(activities,(such(as(
adjusting(psychological(status(and(controlling(their(diet(or(life(style.(However,(






Second,( the( exploration( of( reasons( perceived( for( preferred( participatory(
roles(indicated(that(information(exchange,(negotiated(decisionEmaking(and(
role(expectations(were(shared(by(patients(irrespective(of(control(preference.(
The( trend( in( the( findings( suggested( that( the( more( active( role( patients(
preferred,( the( higher( they( perceived( responsibility( for( their( own( health(
outcomes.(
Third,( factors( facilitating( or( impeding( patients’( participation( in( symptom(
management( were( identified.( Activities( related( to( information( exchange(
were( perceived( to( be( influenced( by( communication( competence,(
communication( opportunity,( patients’( symptom( severity( and( established(
rapport(between(patients(and(clinicians.(Patients’(participation(in(decisionE




family( members,( peers( and( existing( organizational( policies( were( also(
perceived( as( possible( factors( impacting( on( patient( participation( in( their(
symptom(treatment(and(care.(
In( addition( to( the( selfEreported( perceptions( of( patient( participation,( the(
observation( of( patients’( and( clinicians’( behaviours( during( interactions(
related(to(symptom(management(added(to( the(richness(of( the(data.(LowE
frequency(and(low(duration(of(interactions(between(patents(and(clinicians(
were( a( significant( finding.( Symptom( discussions(were( usually( initiated( by(
doctors( and(nurses(during( the(morning(ward( rounds( and(nurses’(working(
hours.( Doctors( and( nurses(were(most( concerned(with( physical( symptoms(




given( the( opportunity( or( did( not( take( the( opportunity( to( express( their(






clarifying( patients’( agreement( or( preference( with( a( treatment( plan.(
Facilitating( behaviours( such( as( selfEintroduction,( assessing( a( patient’s(
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understanding( and( monitoring( and( reminding( were( more( frequently(
observed(in(nurseEpatient( interactions(than(those(of(patients(and(doctors.(
Blocking( behaviours( observed( in( both( doctor( and( nurse( interactions(with(
patients(were( task( focused( interactions,( changing( topic( or( ignoring,( using(
professional(language(and(normalising(comments.(
Exploration( of( patients’,( doctors’( and( nurses’( perceptions( of( patients’(
preferred( and( actual( participation( in( symptomEmanagement( related(
decisionEmaking(during(interactions(observed,(revealed(that(patients(had(a(
higher( preference( for( participation( in( nursing( activities( than( in( medical(
treatment( and( they( achieved( this( preference.( Both( doctors( and( nurses(
tended( to( overestimate( patients’( participatory( preference( for,( and( actual(
achieved(participation(in(interactions.(
8.3%Integration%of%findings%





Recognition( of( patients’( roles( in( symptom(management(was( found( to( be(
mostly(consistent(between(patients(and(clinicians(and(was(identified(from(
different(sources(of(data.(In(both(patients’(and(clinicians’(survey(responses,(
all( the(participatory( activities(were( rated( as( important( by( the(majority( of(
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(
patients,( doctors( and( nurses,( indicating( a( high( level( of( recognition( of( the(
necessity(for(patient(participation(in(symptom(management.(The(high(value(
placed( on( information( exchange( was( emphasized( when( patients( and(
clinicians(explained(their(understandings(of(patient(participation.(Meanwhile,(
symptom( assessment( and( patient( education( were( the( main( activities(
observed(in(the(patientEclinician(interactions(in(symptom(management.(
The( positive( expressed( attitudes( towards( patient( participation( are( in(
agreement(with( the( findings( in( previous( studies(which( reported( patients’(
and/or( clinicians’( high( perceived( importance( of( patient( participation( in(




way( of( participation( was( especially( emphasized( in( some( of( the( above(
literature((Abrahamsen,Draborg,(&(Nørgaard,(2014;(Tobiano(et(al.,(2015b).(
This( positive( recognition( is( an( important( prerequisite( for( the( success( of(
patients’(attempts(to(participate(in(their(care.((
8.3.1.2% Raising% patients’% active% preference% for% participation% in% symptom%
management%%
Although( passive( preference( for( participation( in( decisionEmaking( was(
dominant( in( the(Chinese(patient(sample,( the(current(study( identified(that(
patients(tended(to(have(an(active(preference(for(participation(in(symptomE
related( decision( making( when( they( were( single,( female,( employed( and(
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undergoing( radiotherapy.( In( addition,( higher( levels( of( health( literacy,(
especially(when(patients(had(the(ability(to(appraise(information(critically(and(
to( find(health( information,(was(positively( associated(with(patients’( active(
preference.( Consistently,( both( patients’( and( clinicians’( responses( in( the(
individual( interviews( indicated( symptom( severity( and( comprehension(
competence(could(influence(patients’(of(participation(experience(overall.(
Preference( is( a(predisposition( in( favour(of( something.( To(enable(patients’(
participation( in( symptom(management,( patients’( preference( needs( to( be(




have( been( identified( as( potential( predictors( of( patients’( preference( for(
participation( (Ekdahl(et(al.,(2011;(Larsson(et(al.,(2011a;(Naik(et(al.,(2011).(
These( findings( suggest( that( preference( is( potentially( modifiable( and(
impacted( on( by( factors( such( as( physical( performance,( understanding( and(
knowledge( and,( if( addressed,( can( facilitate( patients’( participation( in( their(
own(healthcare(activities.((
8.3.1.3%Providing%patients%with%opportunities%to%participate%
Whether( patients( had( opportunities( to( be( involved( in( their( symptom(











(Larsson( et( al.,( 2011b;( Tobiano( et( al.,( 2015b).( Understanding( the( explicit(
behaviours( that( provide( patients( with( opportunities( to( participate( is(
important(for(bringing(about(changes(in(the(way(clinicians(interact(with(their(








symptomErelated( decisionEmaking( and( this( was( evident( in( multiple(











patient(participation( in(decision(making(needs( to(be( confirmed( in( further(
research,(these(findings(suggest(a(potential(barrier(to(involving(patients(in(
their(treatment(or(care.(
The( finding( of( the( control( preference( survey,( that( over( 80%( of( patients(
preferred(their(doctors(and(nurses(to(make(decisions(for(them,(reflected(the(
value( patients’( placed( on( clinicians’( roles( in( decisionEmaking.( Further(
exploration(of(patients’(perceived(reasons(for(their(participatory(preference(




Lack( of( confidence( and( passive( preference( for( participation( in( decision(
making(expressed(by(patients,(and(clinicians’(concerns(about(patients’(ability(
to(make(decisions,(suggests(a(very(narrow(interpretation(of(what(it(means(














access( and( understand( so( that( ultimately,( they( can( decide( to( accept( and(
participate(in(treatment.(
8.3.2.2%Clinicians’%strategies%in%involving%patients%




patients’( preference( for( participation( in( symptom( managementErelated(




daily( practice( and( their( judgement( of( whether( a( patient( wanted( to(
participate( in( treatment( or( care( was( usually( based( on( their( subjective(
assessments.( Clinicians’( overestimation( of( patients’( preference( for(
participation( is( in( line( with( the( findings( reported( in( literature(
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(
(Florin,Ehrenberg,( &( Ehnfors,( 2006a;( MohsinEShaikh,Garfield,( &( Franklin,(
2014;(Wilkinson(et(al.,(2008).(
This(lack(of(congruence(between(clinicians(and(patients(in(their(estimation(
of( participation( can( be( explained( in( part( by( the( data.( The( survey( data(
identified( that( both( doctors( and( nurses( thought( they( provided( symptom(
information(and(motivated(patients(to(participate(to(a(greater(degree(than(
patients( experienced.( Nurses(were(more( likely( than( patients,( to( perceive(
they( met( their( patients’( needs.( These( different( perceptions( were( most(
evident( in( relation( to( aspects( of( participation( in( discussions( or(decisionE
making( in( symptom(treatment(and(care.( Similar(disparities( in(perceptions(
were(reported(in(Kullberg’s(study(in(information(exchange(and(information(
provision(between(health(care(professionals(and(patients(related(to(changes(















patients( to( participate( as( an( important( barrier( to( patient( participation.(
Clinician(behaviours(identified(have(been(reported(previously(in(Australian(
cancer( care( settings( (Butow( et( al.,( 2008;( Cohen,( 2012).( When( these(
behaviours(occurred(patients(were(deprived(of(opportunities(to(participate(








majority( of( patients( had( received( information( about( their( symptoms( and(
treatments;(however(less(than(25(percent(of(patients(felt(that(they(had(been(
given( the(opportunity(of(being( involved( in(discussions(or(decisionEmaking(
about(their(treatment(and(care(during(their(hospitalization.(








to( leave( their( symptomErelated( decisions( to( doctors( and( nurses( with( or(
without( considering( patients’( own( opinions( and( 90( percent( of( patients(
experienced(passive(or(passiveEshared(roles.(
The( survey( and( naturalistic( observation( data( indicated( the( limited(
recognition( and( enactment( of( patient( participation( in( symptom(
management.(The( findings(are( in(accordance(with( those( in(Cohen’s( study(
that( explored( patient( participation( in( symptom(management( in( an( acute(




















































































perceived( quality( of( care( if( patients( are( not( provided( opportunities( to(
participate.( Participation( in( their( care( is( perceived( by( patients( as( a(





perceived( higher( quality( of( care( than( those( whose( preference( was( not(
achieved.( This( finding( suggests( that( supporting( patients( to( achieve( their(




his( or( her( situation( in( order( to( provide( opportunities( for( true( patient(
participation( (Eldh,Ekman,(&(Ehnfors,( 2006;( Larsson(et( al.,( 2011b).( This( is(
consistent(with( the( notion(of( patientEcentred( care(where( the( patient( is( a(














education.( Positive( perceptions( of( patients’( roles( in( their( care( may( raise(
patients’( preference( for( participation( in( the( activities( they( value( and(
encourage(them(to(participate(if(they(have(confidence(in(their(ability(to(do(
so.(For(clinicians,(explicit(policies(and(processes(would(encourage(them(to(
value(patients’( roles( in(their( treatment(and(care(and(to(develop(skills(and(
strategies(for(involving(patients.(
The( findings( of( this( research( suggest( that( patient( participation( in( acute(
treatment(and(ongoing(care(is(recognized(by(clinicians(in(the(Chinese(health(
care( system( and( culturally( by( the( recipients( of( care.( Further,( the( findings(
suggest(that(the(issues(faced(in(enacting(participation(are(similar(to(those(in(
western( countries( although( there( are( some( differences( that( need( to( be(
considered.(Patients’(preference(for(participation(in(symptom(management(






A( recurring( finding( in( the( case( study( data( was( the( poor( recognition( by(
clinicians( of( their( patients’( preference( for,( and( actual( participation.(
Overestimation( of( patients’( preference( and( actual( participation( indicates(
that( individual(assessment(of(patients’(preference(did(not(occur( in(clinical(
practice( and( doctors( and( nurses( were( not( fully( responsive( to( patients’(
preferred( participation.( Patients’( and( clinicians’( understanding( of( patient(
participation(encompassed(a(range(of(activities(including(not(only(decisionE
making( but( information( exchange( and( selfEcare( activities.( The(
overestimation(of(patients’(preferred(participation( suggests( that( clinicians(
were( making( subjective( judgements( of( patients’( preferences( however,(
patients( need( to( be( asked( directly( to( determine( individual( patient(
preferences((Wilkinson(et(al.,(2008).((
The( facilitating( and( blocking( behaviours( observed( during( patientEclinician(
interactions( suggest( the(need( for(a(greater( focus(on(communication( skills(
training.( Behaviours( observed( included( taskEbased( or( monopolising( that(
inhibited( patient( initiated( conversations( about( concerns( or( preferences.(
Facilitating(behaviours(included(explaining(clinical(issues,(analysing(pros(and(
cons,( clarifying(patients’( agreement(or( preference,( discussing(uncertainty,(
and( examining( barriers.( In( addition,( Wilkinson( suggests( other( facilitating(
behaviours( such( as( open( questions,( encouragement,( reflection,( and(
consultation(about(the(plan(of(action((Wilkinson,(1991).(Assessing(patients’(
understanding( of( the( information( provided( was( exhibited( in( some(




Mlambo,( 2015).( This( approach( was( observed( in( nurses’( interactions( but(
seldom(by(doctors(and(may(have(been(due(to(the(time(they(had(available(to(
interact( with( patients.( Indeed( in( the( interviews( with( doctors,( time( and(
fatigue(were(factors(that(mitigated(against(the(sort(of(communication(some(
doctors( understood( to( be( necessary( for( effective( patient( participation.(
Whether(clinicians(are(unaware(of(blocking(behaviours(or(if(they(adopt(them(





Motivation( has( been( reported( as( a( key( factor( in( the( successful(
implementation(of(patient(participation(in(shared(decisionEmaking(in(clinical(
practice( (Legare( et( al.,( 2008).( Providing( opportunities( for( patients( to(
participate(in(their(treatment(and(care(requires(skill,(recognition(of(its(value(
and(trust(in(the(ability(of(patients(to(contribute(to(decisions(that(affect(them.(
Most( clinicians( in( this( case( study( believed( that( they( had( involved( their(
patients( through( information( provision( and( motivating( patients( to(
participate(however,(many(patients(did(not(perceive(that(this(had(occurred.(
Indeed,( over( half( of( the( doctors( and( nurses( were( observed,( in( the(
interactions( involving( decisionEmaking,( to( ask( their( patients’( opinions(









oncological( acute( care( setting.( The( findings( contribute( to( the( evolving(
knowledge(of(patient(participation(in(this(specific(clinical(and(cultural(context.(
Its(design(is(characterised(by(a(number(of(strengths:((
First,( the( case( study( design( has( the( advantage( of( exploring( phenomena(
within( ‘realEworld’(practice( (Yin,(2009).(This(case(presented(an(analysis(of(
typical(everyday(patientEclinician(interactions.(The(single(case(study(provided(
a( framework( for( the( comprehensive( exploration( of( whether( and( how(
patients(are(involved(in(the(process(of(symptom(management.(
Second,( the( concurrent,( mixedEmethods( design( compensated( for( the(
deficiencies(of(single(methods((Polit,(&(Beck,(2012).(Given(the(multifaceted(
nature(of( the(patient(participation(phenomenon,( the( triangulation(of(selfE
report(survey,( individual( interview(and(naturalistic(observation(provided(a(
comprehensive(understanding(and(insights,(by(combining(the(knowledge(of(
subjective( perception( and(objective( behaviours.( Triangulation(during(data(
analyses(allowed(deductive(and( inductive( interpretations(and(conclusions,(




Third,( data( collection( from( multiple( participant( groups( embodied( the(
interactive( characteristic( of( patient( participation.( In( addition( to( the(
recruitment(of(patients(who(were(the(main(participants(in(previous(studies,(
this( study( involved(doctors(and(nurses(as( they( interacted(with(patients( in(
managing(symptoms(in(the(clinical(context.(Inclusion(of(multiple(participant(
groups( contributes( to( our( knowledge( of( the( similarity( and( difference( in(
patients’( and( clinicians’( perceptions( of( patient( participation( in( symptom(
management.(
Fourth,(consecutive(sampling(adopted(in(the(survey(and(observation(phases(
decreased( the(possibility( of( selection(bias( that( is( the( risk( associated(with(
convenience( sampling.( Purposive( sampling( of( clinicians( in( the( interview(
phase( captured( data( from( doctors( and( nurses( with( differing( experiential(
backgrounds.( Stratified( sampling( of( patients( based( on( their( control(
preference( in( patient( interviews( enabled( the( exploration( of( patients’(
understanding(of(the(meanings(underpinning(control(preference.(
The( limitations( of( this( research( are( related( to( external( validity( or(
transferability( of( the( findings,( and( considerations( of( internal( validity( or(
credibility.( Single( case( study( design( has( limitations( relating( to( external(
validity( and( generalizability( (Yin,( 2009).( This( study( identified( limited(
perceptions( of( patients’( participatory( roles( in( symptom(management( and(
overall(passive(preference( for(participation( in(decisionEmaking(by(patients(






areas( of( concern( and( can( be( compared( to( the( findings( of( other( studies(
conducted( in( China( and( worldwide( to( determine( complementarity( or(
divergence.(
In(the(survey(phase,(five(of(343(admitted(patients(were(excluded(because(of(







The( PPSM( Questionnaire( took( patients( approximately( 15E20( minutes( to(
complete.(Fatigue( in(cancer(patient(populations( is(well( recognized(and(13(
patients((8.5%)(did(not(complete(the(PPSM(questionnaire.(In(order(to(reduce(
participant(burden,(after(consenting(patients( they(were( left(a(copy(of( the(








to( the( constraints( of( the( PhD( program( and( consequently( a( single( data(
collector.( This( limitation( weakens( the( comparisons( between( the(
multifactorial( data.( There( were( however,( no( differences( in( demographic(
characteristics( of( age,( sex( and( place( of( residence( between( the( patient(
samples(in(the(observation(and(survey(phases.(There(was(a(difference(in(the(










ward( rounds( which( lasted( less( than( three(minutes( per( patient.( Both( the(
survey(and(interview(data(indicated(that(there(were(other(opportunities(for(
patients( to( talk( to( their( doctors.( For( example,( patients( could( go( to( their(
doctors’(office(to(report(symptoms(they(felt(were(severe.(Hence,(this(study(
did( not( capture( all( potential( interactions( between( patients( and( doctors(
about( patients’( symptoms.( The( observation( of( nurseEpatient( interactions(
included(mainly(nursing(working(hours(in(the(morning(and,(although(longer(











have( in( successfully( enacting( patient( participation( and( future( exploratory(
and(intervention(research(needs(to(continue(to(incorporate(this(relationship.(
More( research( is( needed( to( provide( assessment( tools( and( strategies( for(
determining(patients’(preferences(for(participation(in(multiple(activities.(The(
Control( Preference( Scale( used( in( the( current( research( was( developed( to(
assess(patients’(preference(for(control(roles(in(decisionEmaking(and(is(limited(
in( assessing( ongoing( care.( The( Views( and( Behaviours( about( Patient(











participation( on( workload( and( the( quality( of( decisions( made.( Further(
research(is(needed(to(address(ways(to(explicate(patients’(roles(in(symptom(
management( and( encourage( perceived( selfEefficacy( during( an( episode( of(
hospitalization.( The( reasons( given( for( patients’( different( preferred( roles(





the( complexity( of( enacting( patient( participation( within( the( current( care(
context.(Whether( improving(patient(participation( is(beneficial( to(patients’(
symptom(outcomes(also(needs(to(be(examined.(Suggested(interventions(in(
the(literature(to(facilitate(patient(participation(include(information(delivery(
through( eEhealth( platforms( (Post( et( al.,( 2013;( Stanton( et( al.,( 2013),(
interventions(encouraging(patients(to(initiate(symptom(reporting((Jangland(
et(al.,(2012;(See(et(al.,(2014),(and(decision(aid(interventions((Vodermaier(et(




the( synergies( between( patients’( and( clinicians’( perceptions( of( patient(
participation( in( symptom(management( to( advance( our( knowledge( of( the(
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(
enablers( and( barriers( to( patient( participation( in( symptom( management(
within( the(Chinese(acute(cancer(care(environment.(The(case(study(design(
provided( insight( into( the(complexity(of(patient(participation(embedded( in(
everyday( clinical( interactions.( The( concurrent,( mixed( methods( design(
explored( this( phenomenon( from( various( perspectives( and( dimensions( to(
achieve( a( comprehensive( understanding( of( the( issue.( Synergies( were(
identified( between( patients( and( clinicians( with( respect( to( their(










acute( care( setting( studied.( Future( research( is( needed( that( is( focused( on(
interventions( directed( towards( patients( and( clinicians( to( enhance(
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